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(ii)

Abstract

The vibrational kinetics of the CO2 laser system are studied 
experimentally and theoretically. A sequence (00°2) band/ 
fundamental (00^1) band gain ratioing technique is used to measure 
the CO2 asymmetric stretch mode temperature CT3) in low-pressure 
cw laser discharges; the relationship of discharge current to 
electron density is determined by X - band microwave cavity 
resonance. The experimental measurements are compared to theory 
using a comprehensive computer model of CO2 laser kinetics, based 
on the vibrational temperature approximation.

It is demonstrated that the observed saturation of vibrational 
temperature with increasing discharge current is caused by the 
de-activation of excited molecules by electron superelastic 
collisions, at a rate predicted by the principle of detailed balance. 
Superelastic collisions crucially determine the attainable 
vibrational temperatures, and limit T 3 to values below the optimum 
for 00°1 or 00°2 band laser action. The associated laser gain 
limitations are investigated, and it is shown that superelastic 
collisions inflict efficiency losses on pulsed TE CO2 lasers even at 
moderate input energies.

The operating characteristics of CO2 sequence band lasers are 
also examined. A comparison of oscillator performance with 
corresponding small - signal gain measurements indicates a sequence 
band saturation intensity which is higher than that of the fundamental 
band. This observation is supported by model computations, which 
predict that the. extractable 00°2 band laser power (a^ Î ) is 
typically 60% of that available on the 00°1 band.
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CHAPTER 1 ; INTRODUCTION
1.1 • Fundamental (00^1) and Sequence C0.0°2); Band GQ^ Lasers

Since the discovery of laser action on the 00^1 - C1O°0,
02°0)^ bands by Patel  ̂  ̂ , the CO^ laser has developed to become 
one of the most powerful, efficient and useful laser systems known. 
Its development has been accompanied by an increased understanding 
of the plasma and vibrational kinetics of the laser medium. For 
example, the addition of to the basic CO^ increased the output 
power of the low pressure cw laser by three orders of magnitude ^ 
to around lOW? further improvements, to powers of around lOOW and 
efficiencies of 10%, were obtained by the addition of He and water 
vapour and by the introduction of discharge tube cooling.  ̂ The 
beneficial effects of the additives were understood in terms of 
enhanced excitation of the CO^COO^l). upper laser level by vibration- 
vibration (V-V) resonant energy exchange with N^, and faster ' 
relaxation of theCl0°O) and(02°0) lower laser level populations by 
vibration-translation Cv-T) collisions with He, H^ and H^O. The 
high thermal conductivity of He aided gas cooling, reducing the 
thermal population of the lower laser levels, and water vapour 
addition was found to have the beneficial effect of reducing the 
level of CO^ dissociation caused by the impact of discharge electrons 
with energies 7eV or greater. Dissociation control was shown
to be crucial for the production of CO^ lasers with long sealed-off 
lifetimes.

In 1969-70 the laSeb operating regime was extended to atmos
pheric pressure by the use of pulsed electrical excitation applied 

to electrodes positioned parallel to the axis of the optical
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8 9cavity. ' Such transversely excited atmospheric pressure (TEA) 
lasers produced a further improvement in output energy densities 
and peak powers. However this improvement was at the expense of a 
truly stable electric discharge, and a variety of stabilising 
preionisation techniques have been developed using auxiliary dis
charge trigger wires, UV photoionisation, ^̂  electron beam

12 13injection and recently X-ray photo-preionisation. Such
techniques have allowed stable discharge operation to super-
atmospheric pressures for a wide range of excitation pulse lengths.

New 10 pm laser bands were observed in continuous emission 
from a cw CO^ laser by Reid and Siemsen in 1976. These were 
identified as the 00°2 - C10°l, 02°1)^ "sequence" bands, (shovm 
in Figure 1.1) and share many of the characteristics of the funda
mental 00°1 bands. However, the anharmonicity of the CO^ asymmetric
stretch mode produces a small shift (~ 0.5 cm in the relative

oemission frequencies of the 00 2 sequence band vibrational-rotational 
transitions. This gives rise to a number of applications well-suited 
to sequence band lasers, including long-path atmospheric propagation, 
molecular spectroscopy, and the optical pumping of far infra-red 

s. (FIR) laser transitions outside the tuning range of fundamental band 
CO2 lasers. Additionally, a most important use of sequence band 
lasers is the probing of the gain dynamics of CO^ laser discharges 
and the determination of CO^ asymmetric stretch mode vibrational 
temperatures,

The CO^ laser literature is voluminous, and it is outwith 
the scope of this work to consider the details of laser performance 
and technology. Instead, the aim is a comprehensive experimental 
and theoretical study of CO^ laser dynamics, taking full account of
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the challenge and opportunity afforded by 00*̂ 2 sequence band lasers. 
Conventional models of CO^ kinetics are untested.in the prediction 
of sequence band laser behaviour; the accurate prediction of 00*̂ 2 
band gain and saturation intensity is therefore a demanding, but 
worthwhile requiranent of any CO^ kinetics model. Conversely, the 
utility of sequence band lasers.in the measurement of CO^ vibrat
ional temperatures allows, for the first time, a comparison between 
theory and experiment at a basic level. In the following study such 
comparisons will be made in order to Ci) improve our general under
standing of CO^ laser kinetics Cii). establish valid kinetic 
modelling techniques and (iii). investigate the limitations of 00°1 
and 00^2 band laser performance,
1.2 Modelling CO^ laser kinetics
1.2,1 Review

The complexity of CO^-N^'-CO-He vibrational kinetics precludes

any.attempt at mathematical simulation of the system without some
15-17simplifying assumptions. In 1967, Gordiets et al. pointed

out that the rate of V-V exchange within a given vibrational mode is 
much faster than the rate of energy transfer to translation, the 
rate of transfer between different modes, and the rate of pumping 
into the mode by electron impact excitation. Under these circum
stances, the population within the vibrational mode should follow a 
Boltzmann distribution, described by a single vibrational temperat
ure T^, That is if nCv) is the population of the level with 
vibrational quantum number v, and hv^ is the vibrational level 
spacing of mode i (assumed harmonic), then

IH3--



This "vibrational temperature" approximation allowed the formulation 
of a relatively compact set of simultaneoi:s rate equations describing 
the V-V and V-V-T inter-mode energy exchanges as well as the processes 
of electron excitation and de-excitation of the and Cv̂ ) modes. 
Since Gordiets et al. were interested in the simulation of low 
pressure D.C. excited lasers, they also included the loss of vibrat
ional energy by radial diffusion of excited molecules and their 
quenching by collision with the discharge tube walls. The resulting 
rate equation system is non-linear and cumbersome to solve analytic
ally; however further simplifying assumptions (viz. that the bending 
and symmetric stretch mode temperatures CT^, T^) are low and N^-CO^
(Vg) V-V exchange is much faster than the other V-V-T processes) 
allowed an analytic solution in terms of the vibrational mode temper
atures, which were then interpreted to yield laser level populations 
and population inversions. No explicit predictions of vibrational 
temperatures were made, but the predicted variations of population 
inversion with gas mixture, pressure and temperature showed good 
qualitative agreement with experiment. Quantitative agreement was 
poor, with predicted inversions aroung 5-7 times the typical measured 
values. This is possibly due to the large uncertainty surrounding 
the electron impact excitation rates, which were only roughly 
estimated on the basis of poorly known excitation cross-sections, 
assuming a Maxwellian plasma electron energy distribution. Neverthe
less the work of Gordiets et al. represented an important development 
in the modelling of CO^ laser kinetics, and the overwhelming majority 
of kinetics models have adopted a very similar approach. For example, 
Tyte and Wills (1969) used an analytic solution of a rate equation 
model based on the vibrational mode scheme to predict the parametric '
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dependence of the saturation intensity in cw CO^ lasers. Figure
1,2 illustrates their model. Electron excitation and de^excitation 
rates are represented by Greek letters; combined electron and 
collisional de-excitation rates in CO^ are represented by and
Again the electron excitation rates were estimates based on inadequat
ely known cross-sections and discharge electron densities. Tyte and 
Wills’ solution of their rate equation model revealed the principle 
disadvantage of analytic methods; their expression for the saturation 
intensity in CO^ lasers was a complex function of all the system rate 
constants, obscuring the parametric dependence of the saturation 
intensity and making tedious any calculation of the effect of syste
matic changes. This limitation was overcome by Tulip (1970) who
calculated saturation intensities using a computerised solution of

19his vibrational rate equation system. Electron excitation rates
were arbitrary, and the process of electron de-excitation was 
neglected. The solutions predicted a CO^ asymmetric mode vibrational 
temperature which rises monotonically with increasing electron excitat
ion, and saturation intensities of the order of SOW cm

The first numerical analysis of the CO^ TEA laser was that 
20of Manes and Seguin in 1972, A five temperature model of the

COg-Ng-He system was used to predict the output power pulse-shape 
dependence on gas mixture, optical cavity parameters and electric 
pumping levels. Here the electron excitation rates were again 
estimated from earlier cross-sections and a knowledge of the 
effective electric fields and electron densities which prevail in 
atmospheric pressure pulsed CO^ lasers. (It should be noted that the 

spatial homogeneity of high-pressure discharges makes the estimates
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Of electron density and E/N rather more reliable than in the low- 
pressure positive column laser, where radial profiles of gas temper
ature and discharge current are a complicating factor). Manes and 
Seguin neglected the role of electron de-excitation, and made the 
approximation of constant gas temperature during the excitation and 
laser pulse. Nevertheless their calculated pulse shapes showed good 
agreement with corresponding laboratory measurements.

More recent years have seen the appearance of numerous COg 
laser discharge and kinetics models. An important development has 
been the construction of increasingly sophisticated computer-based 
solutions of the Boltzmann electron transport equation, allowing the 
detailed calculation of discharge electron energy distribution 
functions (E.D.F.’s), transport properties (drift velocity, diffusion 
coefficients) and effective electron impact excitation and ionisation 
rate constants. Such calculations take account of the inherently 
non-Maxwellian E.D.F.'s which typify molecular gas discharges, and 
usually include the effects of electron impact vibrational excitation,
de-excitation, ionisation and elastic scattering. In particular, the

21 . 22 Boltzmann codes of Nighan., Nighan and Bennett and Lowke et
23al, enabled the calculation of the power lost by electrons to all

the important inelastic excitation channels in the CO2 system, 
predicting that for an optimum E/N C~ 3 x 10 ^^Vcm^) then 50-90% of 
the discharge power is used usefully in CO g ^2 v^b^&tional
excitation. A Boltzmann analysis by Judd showed that vibrational 
excitation rates scale well with the average electron energy for a

25wide range of C02-N2-He gas mixtures, and recently Thomson et al. 
have used a Boltzmann code to predict vibrational excitation rates in
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CO2 laser mixtures including the effects of dissociation products 
CO and
1,2.2 preview

The increasingly sophisticated and detailed electron kinetics 
codes mentioned above have not been complemented by any great improve
ment in.the formulation and use of vibrational kinetics models. For
example, Cohen (1976) drew heavily on the earlier models of

27Gordiets et al. and Moore et al, to obtain analytic solutions of
a rate equation system describing the small-signal gain dynamics of

28CO2 waveguide lasers. Davies et al. Cl976) and Comly et al.
29(1981) have respectively modelled the vibrational kinetics of CO2 

TEA and electron-beam controlled lasers. Despite the fact that these 
models used Boltzmann codes to calculate the required electron 
excitation rate constants, neither took account of the possible im
portance of electron collisional deactivation of excited molecules, 
and must be considered incomplete for this reason, A more general 
criticism of such models can also be made; usually predictions are 
made of laser gains, saturation intensities, output pulse shapes, etc. 
These parameters are complex functions of the laser medium's kinetic 
processes; reasonable accuracy in their prediction is not a rigorous 
test of the correctness of the underlying kinetics; model, A more 
stringent examination of kinetic modelling techniques is required, 
such as would be provided by a comparison of calculated and measured 
vibrational temperatures or vibrational mode populations. The advent 
of the CO2 sequence band laser has provided a convenient method for 
the laboratory measurement of vibrational temperatures, and the 
prediction of sequence band laser parameters provides a new and
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additional test for CO^ kinetics models.
Therefore we can anticipate the requirements of an improved 

approach, to CO^ laser kinetic modelling:
(i). All kinetics processes of likely importance should be 

analysed, including the effects of the dissociation products CO and 
0^, electron collisional deactivation of excited molecules, thermal 
populations of vibrational energy levels and radial diffusion in low- 
pressure discharges.

(ii) Model input data, particularly electron excitation rate 
coefficients and molecular V-V-T relaxation rates, should be as well- 
founded as. possible; the use of a Boltzmann code to generate the 
electron transport coefficients is desirable.

(iii) Predictive model calculations should be testable by 
comparison to experiment at a fundamental level; laboratory measure
ments of CO2 vibrational temperatures are required,

(iv) Laser parameters for the important 00°2 sequence band 
must be characterised.

This report describes the formulation of a kinetics model 
designed to meet these requirements, and its use in a theoretical 
and experimental study of CO2 laser operation on the fundamental 
(00^1) and sequence (00^2) bands. The following section details the 
basic principles of CO2 vibrational, electron and gain dynamics. 
Chapters 3 and 4 describe preliminary experiments used to derive 
information on discharge electric fields (E/N) and electron densities. 
The structure of the vibrational kinetics model is explained in 
Chapter 5 and subsequently its predictions are compared to laboratory 
measurements of vibrational temperatures and laser efficiencies.
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Finally, an experimental investigation of the operating character
istics of the cw 00^2 band laser is described in Chapter 8, and the 
kinetics model is used to study 00°2 band gain and gain saturation. 
Conclusions and recommendations are presented in Chapter 9.
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CHAPTER 2 ; BASIC PRINCIPLES OF COy LASER KINETICS
2.1 Discharge electron kinetics
2.1.1 Electron energy distribution functions and the Boltzmann 
transport equation

In a gaseous plasma, the energy distribution of the free electrons
is governed by the Boltzmann equation, analysis of which is well 

1 2developed. ' For a spatially uniform gas in the presence of a steady
electric field E the Boltzmann equation has the form

where e, m and v are the electron charge, mass and velocity and f (v) is
the electron velocity distribution function. The right hand side of 
(2.1) represents the rate of change of f (v) due to electron collisions 
of all types and is called the collision integral. The effects of both 
elastic and inelastic collisions must be included. For elastic 
electron-raolecule collisions the large mass difference results in small 
energy transfers and large electron deflections* it follows that f(^)
can be separated into two parts:

f (v) ” f (v) + ™ . f (v) (2o2)—  o —  V — 1

where f^fv) is isotropic (i.e. spherically symmetric in velocity space)
and f_̂ (v) is the small anisotropy induced by the applied electric field.
Using the expansion, (2.1) is resolved into two coupled equations:

(v2f.(v)) = (2.3)3572 av -1 6t

-®I = # L  tv) (2.4).m dv 01
These equations are derived using the fact that since the distrib

ution of V is nearly isotropic, terms depending on the directions of v, 
yet. quadratic in v, can be replaced by their average over all 
directions^." Terms of the' form v (v.A) where A is independent of
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1 2the direction of have been replaced by v ^
The right hand side of (2,4) represents the effect of collisions 

on the asymmetry of the distribution function. Here electron-heavy 
particle momentum transfer collisions play the major role, so assuming 
the rate of decrease of the asymmetric part is proportional to the 
number of collisions times the degree of asymmetry,

(2-S).
The momentum transfer collision frequency is related to the
corresponding heavy species number density and momentum transfer cross-
section by (v) V. Combining (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) we obtain
an equation for the isotropic part of f(y). After transformation to

2the new variable u = mv /2e where u is the electron kinetic energy
(eV), this takes the form

3 du
where the sum is over all s species of heavy particle. This is the
generalised form of the Boltzmann equation, normalised so that

j,00 _̂ l/2  ̂ du = 1 (2.7)
0 o

which implies that the fraction of electrons with energy beteen u and 
1/2(u + du) is u fg(u) du. The right-hand side of (2.6) represents the

combined effect on the distribution function of elastic and inelastic
electron-neutral collisions, as well as electron-electron and electron-
ion collisions. A general solution for f^^u) when all types of
collision are important is practically impossible because of the lack

-5of collision cross-section data. However for weakly ionised (<10 )
COg laser discharges, electron-electron and electron-ion collisions 
are not important. Furthermore elastic electron-neutral collisions 

have a negligible effect on f (u) since the energy exchanged is
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negligible compared to that transferred by inelastic collisions 
(resulting in molecular vibrational and electronic excitation) and 
superelastic collisions (resulting in molecular de-excitation).
Thus only the effects of inelastic and superelastic collisions need be 
included in the collision integral and

-uf(u)Qg^(u) I (2.8)
where (u) is the electron cross-section for excitation (or de
excitation) of the vibrational or electronic level 1 of neutral species 
s, with a corresponding energy loss (or gain) u^^. A working equation 
for f (ul is obtained by substituting (2,8) in (2.6), dividing by the 
total neutral molecule density N, and integrating

_ ^  (|)2 ^  (2.9)

where 5 = N /N is the fractional concentration of species s. This is s s ^
2the form of the Boltzmann equation derived by Nighan. For a specific 

value of E/N and a given gas mixture, knowledge of the relevant cross- 
sections allows a solution for f(u), Reliable cross-section data are 
available for COg, N^, CO and He, and distribution functions in COg

4 5laser mixtures have been calculated by Nighan and other workers,
The results show that at very low E/N ( < 3 x 10 Vcm^) a Maxwell- 
Boltzmann distribution applies, defined by a single electron
temperature T.̂ : 1 3 /

f(u,T ) =(27tÎI T “  ̂ (2.10).
e

However, at E/N typical of laser discharge conditions (3 x 10^^ Vcm^) 
the distribution functions are markedly non-Maxwellian, showing a 
depletion of electrons with energy greater than about 2eV. This
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reflects the large CO and CO^ vibrational cross-sections in the 
2 - 5eV range ; these present a barrier which prevents electrons from 
reaching higher energies.
2.1.2 Vibrational excitation rates and the principle of detailed 
balance    ' ,

The solution of the time-rindependent Boltzmann equation (2,9) is
f(u,E/N,T) where T is the amh^&ent gas temperature. In terms of this

./ 3solution, the electron-molecule vibrational excitation rate is 
X C-T) - E;=Pa(2e/m)l/2 Qg&(u)fXu,E/N,T)n du (2.11)
“ f (U ,E/N,T)U ^^2 au

Where the summation is over the vibrational levels -t of mode n. That is, 

X^(E/N,T) = (2.12)

where
. (2e/m) ^  Q3^(u)f(u,E/N,T)u flu (,2.13).

(U ,E/N,T)U '’'̂2

is the effective excitation rate to the vibrational mode n comprising 
•4 levels. The weighting factors are conventionally determined by 
weighting the excitation in accordance with its energy loss^' ^

The effective vibrational excitation rate is then assigned the energy 
loss appropriate to excitation of the first vibrational level. The 
excitation rate defined in this manner is useful for laser modelling 
estimates of the net fractional energy transfer to the various in
elastic excitation channels within the molecular system.

The cross-section for superelastic collisions Q can be related 
to the corresponding excitation cross-section by the principle of

7detailed balance. This states that at thermodynamic equilibrium each 
interaction, taken by itself and in the microscopic limit, must yield 
the appropriate thermodynamic population. Consider the two level system
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Fig. 2.1. A two“Ievel system and typical excitation cross-section.

TABLE 2.1. Physical constants of the CO2 system 

Constant
\)i/C
v^/c
Va/C
Vit/C
Vs/C
Bi

Bo

Description
Symmetric stretch frequency
Bending frequency
Asymmetric stretch frequency
N2 vibrational frequency
CO vibrational frequency

. Rotational constant for CO2 lower 
laser level
Rotational constant for CO2 upper 
laser level

Value Ccm'"̂ ) 
1337
667 \
2349
2330
2150
0.3897

0.3866
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of figure 2,1, and, the corresponding excitation.cross-section with
threshold , equal to the spacing of the levels (figure 2.1.b). In
thermodynamic equilibrium the population of the system is a Boltzmann
distribution^ at the electron temperature T :e

n. = n ^  exp(--|̂ ) (2.15)
1 ° So e

and the rate R exactly balances the de-excitation rate R... That is 01 10
0̂1 = ”eV°OlV = Vl̂ °loV = ®10

where the brackets represent integrals over the electron distribution 
function. Substituting (2,15) in (2.16) we obtain

1 e
which relates the superelastic rate to the inelastic excitation rate.
Reverting to the notation of 2.13, and dropping the degeneracies,

Ĵ,n (2.18).
e

This statement is completely general so long as the electron distribut
ion function can be described by a single temperature T^, and, since 
cross-sections are properties of the atom or molecule, can be applied 
to non-equilibrium situations. A still more generalised approach can
be used to relate the excitation and de-excitation cross-sections for

7 8arbitrary distribution functions, yielding '

i^°cl (̂ 1 + 2̂.19)
or, in the notation of (2.13):

+ u) (2.20).

The calculation of the corresponding rate constants requires numerical 
integration of the cross-sections over the distribution function.
2.1.3 A Boltzmann equation solver: BOLTZ

The solution of the Boltzmann equation (2.9) and the subsequent 
calculation of electron impact excitation rates and transport co
efficients requires the use of computer-based numerical integration
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codes. Recent years have seen the development of many such Boltzmann
9codes. One of these is BOLTZ, developed by Thomson et al. to provide 

the electron vibrational excitation rates required as input data for 
a 00^ laser kinetics model. Given the appropriate momentum transfer 
and inelastic cross-sections the code will compute the electron dis
tribution function, vibrational excitation and ionisation rates, and 
electron drift velocities etc., for any gas mixture of up to nine gases.
The program is a.set of two sub-programs, BOLTZOLD and BOLTZNEW. A 
flow diagram for a job using the two programs is shown in figure 2.2.
The Boltzmann equation is solved by writing it in terms of the number 
density N Cu) of electrons with energy in the range u to (u + du). By 
partitioning the electron energy axis into K cells the time independent 
Boltzmann equation is converted to a set of K simultaneous linear 
equations, (1C = 100 in BOLTZOLD, 1000 in BOLTZNEW) . The equations 
are first solved ignoring the effects of superelastic collisions. An 
approximate electron distribution function is produced, and the 
vibrational excitation rates and transport coefficients are then 
obtained as the appropriate weighted integrals over the distribution 
function, .Superelastic collision rates are now calculated and their 
effect on the distribution function is taken into account. New 
excitation rates and transport coefficients are re-calculated using the 
revised distribution function. On an ICL 1906A computer the code takes |
about 50 sec. if the effects of superlastic collisions are ignored and 
2 mins. if they are included.
2.2 The vibrational temperature approximation

10The CO2 molecule has four normal modes of vibration : the 
symmetric stretch (frequency V^), the doubly degenerate bending mode
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( and the anti-symmetric stretch . Any vibrational state can 
therefore be described Cl, n) where 1, m and n are the
and mode qnantnm numbers and the superscript s specifies the 
vibrational angular momentum about the symmetry axis. This can take 
the values

s as m, m-2, m-4.... 1 or 0

and the values 0, 1, 2, 3... correspond to the wave function
designations 2', IT, A, 0, etc. These values are important because of
the degeneracy of the bending mode. When two quanta of the mode
are excited, they can be divided between the orthogonal bending
vibrations as 1;1, 0;2 or 2^0. That is, the (0, 2, 0) level is triply
degenerate. In general, when m bending quanta are excited the degree
of degeneracy i s m + 1 .  As a consequence of the vibrational an-
harmonicity, the different energy levels belonging to the same m are
split according to the allowed s values. Thus the (0, 2, 0) level is
split into the (0, 2°, 0) level (corresponding to the 1:1 division of

2quanta) and the doubly degenerate (0, 2 , 0) level corresponding to 
the 0:2 and 2:0 divisions). Such superscripted sub-levels are always 
doubly degenerate unless the superscript is 0, in which case the de
generacy is unity.

In the vibrational temperature approximation, the total population
of CO^ vibrational level (1, m, n) is

N(&,m,n) = N^x^^Cm + l)x^^ (2.21)
where

x^ = exp(-hV^/kT^) i = 1,2,3

the vibrational partition function Q ̂  is

Q^= ^(1 - Xĵ ) (1 - Xgi^fl - x^)^  ̂ 12.22)
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and is the total number density of COg. The accidental energy 
coincidence of the Cl, 0, 0) and (0, 2, Û) levels results degenerate 
mixing of these levels (the Fermi resonance) and results in very 
efficient energy transfer between the and modes. Thus the modes 
usually share a common vibrational temperature, and the fractional 
population of any CO^ level is defined by specifying the values of the 
mode temperatures T^ = T^, and T^. Given the fundamental mode 
frequencies of COg, (listed in Table 2,1), equation 2.21 can be used 
to examine the populations of the CO^ laser levels at normal 
temperatures. Figure 2.3 shows the dependence of the 00^1 and 00^2 
upper laser level populations on T^ for an assumed constant T^. An 
interesting corollary of the vibrational temperature approximation is 
the existence of optimum T^ values for 00°1 and 00°2 population 
(around 4500 K and 9000 K respectively). Also, the ratio N (00°2)/
N (00°1) is always less than unity but is a single-valued, monotonically 
increasing function of T^. A similar calculation including the (10°0) 
and (10°1) lower laser level populations is shown in figure 2,4. For 
the assumption T^ - 400 K it can be seen that the 10°0 level contains 
less than 1% of the total population, while for the 10°1 lower sequence 
band level the fractional population is less than 0,15%, These 
populations are of course strong functions of T^ = Tg, as illustrated 
in figure 2,5. However, even for T^ = 800 K, the 10°0 fractional 
population is less than 4%, compared to the typical 00°1 upper laser 
level population of 15%, These conclusions conflict with some 
traditional interpretations of CO^ laser gain dynamics which invoke 
thermal population of the lower laser levels as the main reason for the 
observed deterioration in gain with increasing input discharge power.
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This conflict will be discussed later in an analysis of gain limitat
ions in CO^ lasers.
2.3 Laser gain and line broadening mechanisms

-1The small-signal gain coefficient, (m ), of a laser transition 
at line centre (v = v ) is

9(V,) (2.23)

where X is the transition wavelength, is the spontaneous transition
probability, n^ and n^ are the population densities of the lower and
upper levels having statistical weights g^ and g^, and g ( v̂ )
is the normalised line-shape function. The number densities n^ and n^

11are given for the CO^ laser by Robinson as 
n. = N . ,  exp (-B J (J + Dhc/kT ) (2.24)

X  X  X  X X  X

i = 1, 2 where and are the total number density and rotational 
constant for vibrational level i. The translational temperature T is 
assumed to equal the rotational temperature, and the are given in 
Table 2.1.

In the limit of high pressure, but with no overlap of the 
individual rotational-vibrational lines, g (û ) can be written

where the Av , the full line width at half maximum (FWHM) is given for 
CO--N_-He mixtures by Abrams

1/ inn / 2
AV = 7.58(lp^ + 0o73ifĵ  + 0.644, ^tOT ̂"t ^̂  (2o26).
Here Av is in MHz, is the total pressure (torr),T is the ambient
gas temperature (K) and the are the fractional concentrations of CO^, 

and He.
At low pressure, Doppler broadening dominates the line shape 

function, which becomes a Gaussian with line centre value
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2(in2) ̂ ^2
“ Ï'(AV) (2-27)

where i /
Av =  ̂ (2.28)

for Av in Hz and m the mass of the radiating molecule (kg) . For CO^ at
10.6 ym.

Av (MHz) = 2.962 (2.29).

It is interesting to compare the ranges of applicability of 2,26 and 
2,29. Figure2.6 shows calculated homogeneous (pressure) and in- 
homogeneous (Doppler) broadened linewidths for a 13 CO^ - 9 Ng - 
78 He gas mixture at various total pressures and temperatures. Clearly 
for pressures above 50 torr,homogeneous broadening is dominant 
(i.e.AVg ̂ 4Av^) ) and pure pressure broadening is a good approximation. 
However for pressures typical of cw CO^ laser operation (~ 20 torr), 
the homogeneous and inhomogeneous linewidths are of roughly the same 
magnitude. In this regime neither pure pressure nor pure Doppler 
broadening is an accurate description of reality, and the transition 
lineshape is a relatively complicated convolution of Gaussian and 
Lorentzian shapes, called the Voigt-, profile. This cannot be 
calculated analytically however, and in laser modelling calculations 
pure pressure or pure Doppler broadening is often conveniently assumed.
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CHAPTER 3; CO9 DISSOCIATION EFFECTS ON DISCHARGE KINETICS
3.1 Introduction

In the CĜ 2 laser, the accurate application of the theoretical 
principles outlined in the last chapter requires practical knowledge 
of the gas mixture composition in the active medium. Modern vacuum
technology allows full control of gross gas mixture composition and
pressure; however, subtler changes in gas composition occur due to 
electron impact dissociation of the CO^, and these are more difficult 
to control, CO^ dissociation can have significant effects on the 
optical gain and electric discharge characteristics of laser devices, 
and these must be quantified in any comparison of observed and pre
dicted laser behaviour.

Electron impact dissociation of CO^ proceeds by the reaction 
COg + e -K CO + 0 + e (3.1)

with 6-7 eV electrons most important^. Some oxygen atoms form 
molecular oxygen by the reaction

0+ 0 + M ^ Og + M (3.2)
where M is a collision partner.
CO^ re-formation also takes place by

CO + 0 + M COg + M (3.4)
or

CO + OH CO + H (3.5)
in the presence of small amounts of water vapour or hydrogen. Various 
materials, e.g. hot platinum and Hopcalite (MnO CuO), are known to 
catalyse the CO^ reformation reactions. Net CO^ dissociation will 
have four main effects:

Ci) CO2 concentration will decrease, possibly causing loss of
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laser gain,
Cii) CO and 0^ concentrations will increase, leading to a con

siderable population of vibrationally excited CO. These gas 
composition changes may cause 

Ciii) changes in the vibrational excitation, de-excitation, and 
exchange kinetics of the system, and 

(iv) changes in the discharge electron density and electron
mobility, which will be evidenced by a change in the voltage 
-current characteristic of the electric discharge.

The interaction of these effects is potentially complex, and 
hence some caution must be exercised before adopting the generally 
accepted naive view which is "the less loss of COg, the better". For 
example, it is known that CO has a cross-section for vibrational 
excitation which is larger than that of N^/ and that this excitation 
can be effectively transferred (by V-V collisions) to the 00^ upper 
laser level. It is possible that in some circumstances CO^ dissoc
iation could produce sufficient CO, and hence a sufficient increase 
in vibrational excitation rate, to out-weigh the effect of the CO^ 
loss. Clearly a more detailed analysis of CO^ dissociation effects 
is required.
3.2 Investigative methods and results
3.2.1 COg dissociation rates

For small dissociation levels, where CO^ re-formation and other 
effects of the dissociation products can be neglected, the rate of 
change of the CO^ partial pressure p is^:

where k^ (cm^s is the rate constant for direct electron impact
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dissociation and the constant for the two-step process
3COg + e CO.C ÏÏ)

CO2 ĈTT) + e CO + O + e
which is also thought important in some conditions. However in low 
pressure DC discharges

h k_ «  k,e 4 -1

so
-£n pTj **= k^n^T

Po
where T is the molecular dwell-time in the discharged For current I,
flow-rate Q and active discharge length 2 we obtain

- & n  A )  =  ktlfc (3.7)

=0
where v^ is the electron drift velocity. Defining « as the number of 
dissociations per electron per cm drift, and with the CO^ partial 
pressure p in torr,

<= _ k N
?  '  ^  • tI o

where is Loschmidts number ( = 3.6 x 10^^ particles cm  ̂at
S.T.P.). Thus

I  ■ b S  >■ >g>-1 -1 -1is the dissociation rate (electron cm torr ) in a flowing gas
discharge at low dissociation levels. The analysis implies that 

^n(pyp^) a#i/g
1provided k^/v^ is a constant. Smith and Austin have shown this to
- 2be true for current densities less than 15 mAcm , demonstrating 

that the single-step impact dissociation model is a good description 
for CO^ mixtures at low pressures and currents. For a variety of gas 
mixtures cc/p was observed to rise almost linearly with the ratio of
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discharge electric field to total pressure (E/P), This requires a 
rise in k ^ / b y  equation (3.8). Since k^ is simply defined by 
the dissociation cross section integrated across the electron 
energy distribution function, changes in«^/p correspond to a chang
ing population of discharge electrons with energy greater than 6 eV, 
the threshold for single-step dissociation.

Equation C3.9) was used in an experimental investigation of CO^ 
dissociation rates in various laser mixtures. The pre-raixed gas was 
flowed through a fused silica discharge tube (1 cm i.d., 50 cm 
active length) at a rate measured by a Rotameter on the backing pump 
exhaust. Additive gases could be leaked through the system via a 
precision needle valve, and total pressure was controlled by a feed
back loop control system similar to that described by Ferran and 

2Sullivan. This comprised an MKS Baratron 221 capacitance manometer 
commanding a Veeco PVIO piezo-electric leak valve via the appropriate 
control electronics. CO^ dissociation and partial pressures of gas 
additives were measured using a Kratos-AEI MS 10 S magnetic sector 
mass spectrometer, sampling downstream from the dissociation tube.
The dissociation level was calculated directly from the relative mass 
44 peaks at constant pressure, with and without a discharge current 
in the tube. Fractional dissociation was restricted to less than 20% 
to satisfy the "low-level" dissociation requirement of the previous 
analysis. The pressure-reduced electric field, E/P, was derived from 
anode-cathode discharge voltage measurements without allowance for 
possible cathode fall or gas heating effects. Results were obtained 
for two typical COgzNgtHe mixtures, in the ratios 5:12:82 and 13:9:78, 

and are plotted in figure 3.1. It is clear that for both gas mixtures
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th.e dissociation rate rises roughly linearly with E/P. However, at a 
constant E/P, the dissociation rate is significantly lower in the 
13:9:78 mixture. This observation agrees with the results of D'Amico

3and Smith who also observed that dissociation rates were lower in 
gas mixtures with a high fractional CO^ or content. This can be 
attributed to the large cross-sections for vibrational excitation of 
CO^ and by low energy (-^0.3 eV) electrons; these present a 
’̂barrier" which inhibits electrons from attaining very high energies 
at normal E/P. Thus mixtures with a high molecular content are 
characterised by lower average electron energies, resulting in a 
smaller population of electrons capable of single-step dissociation.
To test this explanation, small amounts of CO and ‘O^ were added to 
the 13:9:78 mixture; since these additives also possess large in
elastic cross-sections, a further decrease in dissociation rate could 
be expected. As shown in figure 3.1, this was in fact the case, and 
the addition of 5% CO or 0^ approximately halved the dissociation rate 
at constant E/P. This result has interesting implications for CO^ 
dissociation levels in sealed-off lasers, suggesting that as dissoc
iation proceeds, an equilibrium CO^ level will quickly be reached 
since the dissociation products will have the effect of (a) re-forming 
COg by reactions like C3.4) and (3.5), and (b) inhibiting the dis
sociation rate by reducing the average discharge electron energy.
The suggestion is supported by routine observations in sealed-off 
lasers that a dissociation equilibrium is reached within a few seconds 
of switching on the discharge current.
3.2,2. Dissociation effects on vibrational excitation rates

A Boltzmann equation analysis of the electrical behaviour of a
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positive column discharge depends on an adequate knowledge of all
relevant elastic and inelastic collisional processes. Usually any
CO^ dissociation products have been regarded as minor trace additive
species which may contribute to ionisation and electron attachment
rates. But which do not affect the ovèralldischarge parameters.
However, Thomson*^ has considered inelastic processes involving CO
and O^r including Og dissociative attachment and CO vibrational
excitation. Typical results are reproduced in figure 3.2, which
illustrates the effect of CO^ dissociation on the electron temperature
T^ and drift velocity for the 13C02:9N2:78He gas mixture. The
drift velocity is very little affected, but the electron temperature

-16 2is decreased over the whole E/N range of interest (1 to 5 x 10 Vcm ) , 
in agreement with the arguments of the previous section. Figure 3.3 
shows the variation of 002(^2)* ^2 vibrational excitation rate
constants with E/N for dissociation between 0 and 75%. The rate 
constant for GĈ Cv̂ ) mode excitation is small and almost constant with 
varying E/N or dissociation level. The N2 and CO rate constants are 
much larger and vary considerably with E/N and dissociation, with 
the peak rates occuring at higher E/N as the dissociation increases.
It should be noted that the excitation rate constant for CO, Xg, is 
greater than that for N , hence if the excitation is effectively

transferred from the CO to the COg g) mode by V-V-T collisions (as 
it is from N2), then this could make a significant contribution to 
the laser efficiency, especially in the presence of high CO con
centrations ,

Thomson has produced similar excitation rate constants for 

13C02:9N2:78He't and IOCO2:20CO:70He gas mixtures, and these are
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simanarised in Table 3,4.. However, such results alone are not 
sufficient to determine vibrational excitation rates in the approp
riate gas mixtures ; laboratory measurements of the operating E/N 
and dissociation levels are also required,
3.2.3 Dissociation effects on the current-voltage characteristics 
of cw C02 laser discharges

Figure 3,4 shows the apparatus used to obtain the v-i character
istics under conditions of controlled gas mixture, pressure and flow- 
rate. As before, pre-mixed gas was flowed through the system at a 
rate determined by throttle valves in the vacuum pump backing line and 
measured by a Rotameter. CO2 dissociation could be induced in the 
50 cm long discharge tube at variable current density (typically 
50mAcm . The gas was cooled to room temperature in a water bath 
heat exchanger before the dissociation level was measured by the 
mass spectrometer. During v-i measurements the gas flow was directed 
through :the triple anode measurement tube (internal diameter 0.8 cm, 
total active length 9 cm) .

The measurement tube discharge was powered by an Irvin C1096 
current stablised DC supply, in series with a 30 kQ ballast resistance. 
Discharge current was measured on a standard AVO meter, while the 
voltage drop across two electrodes inserted in the positive column 
was measured to within 3% by a Dymar kilovoltmeter. Electrode 
separation, measured by a travelling microscope, was 3.35 +_ 0.05 cm. 
The triple anode side-arm cathode geometry of the tube ensured that 
the positive column electric field was measured without interference 
from cathode fall effects,.and allowed the axial uniformity of the 
positive column to be tested; the measurements showed that the axial
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V - i  characteristics under conditions of controlled 

pressure and CO2 dissociation.
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field, including the anode fall, was constant to within 5% along its 
whole length. Gas temperature in the positive column was not

5measured, since results have shown that for .the useful range of gas
mixtures and pressure-diameter (pd) values, the relationship between
gas temperature and discharge input power is well described by the
empirical formula; 0.77

= 60.8 (2.) + (3.10X
for P in watts, and where L is the active discharge length in cm, 

is a radially averaged value.
The choice of gas flow rates was constrained by two consider

ations : -
Ca) the rate should be low enough to ensure that diffusive 

cooling dominates convective cooling in the 9 cm discharge,
(b) the rate should be high enough to render negligible the 

extra dissociation of CO^ in the v-i measurement region.
Calculations showed that the axis to wall molecular diffusion 

time in typical discharge conditions Cp =» 20 torr, R = 4 mm, T = 360K) 
is around 1 ms. It is known that CO^ dissociation proceeds on time 
scales of 0.1 s to a few seconds; a suitable range for gas discharge 
dwell time is therefor 5-50 ms. In practice this restricted the flow 
rate to 60-600 cm^ min  ̂as measured at N.T.P. It was experimentally 
confirmed^ that the constant-current voltage drop in the positive 
column of the measurement discharge was independent of gas flow rate 
over this range.

Typical discharge voltage-current characteristics are shown in 
figure 3.5 for various levels of CO^ dissociation (0, 25, 50
and 75 +_ 5%).. Each 25% increase in dissociation level causes a ~5% 
increase in the constant-current positive column voltage. Knowledge
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of the gas pressure CIO torr), probe electrode spacing (3.35 cm) 
and the gas temperature (from equation 3.10) allows the v-i curves 
to be re-plotted in the form E/N vs. P/L as in figure 3.6.
P/L C W cm’"̂ ) is the electrical power input per unit discharge 
length, and can be a useful parameter^ in the estimation of cw laser 
operating efficiencies. For constant P/L, it can be seen that each 
25% increment in CO^ dissociation level causes a small increase 
(3-4%) in the discharge E/N. However, as shown by figure 3.3, such 
small E/N changes can produce disproportionally large changes.in.the 
N^ and CO vibrational excitation rates, especially at low E/N.

Voltage-current characteristics were measured over a range of 
pressures and gas mixtures to provide a database for subsequent 
kinetic modelling calculations. Some additional results are 
presented in Appendix A.
3.3 Conelus ions

Several potentially important effects of CO^ dissociation have
been identified and quantified. The dissociation products CO and 0^
reduce the CO^ dissociation rate, =/p, in low pressure flowing
discharges. Boltzmann-code calculationsby Thomson support the
hypothesis that this is due to a reduction in the population of
electrons in the high-energy 'tail' of the distribution function
which results in reduced electron impact dissociation and a lowering

7of the discharge electron temperature. Thomson's calculations also 
show that the rate constants for N^ and CO vibrational excitation 
have a significant dependence on CO^ dissociation at constant E/N. 
Laboratory measurements of positive column voltage-current character
istics reveal a tendency for CO^ dissociation to alter the operating
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points of CO^ laser discharges: to maintain a constant current 
in the presence of dissociation, a shift to slightly higher dis
charge voltage is required. For typical laser mixtures and pressures 
operating E/N values are in the region of 3 x 10 Vcm^, which is 
near-optimum for N^ and CO vibrational excitation.

The combination of experimental v-i characteristics and 
Boltzmann-code calculations is sufficient to determine the appropriate 
vibrational excitation rate constants for a given gas mixture, 
pressure and discharge current. However the calculation of the 
resultant excitation rates demands knowledge of the density of free 
electrons in the discharge plasma. The determination of discharge 
electron density is considered in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4 : X-BAND CAVITY RESONANCE MEASUREMENTS OF
ELECTRON DENSITY
4.1 Introduction

In the modelling of gas discharge laser operation, knowledge of 
the local discharge electron density is a prerequisite in the cal
culation of electron impact excitation rates. Boltzmann codes can be 
used to predict electron drift velocities (v̂ ) as a function of E/N 
for a given gas mixturej these can be combined with experimental 
voltage-current characteristics to obtain an estimate of electron 
density via the current transport equation:

j = en V (E/N) (4,1)e d
where j is the current density and n^ the spatially averaged electron 
density. However, most Boltzmann codes solve the spatially independ
ent Boltzmann equation in which the effects of discharge boundaries 
are ignored. Such free-space calculations are unlikely to be reliable 
for low-pressure gas discharges? here the ambipolar diffusion of 
electrons and ions to the discharge tube walls, and subsequent three- 
body recombination, causes a steep radial gradient of electron density, 
which ranges from near-zero on the walls to a maximum on the centre 
axis. Under these circumstances a direct measurement of the discharge 
electron density is required.
4.2 Method
4.2.1 Theory

A convenient technique for electron density measurement in gaseous
1 2plasmas is the microwave cavity resonance method. ' In concept this 

is very simple? the plasma to be studied is introduced into a microwave 
cavity and the resulting shift in the cavity resonant frequency, and
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change in the cavity Q-factor, are measured. These can be related to 
the plasma electron density and its spatial distribution, and the 
electron collision frequency for momentum transfer and its spatial 
distribution, A first-order perturbation theory is normally used to 
obtain the relationship between these parameters and the experimental 
measurements. The limitations of the perturbation theory have been

3examined in detail by Persson who showed that in the general case the 
theory is valid only- for low plasma densities where the characteristic 
plasma frequency

%
(4.2)

■o”e
is much less than the microwave probing frequency to. However, when 
special configurations of the,probing field are used, so that no a.c, 
polarisation is induced in the plasma, the perturbation theory remains 
valid for values of tô /to of the order of unity or larger. The theory 
relates the shift in cavity resonant frequency (Aw) and change in Q 
factor to the complex plasma conductivity by the expression^

^ o o o •'v
where the o subscript represents unperturbed values, the integrations
are over the cavity volume V, and cr is the complex conductivity of the
plasma. This can be written

•' (4.4),m (<v > + iw) e m
Inserting this in (4,3), equating real and imaginary parts, and using 
f = w / 2TT gives 2

_  Iand !
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2 2 -- - v>where n - n e /£ m w is thé critical electron density ando~<v >/w ’ e o e m
5is a measure of the damping in the plasma. Slater presents a detailed 

derivation of the resonance criterion C4.3), involving the solution 
of Maxwell's equations for boundary conditions appropriate to a 
metallic cavity, Assuming a .cylindrical cavity of radius R surrounding 
a plasma column of radius R^ we can define an effective plasma volume

04.7)r E(r) ■ar
r feo r E(r) ^dr

such that C4.5) and (4.6) become

f  = 2 1 1 ^ 1  (4-8)o

where the bar denotes a radial average. These expressions can be 
easily rearranged to yield

n = STT̂ f (i + Af C4.10)

^ (4.11)
2Af
"o

V = %.2Ff (4.12) :|m o IIwhich explicitly relate the average electron density and collision i
Ifrequency to the measured perturbations. j
IThe choice of cavity oscillation mode is dictated by two consider- ,ï

ations:
(i) The elimination of a.c. polarisation space charge effects can be
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achieved if the applied microwave field ^  is everywhere normal to the 
electron density gradient, allowing the measurement of high electron 
densities,
(ii) Maximum sensitivity (jL,e, maximum frequency shift per unit 
electron density) will be obtained for a mode with the electric field 
maximum on the discharge tube axis.

The simplest cylindrical cavity mode satisfying these requirements 
is the TMg2Q whose electric field components are

E = 0 ) E, = 0 r 0
E^(r) = EoJ^(Kjj2 !•) (4.13)

for the radial, azimuthal and axial directions respectively. is
the zero-order Bessel function and Xq  ̂= 5.52 is its second root.
4,2.2 Previous Work

The microwave resonant cavity technique has been applied to the
study of gas laser discharges by several authors. Electron densities
and drift velocities in the positive column of He-Cd laser discharges
were measured by Dunn^ using X-band microwave cavities oscillating in

the TEq ^̂  or TM^gQ modes, the latter being used to measure low electron
11 -3densities C< 5 x 10 cm ) where the sensitivity of the TE^^^ cavity

was inadequate. Pure helium measurements were also made, returning a
9 -1 -1value for the electron collision frequency of = 2 x 10 s torr

7 11and showing electron density linear with discharge current. Murray ' 
also used TE^^^ and TM^gg X-band cavities, to measure electron 
densities in CO laser positive columns, with resulting electron 
densities ~ 4 x 10^cm~^mA~^. Neither of these investigations in
volved measurements of the current dependence of Y , the reduced electron 
collision frequency. Dunn made the assumption Y << 1,, a good
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approximation for atomic gas discharges where elastic collisions
predominate, Murray estimated X at high currents for a given gas
mixture by determining the maximum measurable frequency shift and A(^)
before resonance broadening rendered the cavity resonance undetectable.
The resulting high current value for Y (,I~ 12mA,Y**1*25) was then
taken as constant for the gas mixture. Novgorodov et al^ used a more
sophisticated approach using simultaneous measurements of the frequency
shift and Q broadening. Results for CO^ - Ng - He mixtures at
pressures below 6 torr and for various discharge tube diameters showed

“2that electron density scaled with current density, j (mAcm )? the
gradient was typically 5 k 10^cm~SmA~^.Constant pressure momentum
transfer collision frequencies were found to decrease with increasing

9 -1 -1current, but had approximate values of 3 x 10 s torr . The un
certainty in the measuremnts precluded any firm deductions on the 
effect of changing gas mixture ratios. No attempt was made to examine 
the effect of CO^ dissociation.
4.2.3 Experimental arrangement

Figure 4.1 shows the experimental arrangement for the electron 
density measurements. The resonant cavity was constructed from 
phosphor-bronze and copper, with an internal diameter of 54 mm and an 
overall width of 40 mm. Microwaves were generated in a Flann Microwave 
Instruments model 449X Gunn diode signal source and coupled via a uni
directional isolator to the X-band (8.2 - 12.5 GHz) waveguide, a 
-lOdB directional coupler was used to direct some microwave energy into 
the reference sidearm which contained an FMI model 16/7 precision 
calibrated frequency meter and was terminated by a broadband crystal 

diode detector. The main microwave energy was injected into a hybrid 
junction ("magiq tee") and thereby directed to the measurement cavity. 
The reflected cavity signal was re-directed by the hybrid
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Plates I and II: Experimental set-up for electron density
measurement by X-band microwave cavity resonance.
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junction into the measurement arm, which comprised a variable stub 
tuhing element, padding attenuator and diode detector. The response 
of the detectors was governed by a square-law characteristic, i,e, 
voltage output .« microwave power. In practice the microwave source 
signal was frequency modulated by a 3kHz saw-tooth to produce a 
frequency deviation greater than the resonance bandwidths of the 
frequency meter and measurement cavities. The detected signals could 
then be fed^to a synchronously triggered dual channel oscilloscope to 
directly display the resonance curves of the two cavities. By adjust
ing the frequency meter to visually superimpose the resonance nodes, 
the resonant frequency of the measurement cavity could be determined 
to a precision of ~ 0.2 MHz, The full-width half maximum frequency 
difference was also measured on the oscilloscope screen and used to 
obtain direct measurements of the cavity Q as a function of discharge- 
current, Plates 1 and 2 show general views of the microwave equipment 
and the measurement discharge tube. This had an internal diameter of 
8 mm and an active length of IScm, Most measurements were made in 
flowing gas, with total pressure set by a closed-loop control system 
as described in section 3.2. Pre-dissociation of the CO^ could be 
achieved by activating a discharge in a long (~ 40 cm) tube which 
formed the first part of the gas flow circuit. Both the pre-dissociaton 
discharge and the measurement discharge were powered by smoothed, 
stabilised high-voltage D.C, supplies.

The effective plasma volume in the TM^^q cavity can be calculated 
by inserting equation (4,13) in C4.7) to obtain;

r. 2
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Using the relationships
2

^  X |j^(kx) l^dx = |-| |j^(kx) I" - 14.15)

and
J   ,-n nJ (x) = (-l)^J (x) (.4,46)

then
. t[Jo(5.52 *P)] 2 +[ji(5.52 r ) f ]
“ = -T— -------- ^ -------------- 5-7T---  (4.17)

R gjo(5.52)] + [Ji(5.52)] ^

For the experimental conditions R == 27 mm, = 4 mm then
«: = 0.1604

Using this value in (.4,10) and evaluating leads to
n^ = 1.4296 X 10^(1 + y^)Af C4,48)_

for Af in MHz and n in cm This equation was used to derive n ande ^ e
from the experimental measurements. Two other details of experi

mental technique are important. Since the section of discharge tube
through the microwave cavity was uncooled^ pro longed running of the 
discharge caused a measurable drift in the resonant frequency due to 
cavity heating Ct 0,18MH%/°C), Hence, when the discharge current was 
switched on or altered, several minutes were allowed for thermal 
equilibriation. On current switch-off, the frequency meter was quickly 
re-tuned to the zero-current resonance before appreciable cavity cool
ing could occur. In addition to the measurements of cavity resonance, 
discharge axial electric fields were measured using electrodes (spacing 
13 cm) inserted directly into the positive column to avoid cathode 
fall effects,
4,3 Results
4,3.1 Pure Helium

Initial measuranents of the resonance characteristics of the

J
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cavity, enclosing the discharge tube but with zero current, are 
displayed in Table 4.1. Measurement uncertainties were +_ 0.2 MHz for 
the resonant frequency, f^, and larger 0.5 MHz) for the FWHM 
frequencies f̂  and f^, due to the need to estimate the position of 
half power points. Electron density measurements were first made in 
pure helium at pressures below 3 torr. Results are plotted against 
discharge current in figure 4.2, and show good linearity. The current 
transport equation was used to convert these data, combined with the 
corresponding voltage-current characteristics, to drift velocities

= b^E = ^  (4.19)
e

where b^ is the electron mobility. The results are tabulated (Table
94.2) and compared to those of Dunn and of Phelps et al in figure 4.3. 

Agreement is good, despite the fact that the E/P values are uncorract
ed for gas heating effects, and confirms the validity of equation 4.18 
for low pressures. For higher pressures the relatively high helium 
electron densities, and concomitant high electron-molecule collision 
frequencies, caused severe Q degradation which rendered the resonance 
curve undetectable. This "low Q" limitation..applied to all the 
measurements and also imposed a maximum tolerable discharge current 
(12-15 mA depending on gas mixture). Although the total number of 
electron-He collisions was large, the collision frequency per electron, 
as represented by the parameter X = , was relatively small (for
2 torr of He typically V ^  5 x 10~^ ) and could not be measured 
accurately by the Q broadening method. Consequently the effective 
collision frequency in He was calculated using elementary theory;

j = OE
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- 2where n e
a = ®

SO

'̂eff = ÿ> ^  t
Calculated Veff values are listed in Table 4.2, and show good agree
ment 'with Dunn’s measurement of 2 x 10^ s”  ̂torr” .̂

4.3.2 Laser Mixtures

Several typical laser mixtures were studied : three standard 
COg - Ng ~ Ee mixtures in the ratios 6:12:82, 13:9:78 and 33:33:33, 
and an unconventional - free mixture of composition lO^COg: 20%CO: 
70% He. In all these mixtures the ’low-Q’ limit restricted measure
ments to currents less than 13mA(see figure 4.4) corresponding to a

10 -3maximum measurable electron density of ̂ 1.6 x 10 cm . However, 
significant differences were observed between mixtures. As shown in 
figure 4,5, the largest specific electron densities (i.e. electron 
densities per unit discharge current) were observed in the mixtures 
with the highest He content. The mixtures with high concentrations 
of COg, or CO returned specific electron density values 30% 
lower. This observation is explained qualitatively by considering 
Ci) the ionisation potentials of the constituent gas species, (ii) 
the likely population of discharge electrons with sufficient energy 
to cause electron impact ionisation. In a plasma of pure He 
[ionisation potential 24.6 eV). the electron energy distribution will 
be Maxwellian with a long high-energy "tail" COg, and CO have 
lower ionisation potentials [13.8, 15.6 and 14.0 eV respectively) but 
their large cross sections for vibrational excitation by low energy
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2 MHz

Fig, 4,4. Oscilloscope traces of microwave cavity resonances.
In each case the upper curve is the frequency meter 
resonance and the lower curve is that of the measurement 
cavity for various discharge currents in 10 torr of 
10%C02 : 20% CO : 70% He : (A) 0mA, (3) 5mA (G) 9mA, (D) 11mA.
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electrons ELave the effect of lowering the average discharge electron 
energy and truncating the high energy tail of the distribution 
function. Thus the addition of these molecular species to a He plasma 
has the effect of reducing the net ionisation rate, which by plasma 
charge neutrality leads to a decreased electron density. This 
explanation is therefore similar to that proposed in Chapter 3 to 
explain the observed reduction of CO^ dissociation rate in molecule- 
rich gas mixtures.

The pressure dependence of both electron density and momentum 
transfer collision frequency was investigated over the range 5-40 torr, 
Results for the 13:9:78 mix are presented in figures 4.6 and 4.7. 
Electron density was found to decrease with increasing pressure at a 
rate of 0,7% torr ^, and some loss of linearity with current was 
observed at high pressures. The collision frequency per electron 
increased with pressure at constant current Cas expected), and for 
a given pressure decreased monotonically with increasing current 
(decreasing E/N), These observations agree with those of Novgorodov 
et al,, who also found a similar inverse dependence of electron 
density on pressure. This dependence contrasts' with that observed 
in He (fig. 4.2% and is clearly anomalous, since an increase in 
pressure at constant current causes a decrease in the measured E/N. 
This should result in a drift velocity decrease and therefore, by the 
transport equation C4.ll, a rise in electron density. A further in
vestigation of the anomaly was made, involving the consideration of 
possible systematic errors due to the large V-values at high pressure, 
and the measurement of the electron density - pressure characteristic 
in various pure gases. This investigation is described in Appendix 
B, where it is shown that systematic errors are unlikely and that the
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anoma.lous pressure dependence is probably due to changes in the 
radial profile of electron density,
4,3,3 Effect of CO2 dissociation

The effect of CO^ dissociation on electron density and collision 
frequency was studied using the pre-dissociation discharge tube. To 
maximise any changes, the gas mixture richest in CO^ was used (i.e. 
the 33%C02: 33%N2: 33%He mixture), CO2 dissociation levels at the 
input of the measurement discharge tube were monitored using the 
MSIOS mass spectrometer. For a total pressure of 5 torr and a flow 
rate of 50 seem it was found that a predissociation tube discharge 
current of 15 mA was sufficient to induce 50% dissociation. As 
seen in figure 4,8, the resultant change in specific electron density 
was not measurable. However, the collision frequency per electron 
was increased by about 20% Cat low current), and about 8% (high 
current), These increases correspond well to the measured increase 
in the constant current electric field (-̂  10%), as can be seen by 
considering equation (4,20), Since changes in dissociation level 
have no effect on the specific electron density (n^/j), any increase in 
the discharge electric field must be due to a corresponding increase 
in the effective electron collision frequency (i.e. a decrease in 
the electron mobility). Within experimental uncertainty this is in 
fact the case. Thus the dissociation-induced current-voltage charact
eristic changes described in Chapter 3 can be solely attributed to 
an electron mobility which decreases with rising CO2 dissociation, 
due to the replacement of CO2 by O2 and CO molecules with larger net 
inelastic collision cross-sections. The independence of electron 
density on dissociation also explains the experimental observation
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that the electron density at constant pressure was not influenced
by gas flow rate over the range 0-200 seem.
4.3.4 Effect of Xe addition

Xenon is often used as a CO^ laser additive, since its effects
of increasing the gain and output power and decreasing the constant

10current discharge voltage are well documented. These beneficial 
effects have been shown to arise from an increase in discharge 
electron density and a fall in average electron energy, resulting 
in reduced CO^ dissociation. To quantify these trends in conditions 
of practical interest, small amounts of Xe were added to the O^COg: 
12%N2: 82%He and lO^COg: 20%CO: 70%He mixtures at 20 torr total 
pressure in a sealed-off discharge. The results are plotted in 
figure 4.9 and show that in each case the addition of 2 torr of Xe 
resulted in an increase in specific electron density. The improve
ment was greater for the 6:12:82 mixture (30% compared to 20% for the 
N^- free mixture), and the good linearity of electron density with 
current was maintained. Addition of more Xe produced only slight 
further improvements, as shown in the diagram inset. No effect of
Xe on the momentum transfer collision frequency was discernible.

11This supports the work of Murray and a&ith who observed the effect 
of Xe addition on CO laser discharges and concluded that the enhanced 
electron densities were the result of Xenon's relatively low 
ionisation potential C12.1 eV), but that Xe addition had no effect 
on the electron mobility which was completely dominated by inelastic 
collisions with CO and N^. Thus small Xe additions lower the dis
charge operating voltage for a given currentj this results in higher 
electron densities and less VI gas heating, producing improved laser
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efficiency and output power. Adding larger amounts produces no 
further improvement, since the Xe concentration quickly becomes far 
larger than that of the electrons so that the ionisation rate is 
wholly controlled by the electron density and temperature. Similarly, 
the beneficial effect of Xe addition will be larger in mixtures 
with initially high electron temperatures, explaining the experimental 
observation.
4.4 Discussion and conclusions

The microwave cavity resonance technique has been used to 
examine electron densities and collision frequencies in a range of 
pure gases and CO^ laser mixtures. The results for pure He are in 
excellent agreement with previous work and confirm the underlying 
validity of the technique. In the laser mixtures the current and 
pressure dependences of n^ and have been quantified and agree with 
those observed under similar conditions by Novgorodov et al.
However, the pressure dependence of the averaged electron density 
seems inexplicable in terms of elementary discharge theory, and Cas 
shown in Appendix B) is probably due to the effect of pressure on 
the radial profiles of electron density and gas number density. 
Nevertheless, the microwave electron density data are valuable in 
the accurate calculation of vibrational excitation rates in COg 
laser discharges, and can be compared to electron densities predicted 
by the free~space Boltzmann code BOLTZ. Table 4.3 shows the
comparison for three of the measured gas mixtures at typical operating 
E/N (no BOLTZ: data was available for the 33:33:33 mixture). In
each case the calculated electron density is roughly twice the 
measured value, which could be expected if the Boltzmann code was
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accurate in its- prediction of the drift velocity on the central 
axis of the discharge tube; this would correspond to a correct 
prediction of the.axial electron density, which will be approx
imately twice the measured radial average if the electron density 
profile is close to a quadratic or Bessel function. Since the real 
profile is unknown, it is better to regard the ccmputed and 
measured electron densities of Table 4,3 as respective upper and 
lower bounds on the values appropriate to the central region of 
the discharge tube diameter. It will be shown later that the un
certainty which this imposes on the vibrational kinetics modelling 
is acceptable.

The measurement discharge tube had an internal diameter of
0,8 cm. However, By using the similarity laws for CO^ laser dis- 

12 13chcurges, * which show that the current density j is a good 
scaling parameter, the tabulated electron density measurements can 
be applied to discharges in larger or smaller bore tubes.

In conclusion, the relationship between electron density and
discharge current has been established for .-typical cw laser operating
conditions. The effects of CO2 dissociation and Xe addition have
been measured, demonstrating that Xe increases constant-current
electron densities by 20-30%, and that CO^ dissociation has a
negligible effect on electron density but reduces the electron
mobility, A comparison of the measured electron densities to
values computed by the Boltzmann code shows agreement to within a
factor of 2. For a discharge current of ImAcm predicted electron

9 -3densities are in the region 0 . 5 - 1 , O x  10 cm ,
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CHAPTER 5: A MODEL OF VIBRATIONAL EXCHANGE IN THE CO2 LASER
SYSTEM; VIBEX
5ol introduction

It has previously been argued that numerical models of the COg
laser system should be testable by comparison to experiment at a
fundamental level. The vibrational temperature approximation offers
a convenient and accurate simplification for such models, and COg
vibrational temperatures in laser discharges are measurable by the
sequence band technique or by laser diode spectroscopy. The excitation
rate constant data required by a vibrational kinetics model can be
reliably generated by Boltzmann codes. In this Chapter, the formulation
and solution of a vibrational population rate equation model is
detailed,
5.2 Model Structure
5.2.1 • The population rate equations

The basis of the kinetics model is the conventional vibrational 
mode scheme, whose use is justified by the very fast resonant exchange 
rates which occur within molecular vibrational modes. Only the com
paratively slow energy exchange processes between modes are explicitly 
considered, using rate constants extracted from the literature. The 
structure of the vibrational kinetics model, and its relationship to 
the required input data, are shown in Figure 5.1. The formalism is 
essentially that of Tyte^; however, in distinction to Tyte's
model, allowance is made for a vibrationally excited CO population and 
its interaction by V-V-T exchange with the N^ and modes. For
the case of zero stimulated emission, and neglecting diffusional and 
wall quenching effects, the system rate equations for population transfer
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are

dn
ar- - K2i"2 - Kio"i + «01 + “) to - “i - "2' iS'i)

^2.=. ,oc(n - - Hg) - Çn^ + kggtn - - n^lN*

+ - HgjC* - kggUgf^ ~

- ^24^2^^ ~ ~ ^21^2 (5.2)
dN*

= • y ( N  -  N * ) ~  EN* -  k ^ g N t fn  -  -  n̂ )
+ k  2C *(N  -  N * )  -  k g^ fC  -  C * ) N *

+ kgqUgCN -  N * )  ( 5 .3 )

dr*
3 ( c  -  C *)  -  6 c *  -  k^^ (N^ -  N * ) C *

+ k^^N* (C -  C *)  -  k ^ g (n  -  -  U g iC *

+ (C -  C*) ( 5 .4 )

where and are the population densities (cm” )̂ of the COgtU^/Vg) 
and COgCVg) modes respectively, and C* and N* are the CO and N^ 
vibrationally excited population densities.

Implicit in the equations as written is the conservation of species 
populations;

n = n^ t n^ + n^ (5.5)

*N = Ng + N (5.6)

C = Cg + C* (5.7)
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where n,N and C represent the total COg, and CO populations 
respectively, the subscript 0 indicates ground state populations and 
the asterisks denote total vibrationally excited populations. The 
rate constants « , 3/ Y eud w(_s S  are effective electron impact 
excitation rates summed over the first eight vibrational levels in each 
mode; they are related to the Boltzmann code calculated excitation rate 
constants of Chapter 2 by:

oc =s

0 = V 6
y =

Ü3 = 15.8)
where is the volume averaged discharge electron density Ccm~^l. The 
de-activation rate constants 6, £, and include two distinct-con
tributions: Ci) V-T relaxation by molecular collisions, and (ii) de
activation by superelastic electron collisions, at a rate determined by 
the principle of detailed balance from the corresponding electron 
excitation rate constants. The Ic's (.cm s ) are rate constants for
V-V-T exchange; the back-reaction rates are derived from the forward
reaction rate constants. For example, in the V-V-T exchange

k23
CCUC00°1) + N,(̂ 7=0) t ecu (000) + N_ (v=l) + AE__

 ̂ k32  ̂ ^
the rate constants are related by a simple Boltzmann factor:

/ ^ 2 3  I
2 3 ^ 32 ' kT /

where E.̂  ̂= + 18 cm  ̂ is the energy difference between the (00^1) and 
NgCval) levels, and T is the ambient gas temperature. For such a small 
energy difference at typical temperatures (T = 400K) the Boltzmann 
factor is close to unity, and in the case above

^23 ^ ^22 *
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However, for the CO^ CO and CO exchanges, with energy surpluses
—1 —1of 206 cm and 188 cm respectively, then

^24 ^ ^42
and

at the same temperature.
The rate constant defines the rate of thermal excitation of

CO2 molecules from the ground state to the combined symmetric stretch-
bending mode via the process,

^01CO. (000) + M -> C0.c&,m, 0) + M + A E ̂ 4- 6

where for the moment includes only a V-T component. As usual 
is calculated by summing the rate constants of each possible collision 
partner M:

^10 = «S
where N ̂  is the number density (cm )̂. of molecular species s. The 
rate constant for the reverse process is calculated by again applying 
the principle of detailed balance, that is by imposing the condition that, 
in the absence of any other transfer processes, the balance of excitat
ion and de-excitation must yield a (&, m, 0) population appropriate to 
thermal equilibrium at the gas temperature T, In the vibrational 
temperature approximation, the ratio of the (AmO) to ground state 
population is

= s” + i:“ (m + l)x “ (5.9)
^o il= 1 m== 1

where as before
— h V .

^i
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2Equation (5,9) can be evaluated using the relations
= ~L. (5.10), • 1-xn=l

Z* nx* o C5.ll)

so that
n=l (1-x) 2

"I _ XI I X? I ^2_ (5.12)
n 1-x, 1-x (1-x.)^O 1 2 2

= R, say,
-1Assuming thermal equilibrium at = Tg = 400K and putting hV^ = 1337 cm 

h \>2 = 567 cm  ̂yields
R - 0.218

and

Koi = R. K^q

5,2.2 Rate constant data
The inter-mode exchange processes described by the population 

rate equations have been extensively studied by various techniques in
cluding laser-excited vibrational fluorescence, high temperature infra
red emission in shock tubes, and room temperature ultrasonic absorption. 
As a result the rate constants for most of the processes are reasonably 
well known, Taylor and Bitterman^ and Stephenson and Moore^ have 
published useful surveys of the most important rate data. The exper
imental techniques cannot reveal the exact origin or destination of 
energy exchanged between vibrational modes other than to identify the 
modes themselves; that is, they cannot discriminate between vibrational 
levels within a mode. Thus caution is required in the physical inter
pretation of the rate constants. However the rate constants are directly
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TABLE 5.1. Standard rate constants used in VIBEX 
assuming 400K ambient gas temperature

(2)

C3)

C0 2 V - V - T  deactivation (K2 1 )

CO 2 (00 n) + M
K 21

CO2 (£mO) + M + AE

M Label Rate constant(cm^s""^) Ref.

CO2 AC D 1 . 1  C-14) 4, 12

N 2 AC2) 4.2 (-15) 8 , 1 2

CO A(3) 8.5 (-15) 4

0 2 AC4) 4.8 (-15) 8

He AC5) 2.8 (-15) 9, 12

CO2 V - T  deactivation (Kio)

CO2 (ilmO) + M
Kjr a*

CO2 (000) + M + AE

M Label Rate constant (ernes'"̂ ) Ref.

CO2 BCD 6.0 (-15) 3, 10
N 2 BC2) 2.0 (-15) 3, 10
CO BC3) 6.9 (-13) 1 1

O2 B(4) 2.0 (-15) 3, 10
He BC5) 1.5 (-13) 3, 10

V - V exchanges

CO2 C0 0 °1 ) + Nz
VK23

(V = 0) ^ CO2 (000) + N 2 (V = l) +

CO2 (000) + CO
VK42

(v = 1) ^ CO2 (00“l)+CO (V= 0) -

-1

v w  4./-T- W  —  \JJ — z.u6 cm  ̂
VK34

CO (y=0) + Ng (V = l) -> CO (V=l) + N 2 (V = 0) + ISScm"^

Label Rate constant (ernes'" Ref.

VK 23 2.5 (-13) 3, 12, 20

VK 42 9.7 (-14) 4, 13

VK 34 1.7 (-14) 14
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TABLE 5.1 CONTINUED

(4) CO V-T deactivation
D

CO (V= 1) + M -> CO (V= 0) + M + 2150 cm”^

M Label Rate constant(cm^s^i) Ref.
CO2 D(l) Not available 7
N2 0(2) Not available 7
CO D(3) 3.7 C-19) 8, 15
O2 D(4) 1.0 (-16) 18
He DC5) 3.7 (-17) 17, 19

N% V-'T deactivation

N2 (V
E

= 1) + M -» N2 (V= 0) + M + 2330 cm”D

M Label Rate constant(cm^s”^) Ref.
CO 2 ECl) Not available 7
N2 E(2) 1.0 (-18) 3
CO E(3) Not available 7
02 E(4) 1.0 (-18) 3
He E(5) 5.3 (-18) 3
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applicable to the formulation of C5.1) - (5.7). For an assumed 
ambient gas temperature of 400K, the model rate constants are tabulated 
in Table 5.1.
5.2.3 Solution method

The. system of rate equations (5,1) - (5.4) forms a set of simul
taneous ordinary differential equations (G.D.E.’s) in the unknowns 
n^, n^r N* and C*. In recent years numerical solutions of such 
systems have been intensively studied, resulting in many reliable 
computer-based algorithms. These include the Euler method and Runge- 
Kutta and predictor-corrector techniques. The relative merits and 
de-merits of these techniques are thoroughly discussed in reference 
5; it can be shown that a particularly convenient combination is 
obtained by starting the solution using a one-step technique (e.g. 
the improved Euler method), followed by convergence using predictor- 
corrector iterations. This process is best understood by considering 
in detail its treatment of the population rate equations. These can 
be represented by
dUĵ
dt ^2^
dn^
dt ~ ^2'

dN*^  = R^Cn^, n^, N*, C*)

a r  = ®4«i' "2'
or, more generally,
ax
a t -  = ^2' ^3' i = 1 to 4

where = n,, X_ = n_, X, = N* and X. = C*
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are the system unknowns, and the are the time dependent rates of 
change of population. We first define the initial population levels 
at time t = 0:
(Step 1)

Xi(0) . X .Q
and denote

\ o  ^i(°) ^i/^10' *20' *30' *40^
as the initial rates of change,
(Btep 2).

The improved Euler method is used to estimate the populations at
time t, = t -f-hr 1 o

*11 ^ *10 2* 5^10 ^ l/*1 0  ^1 0 '*2 0  ^20 '*30 '^^3G '*40^^40^i

*21 “ *20 *2 ?^20 ^2 ̂ *10^ ^ 10' *20"^^20'*30'^^30'*40^'^40^ 1 ii
I
iand so on, • i1

(Step 3) j
The populations at t^ = t^ + 2h are now predicted from the t^ and 

t̂  values

*12 *10 ^^1  ̂ *li'*21'*31'*41)
- + 2hR^^

*22 *20 ^^21 

^'32= ^30 +

^42 ^ ^40 ''' ^(^43
(Step 4)

The predictions are corrected using the iterations
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12

4 V  =^23+# ( 2̂1 + «2«ir^*' 4i~'^’ )
etc., which-are repeated until the converge to steady values. In
this step there is an interaction between the four equations; if we 
were, to try to obtain a final solution for X^g, by iterating on it 
alone, we would have to work exclusively with the predicted values 

*22^ , Xg2 f̂ X^2 f̂ which are only approximations. If we then iterated 
to get a more accurate ^22/ we would develop a value different from 
that used in computing short, the simultaneity of the equations
demandsthat the formulae of Step 4 be applied in strict'rotation,
(Step 5)..

The truncation errors in the predictor-corrector stage are 
estimated from

\ ^ * 12 '̂ ^ 5^*12 “ *12 )

\ ^ * 22  ̂ = 5<%22 " *22 ^

etc., and used to correct the final solutions of the X^2, e.g.:

^12 = 4V + &«i2' -
(Step 6)

The X^Q and X^^ are replaced in the predictor formulae (Step 3) 
by the X̂ ^̂  and X^̂2 values respectively. Thus the predictor calculates 
the Xj_ values after the next time-step (i.e. at t^ = t^ + 3h) and so 
the cycle repeats.

When only steady-state population densities are of interest, the
calculation is allowed to run on until all the population changes in a
single time-s,tep are less than some pre-determined limit, in which
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case population equilibrium is deemed to be established. However it 
is obvious that the time evolutions of the excited populations are 
also produced, and accurate time-evolved calculations are possible for 
a suitable choice of time-steps and initial conditions.

A FORTRAN computer program was constructed, based on the 
algorithms; the flow-chart of Figure 5.2 illustrates the main features. 
Necessary input data includes the values of the molecular v-V-T rate 
constants, and electron excitation rates as computed by BOLTZ for the 
appropriate gas mixture, temperature, pressure and E/N. Additionally 
the numerical solution requires values for H (the time-step size),
TOLER (the predictor-corrector iteration convergence tolerance), MAX 
([the maximum allowed number of corrector iterations before convergence) 
and CHANGE (the minimum percentage population change per time-step 
before the establishment of equilibrium is accepted). The population 
rate equations are set up as arithmetical function statements and the 
initial conditions are specified and printed. Values for vibrational 
populations after the first time step are denoted Xll,X21, etc. 
Subsequent time-dependent populations are calculated according to 
Steps 3 and 4 above. The notational convention is that X12NEW,
X22NEW' etc. in the figure and program correspond to the X^^ of Step 4, 
and are initially derived from the X^2  ̂ values which are simply- denoted 
X12,X22, etc. in the program. The truncation error Step 5
is designated ERRXl and is used to correct the current X12NEW value 
after its convergence within the fractional tolerance limit TOLER.
After printing the current or corrected values T2, Xl2, X22, X32, X42 
and the truncation errors, the predictor-corrector method can be 
applied again for the next time-step. Before this is done, XI0 is 
given the value previously assigned to Xll, and Xll that previously
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Fig, 5,2, Flow-chart for steady - state VIBEX calculations 
(see text).



TABLE 5.2 Glossary of terms used in system rate 
equations and in VIBEX code.
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Description
Total CO2 population (cm“ )̂,
CO2 asymmetric mode population.
Combined CO2 symmetric stretch and 
bending mode population.
Total N2 population
Vibrationally excited N2 population
Total CO population
Vibrationally excited CO population
Total He population
Total O2 population
V - V rate constants (cm^s~^)
V - V~T rate constants (s” )̂
Electron excitation and de-excitation 
rate constant (s"*̂ )

Computation time step(s)
Initial time origin
Population rate of change (cmT^s"^)

Text and 
system equations

n
nz

^1
N
N*
C
C*

a

dni
dt
dn2
HT-
,  *
dt

dt

VIBEX
TC02
X2

XI
TN2
X3
TCO
X4
THE
T02
VKNM
TKNM

ALPH
BETA
GAMM
BELT
EPS I
ZETA
H
TO
R1

R2

R3

R4



TABLE 5,2 continued
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Description

Estimated population at time 
T1 = TO + H

Text and 
system equations

Xii
etc.

VIBEX

Xll
etc.

Predictor population at time 
T2 = T1 + H

Corrector population at time 
T2 = T1 + H

Truncation error in predictor- 
corrector stage

Corrected population at time 
T2 = T1 + H

Convergence tolerance 
Steady-state population tolerance

X(o)
1 2 

etc.

x(j) 
1 2

etc.

etc.

X 1 2

X120LD

etc.

X12NEW

etc.

ERRXl

etc.

XI2

TOLER
CHANGE
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assigned to Xl2; the same re-initialisations are required for the 
variables TO, X20, X30, X40 etc. After each time-step, the percentage 
population changes are compared to the set value of the parameter 
CHANGE; if all the population changes are less than CHANGE, steady- 
state is declared and the current values X.12, X22, X32, and X42 are 
printed as equilibrium vibrational mode populations. A glossary of 
the notation used in the computer model is presented in Table 5.2,

The algorithms described by Figure 5,2 form a simultaneous differ
ential equation "solver", which can be applied to the population rate 
equation system (5.1) - (5.4), or to variants of it. This solver was 
incorporated into a larger computer model designed to predict vibrat
ional temperatures in low pressure cw and high pressure pulsed COg 
lasers. A listing of the resultant code, "VIBEX", is presented in an 
Appendix, and the details of some important calculational routines are 
explained below.
5.3 Calculational details and subroutines
5.3.1 •Program flow-chart and definition of vibrational 

temperatures
The basic version of the VIBEX computer model is flow-charted in 

Figure 5.2, The required input data are gas mixture, pressure, 
temperature, electron density, electron excitation rate constants and 
electron temperature. The population rate equations are defined and 
where necessary back-reaction rate constants are evaluated as discussed 
in Section 5,2,1. Effective superelastic rate constants for the CO^ 
(V̂ ), Ng and CO vibrational modes are calculated by detailed balancing 
in subroutine SUPER (aee below), and the solution of the rate equations 
proceeds according to Section 5,2.3. In the case of zero stimulated 
emission, the solution is straightforward and when steady-state is
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attained the equilibrium mode populations are printed. The correspond
ing vibrational temperatures are then calculated. For the CO^ anti
symmetric stretch mode, the total excited population density, n^r is 
related to the ground state population by

—  =.I (5.13)
“o £-1 ^

where as before
-hVa

Again using the infinite summation (5,10)., we have

IÏ2 Xa
"o ' l-*3

(5.14)

and so
X- - 1 -    (.5,15)

2/"o + i
and

hv.

O
(5.16)

The and CO vibrational temperatures are calculated similarly, A 
more complicated procedure is required to extract the vibrational 
temperature of the combined CÔ CVĵ , ^ 2  ̂mode. Since this mode combines 
the degenerate bending mode and the symmetric stretch mode, knowledge 
of the total mode population does not uniquely define the combined 
mode temperature T^ =  Tg, In fact, as shown in Appendix C, the mode 
temperature is obtained by solving a quartic equation,

(#;) 3̂  - ( I ;  + 2) + 1 = ° 15-17)

where A - l-x^ is known from equation (5,15) and X = 1—Xg is the un
known, In practice (5.17) is solved by using two root-determining
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sub-routines', ZERO2 and STEPS, The operation of .these, and other,
important sub-routines is described below.
5.3,2 Calculation of effective superelastic rate constants

In sub-routine SUPER the principle of detailed balance is applied
to calculate the superelastic components of the relaxation rate
constants DELT, EPSI, ZETA, AND TKIO. From equation (2.17), the rate
constant for superelastic collisions from, say, the N^ vibrational
mode will have the form

E
^-4 “ ^4 (5.18)e

where is the electron excitation rate constant, as in equation 
[5,81, T^ is the discharge electron "temperature" and E^ is the energy
of the excited vibrational level under consideration. In BOLTZ, the
Ng electron excitation rate (like those for the CO and COgC^^) modes) 
is a weighted sum oyer the first eight vibrational levels, as in equat
ions C2,12)_ - (2.141; such effective vibrational excitation rates are 
traditionally assigned an energy loss equal to the energy of the first 
vibrational level in the mode. Therefore the simplest approximation
is E - h u , the N. vibrational mode spacing, so that

RV,
.̂.4 = ^4 (5.19),e

This approximation was used to calculate superelastic rates in early 
versions of the computer model. However, (5.19) is equivalent to 
assuming that all superelastic de-excitation is from the first excited 
level of the .mode. Clearly what is required is a superelastic rate con
stant which is averaged over the first 8 levels, analagous to the 
excitation rate average

X4 = k . C5.20)

where k. is the excitation rate constant for the ith level and °=. are 
weighting factors = hV^/hV^. We therefore define the superelastic 
rate constant for the vibrational mode by a similar sum
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where the superelastic rate constant for level i.is

fc_i = \  exp (.5,22)
e

Therefore,
8 Ihv^

^ - 4  “  5 =1 ^ ^ 1  ^  kig). (5.23).

since = i in the harmonic oscillator approximation, (5.23) will be 
uniquely defined if the inter-relationship of the is known. Exam
ination of the N2 and CO vibrational excitation cross-section data of 

6Schulz shows that a reasonable approximation is 
kik^ = , i = 1 to 8 (5.24)

Inserting this in (5.21) yields X. = 8k. and from (5.23),
8 ihV

X_4 = kj S exp (-^)
1 =1 e

i.e,
X4 a ihVj

X_4 =-g-Z  ̂ exp (^j-> C5.25)
% =5=1 e

This is the more sophisticated relationship used to calculate Ng 
superelastic rate constants in sub-routine SUPER; similar expressions 
are used to calculate the effective rate constants for the CO and CO^
( ) modes.
5,3.3 Calculation of the symmetric stretch-bending mode 

temperature T%=T2

Sub-routines ZERO2 and STEPS are used to solve equation (5.17) 
for the lower laser level mode temperature T^ “ ‘̂2* coefficients
of the quartic are first evaluated and the equation is defined in the 
function sub-program QUART, which is available for calls from the other 
two sub-routines. An initial estimate of the position of the physically 
significant root is produced by STEPS; this evaluates the quartic
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function for various X values in.the range of interest , stepping X 
by a fixed increment and testing for a change of sign in the value of 
the function. When such a change occurs, the bounding X values, between 
which the zero of the function must lie, are returned to the main 
program. ZER02 is then called to refine the solution by progressively 
tightening the bounding X values, until the root of the quartic is 
determined to a preset accuracy (normally 0.1%). The (ilm 0) mode 
temperature T^ is then calculated and printed,
5.3.4 Treatment of stimulated emission

When the effects of stimulated emission are to be considered, 
the running of the program is slightly altered. The stimulated emission 
rate can be written

= AN W I (5.26)
- -2where I is the applied laser radiation field intensity (W cm ), AN is 

the appropriate rotational-vibrational population inversion on the 
(.00̂ i-lQ°0) or (00°1-02°0) transitions, derived from equation (2.24),
and

8ïï ^21 (5.27)

from equation (2,23), The calculation of the population inversion, AN, 
requires knowledge of the 00°1 and 10°0 level populations, which in turn 
requires the vibrational temperatures T^ and T^j since the population 
inversion and stimulated emission rate must be calculated after each 
time-step, the temperatures T^ and T^ must also be calculated after 
each time-step. In practice this is done in sub-routine CTEMPS, using 
equations (5.16) and (5.17) as before. The population inversion and 
stimulated emission rate are calculated in sub-routine LASE by (5.26) 
and C5.27) assuming pure pressure broadening, and the new value is
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returned to the main program to modify the rate equations (5.1) and 
(5,2) which become:

^  = K2i"2 - + w)(n - - *%)+ Pg (5.28)

dn2 = “ (n - - n̂ ) +........ °*^l"2 ~ (5.29)
dt

5.4 Initial tests and results
Initial program tests were conducted using the rate constant data 

of Table 5.1, and assuming the simplest form of superelastic balancing 
as.exemplified by equation (5,19). It was found that careful program 
"tuning" was required to produce results with optimum speed and accuracy.
In particular, since there is no facility for automatic time-step doubl-t 
ing or halving, a suitable progression of time-step values was needed 
to ensure both accuracy in the early stages of the calculation (t < 10*^s) 
and a reasonably fast attainment of population equilibrium ( t'^S x 10 ^s). 
At any point in the calculation, the time-step must be small enough to 
allow convergence within the permitted number of corrector iterations, 
but large enough to avoid unnecessarily small population changes per time- 
step which waste computational effort and can propt a premature end to 
the calculation with, a false declaration of equilibrium. A judicious 
choice of time-step progression and TOLER and CHANGE values isthere
fore required. Suitable values for steady-state calculations, arrived 
at By trial-and-error, are reproduced in Table 5,3,

Typical calculated excited population time evolutions are plotted 
in Figure 5,4, assuming a ëCOg * I2N2 • 82He gas mixture at 10 torr, 
with 25% CO^ dissociation. The calculation also assumes a constant 
electron density of 5 x 10^^ cm  ̂at E/N = 3.0 x 10 Vcm^. The 

relative levels of excited CO, N^ and C02(V.) molecules reflect the
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TABLE 5.3 Parameters used in VIBEX rate-equatlon solver 
for steady-state calculations.

Description

Iteration time-step

Label Value

H IxlO-Sg, for T < IQ-^s
H 2xlO~^s, 10~^s < T < loT^s
H 4xI0~®s, 10”^s-< T < IQ-^s

Fractional population 
convergence required 
at each time-step

TOLER 10 - 4

Maximum number
of predictor-corrector MAX
iterations per time-step

50

Maximum percentage 
change per time-step 
in excited populations 
at declaration of 
steady-state.

CHANGE 0.001
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dominance of and CO^ in the gas mixture; however at population
equilibrium, the vibrational temperature of the CO is by far the 
highest; the temperature is also higher than that of the
mode. This was a ubiquitous trend which will be discussed in detail 
later. The validity of the calculated equilibrium can be demonstrated 
by varying the initial conditions, as in Figure 5.4, which shows that 
changing the initially excited population densities by a factor of 10 
has no effect on the final solution.

To conclude, a computer model of the CO^ laser vibrational 
kinetics system has been constructed and tested. Its use in the pre
diction of steady-state and temporally evolving vibrational temperat
ures, and their comparison to experiment, is described in the next 
chapters,
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CHAPTER 6-: CO9 LASER VIBRATIONAL KINETICS MODELLING - THEORY 
AND EXPERIMENT

6.1 Background
The vibrational temperature approximation has been the basis of

1-4most mathematical models of CO^ laser vibrational kinetics. The
credibility of the approximation derives from the fact that the rate
of energy exchange within a given vibrational mode is faster than the
rate of transfer to other modes and the rate of electron impact

5vibrational excitation. For example, in a low pressure (15 torr)
ICOg: INg: SHe gas mixture the characteristic time for CO^ (̂ ^̂  ̂ lotra-
mode resonant energy sharing is roughly 200 nsj the corresponding
time for N^-CO^CV^) mode V-V exchange is 65 ps, while for typical
electron densities 1 ms is a characteristic time for N^ vibrational
excitation. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the population
of levels within a vibrational mode is described by a Boltzmann
distribution characterised by a single temperature. However, the
vibrational temperature model has not been accessible to direct
experimental confirmation. Measurements of CO^ and N^ vibrational
temperatures in laser discharges have generally used indirect methods
such as observation of visible and UV emission from the N^ 2+ system ^
or of the 4.3 um fluorescence from the CO^ (00°1) level,^ Moreover,
such measurements have not subjected the vibrational temperature model
to test, but rather have assumed the validity of the model in order to
interpret the experimental results. The situation has been further
complicated by various theoretical predictions of the peak value of

8 9the CO^ asymmetric mode temperature (T̂ ) in TEA lasers ' ;
predicted values span the range 1000K-7000K,
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In recent years two important experimental techniques have emer
ged to clarify the problem. First, the advent of the CO^ sequence
band laser made possible direct measurements of in laser

11discharges. This method ' compares the amplification of funda
mental 00°1 - (10°0, 02*̂01  ̂ radiation to that of sequence band 
00^2 - (10^1, 02°!)^ radiation in a probed discharge gain cell. 
Since the population of a vibrational level m, n) in CO^ can be 
written

N(ü;m,n) = x^(m + l)x™ x^/Q^
where the symbols have their usual meanings (Section 2,2), then it is
straightforward to show that the ratio of 00°2 gain to 00°1 gain on

12the 10 ;um branches is

Thus the ratio of the small signal gains depends only on T^ which
is given by

T s= ^^33 k&n(2(X̂ /c(̂ ) ( 6 . 1 )
and can be easily measured.

The sequence band technique probes only the first and second
excited levels of the CO^ asymmetric vibrational mode. Development
of a second technique, tunable diode laser spectroscopy in the 4 pm
spectral region, has enabled the investigation of discharge excited
^^2^^3^ populations in levels as high as 00°9. The results
confirmed that the population distributions are describable by a
single vibrational temperature, even in the presence of a saturating
laser radiation field inducing strong stimulated emission. Vibrat-

14ional anharmonicity means that a Treanor distribution was 
required to fit the measured populations in the highest levels, but 
Boltzmann statistics proved accurate for levels up to 00°4.
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In summary, tunable diode laser spectroscopy has confirmed the 
validity of the vibrational temperature approximation in CO^ laser 
kinetics, while the sequence band probe technique provides a con
venient vibrational temperature measurement method. The following 
sections present a comprehensive study of vibrational temperatures 
in CO^ laser discharges, in vrfiich experimental measurements (obtained 
by the sequence band technique) are compared to theoretical predict
ions (produced by the computer model described in Chapter 5). 
Macroscopic phenomena are explained in terms of microscopic processes, 
and wider implications for the performance of CO^ laser devices are 
discussed.

6,2 Experimental equipment and procedure
Fundamental (.00*̂ 1 - 10°0) and sequence (00°2 - 10°1) band small- 

signal gain coefficients were measured using the oscillator-amplifier 
configuration of figure 6.1. The probe laser could be made to 
oscillate on the sequence band by filling the intra-cavity hot cell 
with pure CO^ to a pressure of around 30 torr, A PZT-moimted output 
coupler allowed cavity length tuning over a number of rotational lines 
in the 10 /an 00°1 and 00°2 bands. (Detailed performance character
istics of the probe laser are presented and analysed in Chapter 8).
The gain cell was a simulated laser discharge tube of 52 cm active 
length and 1 cm internal diameter, sealed by KCl Brewster windows.
The gain cell and its associated vacuum system were of clean quartz 
and stainless steel construction and allowed either flowing-gas or 
sealed-off operation. Gas pressures and flow rates were measured and 
regulated by an MKS Baratron type 254 control unit which monitored 

thermal conductance flow meters and capacitance manometers on the
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tube outlet and inlet. If necessary, the composition of the research 
grade gas mixture was measured at the gain cell outlet using the 
jMSlOS mass spectrometer.

Small-signal gain coefficients on the axis of the gain cell were 
measured by mechanically chopping the probe beam 4 mm diameter) at 
a convenient frequency 120 Hz) , The beam was split by an uncoated 
Ge flat into amplified and reference beams which were collected by 
large-area pyroelectric detectors. The resulting signals were 
amplified by phase-sensitive detectors (PSD’s), ratioed to remove 
the effect of source intensity fluctuations, and displayed on a 
chart recorder. A potentiometer on one of the PSD outputs was used 
to null the ratiometer output for zero discharge current in the gain 
cell. Gain coefficients were calculated from the recorded change in 
output signal when the D.C. current was switched on. The ratiometer 
performed the operation a/b - 1 on the input signals from amplified 
channel a and reference channel b. Thus if switching on the gain 
cell current produces an output signal of height H volts in a full- 
scale range of 10 volts, the gain coefficient is given by

"o " + To' (G-2)

where L = 0.52 m and is in units (m )̂ or C% cm )̂ . Care was taken 
to limit the probe beam power to 700mW to avoid gain saturation 
effects. Discharge currents and cathode-anode voltages were measured 
simultaneously with the gain coefficients, allowing an estimation of 

the operating E/N.
The oscillating probe transition was assigned in vibrational band 

and rotational quantum number by using a conventional Optical 
Engineering CO^ spectrum analyser and a 4 pm fluorescence detection
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system. This comprised a low pressure 1 torr) CO2 absorption cell
of 0.5 cm internal diameter, and a liquid - cooled InSb photo-cell

9  ij —  1 owith a 4 pm D* of»^ 7 x 10 cm Hz W , The passage of 00 1 band
radiation through the cell induces strong 00°1 - ground state 4.3 pm 
fluorescencê. Sequence band lines are not absorbed, produce no fluo
rescence, and can therefore be distinguished from neighbouring funda
mental band transitions.
6.3 Experimental results and comparison to model predictions
6.3.1 Vibrational temperature saturation

Typical results obtained from the gain measurement system are
shown in figure 6.2 for a ECOg: I2N2: 82He gas mixture at 10 torr

3pressure and a flow rate of 50 cm /min at S.T.P, (i.e. 50 seem). Peak
gain coefficients for the 00°1 10p(18) and 00°2 10P(19) lines were
0.60 and 0.26% cm  ̂respectively. Experimental uncertainty in the

+gain coefficient values was around—  4% and was mainly due to the im

perfect passive frequency stability of the probe laser which, despite 
the use of the ratiometer, produced some random amplitude variations 
in the measurement system. The smooth curves through the experimental 
points were used to calculate the corresponding T^ values from equation 
(6.1). Above 15 mA the ’levelling-off or saturation of T^ is striking 
and was observed for all the gas mixtures and pressures studied. This 
observation supports the measurements of Siemsen et al, who also 
reported T^ saturation at relatively low values in cw laser discharges. 
They interpreted this as being caused by a rapid increase in the 
collisional de-excitation of the upper laser level due to increased 
gas temperature, coupled with faster diffusion to the tube walls and 
a decrease in the electron excitation efficiency. However, it seems 
likely that such a decrease in excitation efficiency could occur as a
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result of large electron superelastic collision rates at high electron
densities. This hypothesis is easily tested using the vibrational
exchange rate equation model (VIBEX1, which includes all the relevant
electron excitation and de-excitation processes, A series of steady
state vibrational temperature calculations were performed using the
simplest superelastic balancing approximation of section 5.3,2 (as in
equation 5,19). for a range of electron densities. The resultant curve
(figure 6.3) displays strong saturation for electron densities greater 

10 -3than'N'2 x 10 cm . This limits the maximum attainable T^ to around 
3000K. Also shown are experimental T^ measurements which have been 
converted from discharge current dependence to electron density 
dependence by using both the microwave cavity measurements and the 
BOLTZ-calculated drift velocities as described in Chapter 4. These 
methods yield specific electron densities which differ by a factor of 
~  2, but agreement between experiment and theory is reasonable. More 
importantly, the origin of the calculated vibrational temperature 
saturation was investigated by making artificial changes in the 
various de-activation rate constants of the computer model. The 
results are illustrated by figure 6.4, which shows the effect on cal
culated vibrational temperature of halving and doubling the rates of 
(i) molecular V-T and V-V-T collisional relaxation and (ii) electron 
superelastic collisional relaxation. Clearly the dominant control 
over the temperature saturation is imposed by superelastic collisions. 
This was confirmed by deleting all the superelastic terms from the 
system rate equations: this resulted in the complete removal of the
saturation, giving an almost linear increase of vibrational temperat
ure with electron density. It is significant that the calculated 
'temperature saturation is not restricted to the CO^ asymmetric mode.
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Figure 6,5 shows computed steady-state temperatures for tiie CO 
and CO^ CV̂ ) modes in 10 torr of SCOg: 12N^: 82He assuming 50% COg 
dissociation. The and CO temperatures also saturate, but at higher 
ultimate values C~ 3800k and 4200K respectively), The CO saturation 
is especially severe due to the large CO electron excitation cross- 
section and the relative weakness of CO V-T relaxation by molecular 
collisions. Hence the CO vibrational temperature is most dominated 
by the balance of electron excitation and de-excitation.

The weakness of CO and V-T relaxation (and absence of v-V-T 
relaxation) is also partially responsible for the prediction of 
relatively high CO and vibrational temperatures. Apart from super- 
elastic processes the major deactivation of the CO, and CO^Cv^) 
mode group is by CO^ V-V-T collisions:-

COg(V^) + M CO^ (V , V ) + M +AE,

This relaxation channel, combined with the small rate of direct elect
ron excitation of the CO^CV^) mode, results in T^ values which are 
lower than the corresponding CO or temperatures. Moreover the 
"drain" of energy from the CO^( û ) mode is transmitted to the CO and 

modes by V-V coupling. This coupling is stronger for than for 
CO at normal gas temperatures. Thus it is the comparative inefficiency 
of the CO-COgtVg) coupling which allows the CO to maintain a higher 
vibrational temperature despite the energy loss channel through the 
CO^. This is an interesting prediction since it has sometimes been 
assumed than in a non-lasing steady-state discharge the CO,
and CO^Cv^) mode temperatures are roughly equal. However very recent
tunable diode laser measurements of CO vibrational temperatures in

15low-pressure dc discharges (Heid and Dang ) have confirmed that high

_______is
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CO temperatures 3000K) are reached for corresponding values of 
around 1500K, The main qualitative features of the VIBKX calculations 
Cthe temperature saturation with current and the inequality ’ of the 
CO, Ng and CO^ temperatures) are therefore in agreement with recent 
laboratory experiments.

It is appropriate to consider here the practical implications of 
T^ saturation at values well below the theoretical optimum for popul
ation of the 00°1 upper laser level (see figure 2,3). One such 
implication will be a limitation of attainable small-signal gain in 
CO2 laser amplifiers. Therefore the vibrational temperature analysis 
was extended to the calculation of small-signal gains, and the relative 
importance of superelastic relaxation, gas heating and CO^ dissociat
ion was assessed. A full treatment of laser gain in low pressure 
discharges requires the calculation of Voigt-profiled lineshapes which 
include the effects of both Doppler and pressure broadening. For a 
simplified analysis the approximation of pure pressure broadening was 
adopted and provided adequate agreement between theory and experiment. 
However this agreement was obtained only when due account was taken of 
current-dependent CO^ dissociation which has the main influence on 
the gain-current characteristic of sealed and slow-flow discharges,
A full description of the gain analysis is presented in reference 16, 
included here as Appendix D.
6,3,2 Specification of effective superelastic rate constants

The modelling calculations of the previous section showed good 
qualitative agreement with the available experimental measurements, 
and allowed some important deductions concerning the behaviour of 

vibrational temperatures in the COg laser system. Good quantitative
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agreement was also occasionally obtained. In general, however, the 
model predicted vibrational temperatures which were higher than those 
measured in the laboratory. This is not surprising, because the 
simplest approximation was used to calculate effective superelastic 
rate constants (.see for example equation 5,19) : this neglects the 
higher energy levels in the vibrational modes, and assumes that 
superelastic collisions act only on the first excited level of each 
mode. Since the superelastic rate constant depends exponentially on 
the energy of the interacting molecule, such a neglection of higher 
energy levels causes a substantial under-estimation of the net rate 
of superelastic relaxation from any particular vibrational mode. A 
more sophisticated approximation was therefore adopted, in which the 
effective superelastic rate constant for each mode is obtained by a 
weighted averaging over the first 8 excited levels, as in equation 
5.25 for the case of It is instructive to compare the implicat
ions of the different approximations (.5,19) and (5.25). Assuming an 
electron temperature of lev, and putting hv^ = 0.289eV (2330 cm"^) 
then from equation 5,19 we obtain

X_4 = 1-33 *4
For the same electron temperature, the weighted average (5.25) yields

^_4 4.53

Very similar factors relate the CO and C02(Ug) superelastic rate
constants (X  ̂and X _) to tlie corresponding excitation rate constants,—o — J

Figure 6,6 shows CO^ asymmetric mode temperatures calculated 
for various conditions using both the simplified approximation (dotted 
curves) and weighted average approximation (solid curves), The latter 
method, involving higher superelastic collision rates, produces pre-
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dieted vibrational temperatures which are lower and saturate more
strongly than in previous calculations. However it will be shown
in the following section that these strongly saturating curves are
in good agreement with laboratory measurements.
6.3.3 Effects on vibrational temperatures of gas mixture, 

pressure and flow rates
The effects of varying gas mixture, pressure and flow-rate on 

the COgfVg) mode temperature were investigated experimentally. Results 
are shown in figure 6,7 for the 6:12:82 mixture under sealed and 
flowing conditions. Gas pressure in the discharge tube was 10 torr, 
obtained by averaging the upstream and downstram measurements to 
avoid pressure gradient errors. Sequence (.00°2) band gain is lower 
than the fundamental (00°!) band gain for both sealed and flowing 
operation, and it is noticeable that the 00°1 gain peaks at lower
currents. Sealed gains are smaller, and peak at lower current than
the corresponding flowing gains. When equation (6.1) is used to 
derive the vibrational temperature from the smooth curves through 
the experimental gain points, it is seen that the sealed, vibrational 
temperatures are significantly higher than those in the flowing gas 
discharge. This is attributed to an increased average level of COg 
dissociation in the sealed discharge: in a considerably dissociated
mixture the excitation of the mode is favoured both by the
increased ^2:002 and C0:C02 ratios and by the reduced rate of 
002 (̂ 3) -> \>2) deactivations which is mainly caused by
collisions with other CO2 molecules. In general this leads to high
V-j temperatures in mixtures with low CO2 partial pressures.

Figures 6.8 and 6.9 illustrate the effect of flow-rate changes 
on the I3CO2: 9^2: 78He and lOCO^: 20CO: 70He gas mixtures. These
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also exhibit an inverse dependence of on flow-rate; however for 
the 13:9:78 mixture the.dependence is very weak, and in the CO2-CO- 
He case the sealed and flowing vibrational temperatures are equal 
within experimental uncertainty. This trend can be understood in 
terms of the gas mixture dependence of CO^ dissociation levels. These 
were measured as a function of discharge current using the MSIOS mass 
spectrometer to sample from the gain cell gas outlet. The results 
(figure 5.10) show that the mixtures rich in molecular species (COg,

CO) are resistant to CO^ dissociation; conversely the 6:12:82 
mixture, leanest in COg, showed the highest dissociation levels.
This is fully consistent with the dissociation rate measurements of 
Chapter 3 and explains the insensitivity of T^ to flow-rate changes 
in the I3CO2: 78He and lOCG^: 20CO: 70He mixtures.

The effect of pressure changes was determined under sealed tube 
conditions to avoid the complication of flow dependent pressure grad
ients. Power supply limitations restricted operating pressures to less 
than 30 torr. Figure 6.11 shows gain and T^ results for the 13:9:78 
mixture. An optimum pressure for 00°1 and 00°2 gain exists around

IS torr; the derived vibrational temperature falls monotonically 
with increasing pressure in the range 10-26 torr; the rate of T^ 
decrease is /^15 K torr ^. The decrease presumably results from the 
increased collisional relaxation rates at higher pressure. The 
optimum pressure for 00°1 band gain results from the conflicting gain 
requirements of (i) a high V^ mode temperature and (ii) a high CO2 
partial pressure.

The experimental results can be compared to the computer model 
predictions. Voltage-current characteristics at each pressure were
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used to calculate tiie corresponding values of E/N assuming the gas 
heating power law of equation 3,10. The calculations showed that E/N 
is nearly independent of current with the values 32 Td (for 10 torr)
27 Td (18 torrI and 23,5 Td (26 torr) where 1 Td = 10~^^ V on^.
These values were used in the computer model to produce the results 
of figure 6.12, where the conversions from electron density to dis
charge current are based on the microwave resonance measurements of 
Chapter 4, In the computer calculations the "strong" superelastic 
approximation was used, as described in section 6.3.2. This more 
sophisticated approximation produces much improved agreement with 
esiperiment. The agreement is not perfect, however : the model predicts 
a vibrational temperature decrease with pressure of 25 K torr” ,̂ a 
slight over-estimate compared to the measured rate.

The ability of the model to predict the effect of gross gas 
mixture changes was also tested. Vibrational temperatures in four 
different gas mixtures were measured at 10 torr total pressure and 
the operating E/N values were derived. The results are plotted in 
figure 6.13 and are compared with the corresponding model calculations, 
again assuming the specific electron densities measured by the micro
wave method. The model successfully predicts the vibrational temper
ature 'ranking' of the mixtures, and yields good numerical agreement 
for the 13:9:78 and 10:20:70 mixtures. For the 6:12:82 mixture the 
calculated T^ values are 15-20% low. Lack of the appropriate B0LT2 
data precluded calculations for the 33:33:33 mix.
6.4 Computer model experiments
6.4.1 Effects of E/N and gas temperature

The dependence of the model predictions on a wider range of para-
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meters was investigated, although, no experimental data were available 
for comparison. The effect of varying the reduced electric field 
(E/N) on the BOLTZ-calculated electron impact excitation rate constants 
and on the average discharge electron energy is plotted in figure 6.14 
for the ISCOg: SNg: 78He gas mixture. These data were used in VIBEX 
to calculate steady state N^ and (v̂ ) vibrational temperatures 
(T̂  and T^) at constant electron density for the E/N range 10 to 
100 Td. As usual, the results (see figure 6,15) predict that T^ is 
greater than T^, and that both rise monotonically with electron density. 
At low electron densities the highest vibrational temperatures are 
attained for E/N *^35 Td, as expected since this is the E/N value which 
maximises the electron excitation .

The effect of ambient gas temperature on the model calculations
is mainly to influence the magnitudes of the V-V and V-V-T rate
constants, many of which are highly tempeature dependent. A convenient
listing of various temperature dependences has been compiled by Smith 

17and Thomson, These dependences and the resultant rate constant
values for 300, 400 and 600 K are listed in Table 6.1 and compared to 
the 400 K rate constants normally used in the model. Agreement is 
reasonable, and so the Smith and Thomson expressions were used in the 
model to calculate the sensitivity of T^, T^ and T^ to changes in 
ambient gas temperature CT) in the range 300-500%.. It was found that 
the Smith and Thomson rate constants for 400% resulted in calculated 
Tg values (figure 6.16} which were about 200% higher than the values 
calculated using the standard VIBEX rate constants of Table 5.1,. it can 
be seenthat the effect of increasing the assumed gas temperature is 

to increase the calculated T^ by about the same amount, but to decrease
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and at a rate of approximately 2K.K ̂ . The implications of these 
changes in the vibrational temperatures can be evaluated. Table 6.2 
shows the vibrational temperature predictions of figure 6,16 (assuming 
an electron density of 3 x 10^^ cm and the corresponding 00°1 and 
00°2 10 pm band laser level populations (.expressed as a fraction of 
the total CO^ population!, For an ambient gas temperature of 300K 
the lower laser level populations are only 4% of those in the upper 
laser levels, At T = 500K this figure has increased to 24%, and the 
population inversions have fallen by a factor of 2-3, Notice however 
that this is largely due the the decrease in the 00^1 and 00^2 
populations rather than any serious increase in the lower level 
populations. Therefore the frequently expressed view that the 
deleterious effect of high gas temperature on gain is due to the 
thermal population of the lower laser level is shown to be unjustified. 
The more important effect is the increased collisional relaxation 
of the CO^iv^) mode which causes a serious reduction in the 00^1 and 
00^2 populations.
6,4,2 Effect of radial diffusion

Radial diffusion of vibrationally excited molecules to the dis
charge tube walls, and their subsequent de-activation by wall collisions, 
can be an important energy loss channel in low-pressure cw lasers. 
However, little experimental work has been devoted to radial diffusion 
in CO2 lasers, and considerable uncertainty surrounds the values of 
the diffusion coefficients for vibrationally excited CO^iCO and N^ 
and the probability of molecular deactivation in a wall collision. 
Nevertheless it is interesting and important to quantify the likely 
effect of radial diffusion and wall quenching on the vibrational
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temperature preductions of the computer model. Two approximations 
were required: Ci) the diffusion coefficients of a vibrationally , 
excited molecule were assumed equal to those of the unexcited molecule, 
and (.ii) the probability of vibrational deactivation to the ground 
state in a wall collision was taken as unity. The population rate 
equation system (5.1-5,4) was-then modified by the addition of diffus
ion terms according to the transformations ;-

dni V dni - °CQ2^1 (6.3)
dt dt ~ T  '
dn? _ dnp. ^CQ2^2 (6.4)
dt dt '

(6.5)

(6.6,

where A == R/2.4 relates the diffusion length to the tube radius, 
assuming the radial profile of excited molecules is a Bessel function. 
The D's (crn̂ s are the coefficients of diffusion of gas molecules 
in the laser gas mixture, e.g.

1 ^C02 . ^He+ I , I +
^C02 ^C02-C02 ^C02-N2 ^C02-He

where the p^ are gas species partial pressures in torr and is
the coefficient of diffusion of gas J in 1 torr of gas K at 400K.
These coefficients are governed by the relation

= V k (G.7)
18and the temperature and pressure variation can be written
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TABLE 6,3 Diffusion coefficients in CO2 laser media, D.. ---------   iJ

GO, N, CO 0, He

CO2 146 221 211 215 851

N2 221 272 296 280 954

CO 211 296 254 286 954

Notes,
(1) Diffusion coefficients are in (cm^s"^) and assume 

400K ambient temperature with 1 torr total pressure,

(2) Data derived from
(a) Amer. I. of Phys, Handbook page 2 - 252.
(b) Gordiets et al. Sov. Phys. JETP 26, 5, 1043 (1968),
(c) Bretszjander "Transport and Physical Properties of 

Fluids" p,333 (Pergamon 1971) with appropriate pressure 
and temperature scaling where necessary (see text, 
section 6.4.2).
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D ( P , T )  = la C6.3)

where
1.75 < < 2.0

and the subscript o indicates S.T.P. This equation was used (assum
ing^ = 1.85) to compile Table 6,3 which lists the self-diffusion and 
diffusion coefficients of importance in the CO ̂ laser system for 1 
torr, 400K conditions. These data were in turn used to calculate the 
mixture-weighted coefficients which appear in the modified rate 
equations.

Calculated vibrational tempeatures (T̂ ) assuming various tube 
diameters are graphed in figure 6.17 for a 1300^: 78He mixture
at 10 torr total pressure. These vibrational temperature should now 
be regarded as the values appropriate to the centre-axis of the dis
charge tube. Even for the low pressure of 10 torr, the effect of 
radial diffusion is insignificant in 10 cm and 1 cm diameter tubes.
For diameters of 0,3 cm or less, the effect of wall quenching reduces 
the centre-axis vibrational temperature considerably. However, since 
the pressure-diameter regime of practical interest is 10-30 torr cm, 
the neglect of radial diffusion seems justified when only axial 
vibrational temperatures are important, where the radial distribution 
of current density is known, the radial profile of vibrational 
temperature can be calculated. Comparison of calculated profiles to 
experimental observations might provide a check on thediffusion rates 
and wall quenching probabilities of vibrationally excited molecules.
6,4.3 Effect of stimulated emission

Stimulated emission on the 9 jam or 10 pm 00°1 bands will be a 
major perturbation to the molecular energy dynamics of CO^ laser
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oscillators and high-power amplifiers. Consider an active Ci.e. 
amplifying) CO^ laser medium subject to irradiation by a steady-state 
laser field of intensity I CWcm ^), The stimulated emission rate will 
be

p = =^^1 =ANWI C6.9)s eff
-1where the effective gain coefficients cc^^^Ccm ) and the steady-state

A “ " 3population inversion AN(€m I are determined mainly by the ccmposition
of the active medium, the strength of pumping, and the laser intensity
I. W is a constant given by 

.2 2 
” “ Sir ^2l--ir(Av)

in the pressure broadening approximation (see section 2.3). The 
calculation of vibrational temperatures, population inversion and 
effective gain in the presence of the laser field involves the com
putation of a new dynamic equilibrium via the solution of the modified 
population rate equations:

^  + ANWI (6,10)dt dt
dn_ ^~2 - ANWI (6,11)
dt^

together with the system (.5.3-5.4). For "lasing" on the 10 juim 00°1 
band the population inversion AN is that which occurs on a designated 
rotational-vibrational transition between the 00°1 and 10°0 levels:

“ kT ^“001°2
-^100%! + 1)||) 5
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where the are rotational constants and Jg = 17, = 18 for the
PC18) transition. In the process of solving-the population rate 
equations for the steady-state, the population inversion An must be 
calculated from the current values of the vibrational temperatures 
and after each time-step. The computational procedure is described 
more fully in section 5,3,4,

Results showing the effect of applied laser field intensity on 
calculated T^ are plotted in figure 6.18. Strong "lasing" is seen to 
greatly reduce the vibrational temperature for a given electron density; 
also, thesaturation of T^ with electron density is reduced. This 
results from the decreased importance of electron de-excitation in the 
presence of strong stimulated emission, which "competes" successfully 
for excited molecules. The molecular energy dynamics are now
dominated by electron excitation and stimulated emission. It is 
interesting to compute the effect of "lasing" on the vibrational 
temperature. As seen in figure 6.19, T^ is also reduced by strong 
CO^ stimulated emission, but by a lesser amount, due to the large Ng 
vibrational excitation rate and the imperfect coupling.

These calculations are compared to experiment in figure 6,20 ,
19The measurements are those made recently by Dang et al. , who used 

a tunable diode laser to determine the CO^ asymmetric mode temperature 
in the presence and absence of a saturating 10 pm P (22) laser field 
with intensity approximately 560Wcm ^. Discharge conditions were as 
listed in the diagram. The shaded areas indicate the uncertainty in 
the calculated values due to the conversion from electron density to 
discharge current; the microwave measurements and Boltzmann code 
predictions differ by a factor of 2. In the "non-lasing" case 
agreement between theory and experiment is good. However when a
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—2560Wcra laser field is assumed,, the model underestimates the 
temperature by several hundred degrees* This fault can be traced to 
the approximation of pure pressure broadening, which is good at 
atmospheric pressure but inaccurate at 20 torr, where the contribution 
of Doppler broadening should be included to produce a lineshape which 
is a convolution of Lorentzian and Gaussian functions. This modificat
ion would reduce the population inversion available for interaction 
with the laser field at line-centre, an4 increase the calculated 
"lasing" T^ (T^), improving the agreement with experiment. Neverthe
less, the inclusion of stimulated emission in the kinetics model 
yields results in reasonable agreement with experiment in the low- 
pressure regime,
6.4.4 Consideration of third-order superelastic effects

The effects of superelastic electron collisions with excited 
molecules have been considered in both the BOLTZ calculations of 
electron energy distribution functions CE.D.P.’s) and transport co
efficients, and in the VIBEX vibrational temperature calculations. 
However the Boltzmann code assumed molecular vibrational mode temper
atures of 30OK whereas the steady-state temperatures predicted by 
VIBEX are in the region of 1500-2500K. For self-consistency, the pre
dicted vibrational temperatures should be "fed back" as initial values 
for the Boltzmann code, and the E.D.F. and excitation rates re-calcul
ated. This would test the formal possibility that the vibrational 
temperature effects previously described (.saturation, non-equality of 
N^, CO and CO^Cv^) steady-states, etc,I are simply aberrations of a 
model which is internally inconsistent in its treatment of the electron- 
molecule energy balance. Therefore a series of BOLTZ runs, including
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TABLE 6.4 Effect of initial vibrational temperatures on 
B0LT20LD calculation of excitation rates and 
average electron energy 
(superelastic collisions included).

Input Output

T 3 , Tt, X 3 Û

(K) (cm^s (cm^s”*̂ ) (cm̂ s'"̂ ) (eV)

300 2.55(-8) 5.5(-9) 4.20(-8) 1.60

1000 2.55C-8) 5.5(-9) 4.21(-8) 1.60

2000 2.56C-8) 5.5(-9) 4.26(-8) 1.62

4000 2.6K - 8) 5.5(-9) 4.40(-8) 1.67

Note ; Calculations assume a 13 CO2 : 9 N 2 : 7 8 He mixture, 
with E/N = 30 Td.
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the effect of supejrelastic collisions, was performed to examine the 
effect of the initially assumed vibrational temperatures on the cal
culated excitation rate constants and average electron energy. The 
calculations used a coarse mesh CBOLTZOLD) and are summarised in 
Table 6.4, Clearly the influence of the initial temperatures is very 
small and can be neglected. This confirms the self-consistency of the 
previous calculations and demonstrates the insensitivity of E.p.P.'s 
to superelastic collisions.
6.5 Discussion and conclusions

A broad comparison of the computed and observed behaviour of T^ 
in CO2 laser discharges allows several important deductions. Both in 
theory and experiment, the vibrational temperature saturates/increas
ing discharge current, and this effect limits T^ to values far lower 
than those which would maximise the population of the 00°1 upper laser 
level (^  4000K) or the 00°2 upper sequence band level 8000K). 

Computer model experiments have shown that the saturation is caused 
by electron superelastic collisions with excited molecules at a rate 
determined by the vibrational excitation rate and the principle of
detailed balance. It is interesting to compare the theoretically de-

19termined rate to recent experimental measurements by Dang et al. 
who used their tunable diode laser to monitor the recovery of discharge- 
excited COgtVg) population after depletion by an intense 10 pm laser 
pulse. Measurements on a 9.2%C02: 11%N2: 79.8%He mixture at 19.4 torr

-j-. * *  jLrevealed a N2 + COg Wg) mode excitation rate of 92 —  8 s mA and an
—1 —1electron de-excitation rate of 340 ^  35 s mA For a I3CO2: ^̂ 2̂*

78He mixture, and assuming an axial discharge electron density of

2 X 10^ electrons cm ^mA  ̂ then BOLTZ data predicts a combined N2 and
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“1 -1and COgtVg) mode excitation rate of 60s mA and a superelastic
rate of 270s m̂A'~̂ . Thus the measured ratio of electron de-excitation/ '
electron excitation is 3,7 compared to the theoretical value of
~  4,5, reasonable agreement which tends to support the principle of
detailed balance and the superelastic averaging procedure of section
6,3.2. However the measured excitation rate is noticeably larger than
the Boltzmann-code prediction. The discrepancy cannot be reduced by
an upward revision of the estimated discharge electron density, since

9 -3 -1the figure of 2 x 10 cm mA already assumes that the on-axis density 
is twice the typical radial average value measured in Chapter 4. This 
suggests that the BOLTZ cross-sections for and CO^C^^) vibrational 
excitation may be too small. Since the predictions of the vibrational 
kinetics model depend largely on the ratio of electron excitation/ 
de-excitation, considerable errors in the excitation cross-sections 
might produce only minor changes in the calculated vibrational temper
atures, which are in good agreement with experiment,

15Tunable laser diode measurements of CO vibrational temperatures 
also support the computer model predictions of high and CO 
temperatures, and the sequence band gain measurements of 6.3.3 confirm 
the predicted trend towards high CO^ temperatures in mixtures with 
low CO2 content at low pressure. Some improvement in the model’s 
treatment of stimulated emission is required, since calculations of T^ 
in the presence of an intense laser field are under-estimates, due to 
the assumption of pure pressure broadening. However the calculations 
illustrate clearly that "lasing" tends to remove the saturation of 
vibrational temperature with current. Hence superelastic collisions 

are of reduced importance in cw CO2 laser oscillators, where strong
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stimulated emission is the dominant control on vibrational temperture. 
Vibrational temperature saturation imposes a limitation of small- 
signal gain, as discussed in Appendix D, but has little effect on the 
output power and efficiency of cw laser oscillators. These conclusions 
will not apply to pulsed TEA lasers, whose case is considered separat
ely in the next Chapter,
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CHAPTER 71 MODELLING PULSED TE CO2 LASERS.

7.1 Introduct ion.
It has been seen that in cw laser oscillators, vibrational 

de-excitation by molecular collisions, superelastic electron 
collisions and stimulated emission are all important and will occur 
simultaneously. In a high pressure, pulsed, transversely-excited 
(TE) oscillator the situation is different; usually laser action is 
inhibited during the discharge current pulse by the large population 
excited to the CO2 (v%, V2) modes which contain the lower laser 
levels. This population relaxes after the end of the excitation 
pulse on a .time-scale which is pressure dependent, but on the order 
of lys. Only then does laser oscillation occur. Under these 
circumstances, superelastic de-excitation during the current pulse 
should limit the vibrational energy available for subsequent 
stimulated emission, and thereby crucially affect the operating 
characteristics of the TE oscillator. This scenario is investigated 
below.

7.2 Back.gr ound.
The high excitation efficiency of the CO2 laser is mainly due 

to the large N2 and CO2 (V3) cross-sections for vibrational excitation
by electron impact, and was first enumerated by Nighan^, Nighan and

2 3Bennett and Lowke et al., who used Boltzmann codes to calculate
electron distribution functions and to estimate the fractional power
lost by discharge electrons to various inelastic processes in the
CO2 - N2 - He system. Their calculations predict that, at typical E/N,
50% - 80% of the electrical input power is used usefully in N2 and
CO2 (V3) vibrational excitation (i.e. the excitation efficiency =
50- 80%), Allowing for the quantum efficiency of the CO2 10 |im
transition (n^ = 41%) and assuming that optical cavity and other losses
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are small, predicted laser radiation yield efficiencies
(Uy = Hq) are in the range of 20% - 33%. Such laser efficiencies
have been approached in practice, but many observers have reported a
deterioration in laser performance with increasing discharge

4excitation. Ballik et al, considered the reduction in pumping 
efficiency experienced in a low-pressure TE resistor-pin amplifier, 
and concluded that the mechanism responsible was not connected to the 
well-known effects of gas heating or discharge instability.
Explanations^ involving the over pumping”' of Ng and CO 2 C'̂ 3) 
vibrational temperatures to above the optimum 4000 K have been 
precluded by the vibrational temperature saturation described previously. 
Indeed sequence band gain experiments by Dang et al,^ on a 92 torr TE 
amplifier revealed a strong saturation of T3 as measured at the time of 
peak gain. The only measurements of vibrational temperatures in 
atmospheric pressure (TEA) discharges have been those of Lavigne et al.  ̂

which are restricted to low input energies and show little evidence of 
T3 saturation. Nevertheless it is clear that vibrational temperature 
saturation with increasing input energy could degrade the operating 
efficiency of high pressure TE lasers. To test this idea a series of 
time-resolved vibrational temperature calculations were made using the 
computer model.

7.3 Computer Modelling.
7,3.1 Method

The methods employed to calculate the time evolution of 
vibrational temperatures for high-pressure pulsed excitation were very 
similar to those described previously in the low-pressure cw modelling. 
However, to ensure smooth and accurate computation the time-step size 
was reduced (to 1x10“® sec, for the first few steps) and the assumed 
initially excited populations were adjusted to correspond to initial N2
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and CO2 CV3) temperatures of 300 K. The calculations assumed a 
current pulse of square profile, with constant electron density (n^) 
and effective electric field (E/N). As before, electron density 
could be scaled to a more measurable experimental parameter, namely 
the specific discharge energy input, ( J a t m ”^). In principle
the conversion can be achieved using knowledge of the electrical 
excitation pulse length and current density by the current transport 
equation

j = en^Vj (7.1)

where the electron drift velocity v^ is around 5 x 10® cm s"*̂  for CO2 
laser mixtures at normal E/N. The current density j is determined 
by the storage capacitance and charging voltage of the excitation 
circuit, and the cross-sectional area through which the main 
discharge current flows. Unfortunately this cross-section is difficult
to measure or estimate. For example Dang et al, used the resistor-pin 
configuration described by Ballik et al,^ as having a total discharge 
length variable between 23 and 92 cm, formed by resistors 3.8mm apart. 
This arrangement renders any estimate of discharge cross-section very 
uncertain. Another conversion method was therefore preferred, in 
which the electron density was related to the input discharge energy by;

■^ex^in " \  Xf N4 + hV3 X3 N3) (7.2)

where X3 and Xi+ are the COg (.V3) and N2 vibrational excitation rates,
the hv’s are vibrational mode quanta and the N ’s are total number
densities of CO2 and N2 molecules normalised to 1 atmosphere total
pressure. At is the current pulse duration in seconds and r\ , theex
fraction of total input energy which goes to Ng and CO2 (Vs) excitation, 
is taken as 60% from the work in reference 3. For a given E/N, pulse 
length and gas mixture, equation 7,2 implies a linear relationship 
between the electron density (n^) and the input energy density (E^^).
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Given a 13% CO2 ; 9% Ng : 78% He mixture, E/N — 30 Td and At = 200 ns, 

we obtain
E, = 1.33 X 10“  ̂̂ n in e

for n^ in Ccm”*®) and E,^ (J atm“^).

7.3.2 Results

Short pulse CAt ~ 100 ns), atmospheric pressure conditions are 
typical of modern photopreionised TE lasers. Computed vibrational 

temperature time evolutions for such conditions are shown in figure 7.1. 

The assumed electron density during the excitation pulse was n^ =

1,5 X lO^'^cm”*®, corresponding to a specific energy input of 

100 J atm“^, Due to the larger Ng excitation rate, Ti* > T 3 

throughout the current pulse. In the period following current switch- 

off, Ng - COg CVa) V - V exchange tends to equilibriate Tî  and T 3 in 

about 1,5 lis. The COg (Vg, Vg) temperature relaxes on about the same 

time-scale, resulting in the clearance of population from the lower 

laser level. Thus 1,5ys is the time of maximum population inversion 

and peak, laser gain. Figure 7,2 shows comparable results for 92 torr, 

200 ns and 760 torr, 3 ys pulses, chosen to simulate the conditions 

of Dang et al. and Lavigne et al. respectively. The lower pressure 

results in a longer time for T 3 - T^ equilibriation, and the predicted 

peak gain time is now 10 - 15 ys, comparing well with the experimentally 

observed time of 15 ys. By contrast, at atmospheric pressure the 

predicted peak gain time is 4 - 5 ys despite the relatively long (3 ys) 

current pulse. This prediction also agrees well with the observed 

value of 4 ys (see figure 4 of reference 8 ), It is noticeable that 

the longer current pulse produces less heating of the COg (Vi, Vg) mode, 
since bending mode ground state deactivating collisions are very 

effective on the microsecond time-scale.
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2000

h- 1 5 0 0
C O

H

1000

f  5 0 0  
l-T 3 0 0

8 57

T i me  (s)

Fig. 7.1. VIBEX calculation of vibrational temperature time 
evolutions in 13 COg : 9 N2 î 78 He mixture at 
atmospheric pressure. The dashed line indicates 
the end of the electrical excitation pulse, which 
was assumed to be "square" with a constant electron 
density of 1.5x10^^ 
an input energy E.in

cm and E/N = 30 Td, giving 
100J atm“^.
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Several series of tirae-evolution calculations were 

performed and it was found that varying the electron density 

(input energy) caused little variation in the time of peak gain. 

Figure 7,3 shows N 2 and CO2 (V3 ) temperatures for the 92 torr 

conditions, both at the end of the current pulse and at peak-gain 

time. In each case strong saturation is predicted for >

200J atm”  ̂. As before, the N 2 is most affected due to the

large vibrational cross-section. Conversely at t - 200ns,

T 3 is least affected. However, at t = 15 ys, considerable 

N 2 - GO2 (.V3) energy exchange has occurred and the T 3 saturation

is more severe. These calculations are compared to the experiment 

of Dang et al, in figure 7.4. Also plotted (curve a) is a 

comparison of theory and experiment for the conditions of Lavigne 

et al. whose measurements were limited to low energy. In both 

cases, agreement between calculations and measurements is excellent. 

Curve (c) is a calculation for the 1 atm, 100ns conditions for 

which no measurements are available. The similarity between the 

three curves suggests that (J atm*”̂ ) is a reasonable scaling

parameter over the range of pressure and pulse length.

The temperatures T 3 and Tt» are easily converted to estimate 

the total energy stored in the N 2 and CO2 (V3 ) modes

E = hV3 N 3 + hV4 N 4...S 1 - X 3 1 -X!f

= E 3 + E 4 (7.3)

where the symbols have their previous meanings, E 3 , Etf and E^

are plotted for the 92 torr conditions in figure 7.5, which displays 

both the effects of superelastic collisions (saturation of E^ with 

increasing E^^) and V - T  molecular collisions (decreasing E^ with
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Fig. 7,4. Calculated COg asymmetric mode temperatures (T3)
at time of peak gain for 13 CO2 : 9 N% : 78 He mixture:
(a) 760 torr, 3 jjs excitation pulse, and corresponding 
experimental results of Lavigne et al. (20 : 10 : 70 mix, 
shaded area); (b) 92 torr, 200ns pulse and 
corresponding results of Dang et al. Cl3 : 10 : 77, solid 
symbols); (c) 760 torr, 100ns pulse typical of U.V, 
pre-ionised lasers.
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time after the excitation pulse). The slope of the curves at 
low input energy approaches 60%, the assumed excitation efficiency.
This suggests the use of an energy storage efficiency, 
which is also shown in the diagram, and which falls rapidly to ~20% 
at ~ 200 J atm"^. The storage efficiency is related to the 
laser radiation energy yield by the quantum efficiency;

= o.4in^ (7.5)y q s s

Thus, for E^^ =» 200 J atm"^ figure 7.5 predicts 8%. This
is far below the 20- 33% efficiency predicted by a simple excitation 
analysis, but corresponds well to values realised in typical modern 
lasers.

In a working laser both high efficiency and high output energy
are usually desirable. Therefore the product rî is a useful
figure of merit to describe the efficiently stored system energy.
This is plotted in figure 7.6 for the Lavigne et al. conditions and
is a maximum for E. - 260 J atm"^, which is therefore an optimumin
excitation level. In practice, the optimum electrical input energy 
will also depend on charging circuit and optical cavity losses. These 
will impose an energy input threshold below which laser oscillation 
does not occur.

7.4 Conclusions.

The model calculations are a valuable guide to optimum excitation 
levels and realisable TE laser operating efficiencies. Clearly the 
degradation of laser efficiency by, superelastic collisions is severe, 
even in the normal working regime of input energy; this effect should 
be included in any accurate model of the CO2 kinetic system, and in 
the modelling of other pulsed gas laser systems where discharge
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excitation and stimulated emission are not simultaneous.
Predictions of laser efficiency based on the work of Nighan 
and Lowke et al. are over-simple and can be misleading.

The present work suggests that a fruitful approach to high-
efficiency TE laser operation might be the use of long excitation
pulses (which allow the relaxation of lower laser levçl population)
and produce concurrent excitation and stimulated emission. Such

9high-efficiency long-pulse operation has been reported , but it is 
not yet clear that the high efficiency is attributable to an overlap 
of the excitation and laser output pulses.

Some additional calculations and a summary of the TE modelling 
work are presented in reference 10, included here as Appendix E,
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CHAPTER 8 ; OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF CO2 SEQUENCE
BAND LASERS

8.1 Introduction
Thirty -six new lines in the 9-11 jam wavelength region were 

observed in continuous emission from a CO2 laser by Reid and Siemsen  ̂

in 1976. . The lines were identified as rotational-vibrational tran
sitions in the 00^2 - (10*̂1 , Q2°1I^ and 00°2 - (10*̂1, 02^1) 'bands, 
that is, the 00^2 ’’sequence’’ bands. These behave similarly to the 
fundamental 00°1 CO^ bands, consisting of P and R branches with 
alternate J values missing, and a room temperature maximum gain in 
the region J = 19. However, the anharmonicity of the anti-symmetric 
stretch vibration in the CO2 molecule causes the sequence lines to 
appear between the fundamental lines in frequency space (see figure 
8.1) and the usual selection rules, when applied to the 00^2 bands, 
allow only transitions with odd J values in the lower level.

The initial measurement of 00°2 sequence band lasing produced 
sub-watt power levels from a conventional flowing gas CO2 laser 
operated with a gas mixture of 1S%C02: 20%N2: 65%He at around 10 torr. 
However the only lines observed in the unmodified cavity were P(37) - 
?(43) of the 10 um branch, despite the fact that lines below P(37) 
were calculated to be above threshold. This was attributed to the 
lack of sufficient laser cavity wavelength discrimination to separate 
the weak sequence lines from their stronger fundamental band neighbours. 
The problem was partially overcome by the insertion of a 2mm-thick 
uncoated ZnSe étalon in the cavity, allowing the suppression of un
wanted fundamental lines and resulting in the oscillation of additional 
sequence lines.
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2 3A much more efficient suppression technique ' involves 
the use of an intra-cavity CO^ hot-cell. By heating the CO^ to a 
temperature of 300-500 °C, à large population is thermally excited 
to the 10°0 and 02°0 levels ( 1 3 0 0  cm  ̂above ground state), and 
this introduces large absorption losses on the fundamental band laser 
transitions. Such temperatures have little effect on the population 
of the 10°1 and Q2°l levels 3700 cm  ̂ above ground state) and 
therefore produce negligible absorption on the sequence band tran
sitions, The hot-cell technique can induce a conventional CO^ laser 
to oscillate exclusively on the 00°2 sequence bands. A combination 
of hot-cell and diffraction grating has also allowed laser oscillation
on the 00°3 - (10°2, 02 2)^ sequence b a n d T h e  principle of intra
cavity absorption is not restricted to the use of hot COgf room 
temperature NH^ has also been used as a 00°1 band suppressant  ̂ by 
taking advantage of fortuitous CO^-NH^ line coincidences.

Absorption in CO^ provides an important method of identifying 
the sequence lines, since the small frequency difference between 00°1 
and 00°2 transitions make identification by frequency dispersion'rather 
difficult. However if fundamental band radiation is passed through a 
cell containing low pressure CO^f strong fluorescence at 4.3 pm is 
emitted by molecules which are excited to the 00°1 level before
decaying radiatively to ground state. Sequence band lines are not

:|absorbed, produce no fluorescence in CO^ and can be thus distinguished i
from fundamental lines. I

' ' j8.2 Recent Background i
Recently much improved sequence band power and energy outputs 

have been reported in the literature. Reid and Siemsen  ̂ have
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obtained 10 watts on the P branch of the 10,4 pm 0Q°2 band from a 
cw laser.(140 cm active length) operating at 16mA in 5 torr of a 
14%C02: 20%N2: 66%He mixture. Using a low loss resonator, including 
a 98% reflecting output coupler, they observed a total of 86 lines 
in oscillation in the Q0°2 sequence bands. By comparison, the 
strongest fundamental band line gave 16 watts under the same 
conditions. Optimising the discharge for the fundamental bands gave 
a maximum power of 20W on the lOP (20) line. Sequence band laser 
efficiency was therefore 60% of that obtainable on the 00°1 bands ; 
in a longer, more powerful laser this relative efficiency might be 
improved, dependent on gain saturation as a function of laser 
intensity for the sequence band. This subject has so far received 
no attention, but will be discussed later.

Sequence band oscillation in pulsed TE lasers was obtained 
nearly simultaneously by Feldman et al  ̂ and Lavigne et al.^ In 
the first case a hot CO2 cell was used in a cavity containing a pulsed 
low pressure discharge as well as the main gain cell which was an 
ultra-violet preionised 3-atmosphere discharge (154 cm long, 3.5 cm 
aperture). With the low pressure discharge providing temporal smoothr 
ing, lOOmJ single-line sequence band pulses were observed on all 
lines from 10P(13) to 10P(,25). Pulse length was approximately 80ns 
PWHM. Electrical input energy and laser efficiency were not reported. 
By contrast, Lavigne’s group used two different methods to discrim
inate against fundamental band lasing in a 100 cm long, atmospheric 
TEA module. The conventional hot cell technique was employed to 
produce sequence pulses of 185 mJ total energy at an excitation level

of 125 J£  ̂ in a 2OCO2: lON^: 70He mixture. For this excitation 
energy it was estimated that about 7J(19 jJi S  of optical energy was
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stored in the active volume, and therefore the laser yield efficiency 
on the sequence bands (optical energy out/electrical energy In) was 
,around 0.5%. Such poor performance was attributed to the high 
insertion losses of the hot CO^ filter cell, due to sequence band 
absorption at cell pressures above 150 torr caused by the pressure 
broadened wings of 00°1 fundamental and 01̂ 0 hot band lines, A 
second method of band discrimination was therefore introduced, in
volving the removal of the hot cell and the use of Michelson inter
ferometer as the output coupler. In this case the active discharge 
length was limited to 33 cm to prevent damage to the optical 
components in the interferometer; nevertheless for an energy input 
of 200 J£ a laser output energy of 140mJC1.7 was reported,
corresponding to a laser efficiency nearly twice that obtained using 
hot-cell quenching. It was concluded that hot cell losses are so 
large as to necessitate the use of oscillator-amplifier combinations
to generate high energy sequence band pulses. However, Brimacombe 

7et al have obtained multi-Joule sequence pulses from a 100 cm 
discharge TEA laser using an in-cavity hot cell. This important 
performance improvement was obtained using relatively long ( ~ 1 jis) 
current pulses to excite a 12%C02: 20%^^: 68%He gas mixture at an 
energy loading of 135 j£ ^atm ^, and by limiting the hot cell COg 
pressure to 450 torr to minimise absorption at sequence band frequen
cies. Maximum sequence output energy was 6 J per pulse C4.5 J 
atm )̂ with 10p(15) and 10P(J.7), lasing simultaneously in the non- 
selective cavity. This represents a laser yield efficiency of 3.5%, 
and demonstrates that conventional TEA CO^ lasers can be converted to 
efficient operation on the sequence transitions by the inclusion of an
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in-cavity hot cell, contrary to the conclusions of Ref, 6, Careful
design of the laser is crucial, however. In particular, the maximum
optical energy extractable on the sequence bands depends on the
difference between the vibrational temperature of the mode
at the beginning and end of the optical pulse, when the sequence band

8gain has dropped below the threshold for oscillation. High 
cavity losses therefore have the result that a substantial portion of 
the energy initially stored in the upper laser levels in the vibrat- 
ionally excited cannot be extracted. This residual energy can be 
minimised (i) by ensuring that the initial value of T^ is as high as 
possible, and (ii) by reducing unwanted optical cavity losses.

High vibrational temperatures and low optical losses are also 
requirements for the efficient operation of cw sequence band lasers, 
as will be shown,
8.3 Operating characteristics of a cw CO2 laser 

on the Q0°2 sequence band
8.3.1 Experimental arrangement and initial results

The characteristics of CO^ 00°2 band cw oscillation were 
studied using the laser shown schematically in Figure 6.1. The 
active length was 80 can, formed by a twin-arm discharge in a silica 
tube of 1 cm internal diameter, enclosed by a water cooling jacket 
and a gas ballast volume. The tube was sealed by a ZnSe Brewster- 
angle window and a gold-coated total reflector of 5 m radius of curv
ature, An intra-cavity hot cell was used; this was of simple con
struction, using a 2 cm diameter quartz tube as a mandrel for 
externally wound Nichrome heating coils. The number of turns per 
centimetre increased from the centre outwards to achieve a more 
uniform axial temperature profile. Ring-shaped water jackets pro
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tected against any heating of the KC£ Brewster-angled sealing 
windows. The total heated cell length was 17 cm and thermocouple 
measurements indicated an internal temperature of 450 °C at "full 
power", i.e. with 260 volts applied across the heater windings. 
Optical output coupling was by a flat partial reflector (normally 
R = 94%) mounted on a ceramic piezo-electric translator (PZT). The 
overall length of the Invar-stabilised laser cavity structure was 
157 cm. Further laser constructional details can be found in 
Reference 9.

Figure 8.2 illustrates the dependence of the laser output 
on the hot-cell pressure. The laser mixture was ICOg: 2Xe: SNg: 
lOHe at variable total pressure. For an oscillator pressure of 
32 torr, increasing the hot cell pressure caused a continuous fall 
in laser output power and eventually oscillation was quenched at a 
hot-cell pressure of 13 torr. However, lowering the oscillator 
pressure to 24.8 torr produced a sequence band power of around IW 
above the hot-cell transition pressure of 15 torr. This transition 
pressure was strongly affected by the hot-cell temperature (Figure 
8.3). Also, considerable hysteresis was observed; the 00°1 00°2
transition-point always occurred at higher hot-cell pressures 
(pressure increasing) than the corresponding 00°2 00°1 transition-
point (pressure decreasing) due to line competition favouring the 
line already in oscillation. For hot-cell temperatures less than 
about 260 °C it was found that fundamental band lasing could not be 
quenched, since the required pressure exceeded the pressure at which 
CO2 absorption lines are fully pressure-broadened. Thus further 

increases in CO2 pressure produced no further absorption at line 
centre.
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Sequence band lasing could only be obtained for relatively 
narrow ranges of oscillator pressure, current and gas mixture. Figure
8.4 shows the effectof pressure on sequence band output power for a 
near-optimum gas mixture. Clearly the sequence band output is 
maximised at around 20 torr. No sequence band laser action is 
obtained above 36, torr, despite the fact that the 00°1 power is a 
maximum at about 40 torr. This is consistent with the gain and 
vibrational temperature measurements of Chapter 6 .in which the 
inverse pressure dependence of reduced the 00*̂ 2 band gain above

324 torr, and agrees qualitatively with Reid and Siemsen who observed 
an inverse dependence of sequence power on CO^ partial pressure above 
0.7 torr. Thus the optimum pressure for cw sequence band lasing is 
defined by a trade-off between the conflicting requirements of (i) a 
high vibrational temperature, T^, and (ii) a high CO^ partial 
pressure.

Sequence band laser discharge current was found to be opti
mised around 10mA, compared to an optimum 00°1 laser current of 15mA, 
dependent on pressure (Figure 8.5) . This is an initially surprising
result, since the small-signal gain measurement of Chapter 6 showed

o. . . . .. . . .. . . !--1
i

that peak 00 2 gain always occurs at higher currents than does peak 
00*̂ 1 gain. However, in a laser oscillator the optimum excitation
current is influenced by the degree of output coupling, as shown in 1

IFigure 8.6 for 00 1 lasing. As output coupling is increased, and the
Icavi^round-trip gain approaches the minimum oscillation threshold,

so the optimum discharge current falls to approach the current for 4
imaximum small-signal gain 10mA), Conversely, when output coupling |

is low and the intra-cavity laser field intensity is high, stimulated
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emission is the major loss from the upper laser level, and competes
favourably with collisional de-excitation. The effective gain is
controlled by the balance of electron excitation and stimulated
emission, and small-signal gain is not relevant. Therefore with
decreasing output coupling, the optimum discharge current moves to
higher values. The observed difference in 00^1 and 00°2 band
optimum currents is thus explained by the 'near-threshold’ nature
of the sequence band oscillation, contrasting with the saturated
gain conditions which apply to fundamental band lasing.
8,3,2 Effects of gas additives; Xe, CO and

It was found that the addition of small amounts of Xenon
to a basic CO2-N2 mixture produced a significant increase in 00*̂ 2
band output power, and shifted the maximum of output power to higher
discharge currents (see Figure 8.7). Traditionally the beneficial
effect of Xe in CO^ lasers has been ascribed to an increase in the
constant-current plasma electron density which provides higher
excitation rates without incurring extra v-i gas heating. More

11recently it has been suggested that the addition of Xe to flowing 
gas lasers causes a reduction in the rate of CO^ dissociation. In 
order to test these ideas, the gain measurement system of Chapter 6 
was used to monitor changes in small-signal gain produced by the Xe 
addition, while the sealed discharge CO^ dissociation level was 
measured by the MSIOS mass spectrometer. The effects of CO and Hg 
addition were also tested, and the results (Figs, 8.8-8,10) are 
summarised in Table 8.1, The basic gas mixture (1 torrCO^: 12He)
displayed a CO^ dissociation level of 50 +_ 5% at 10mA (measured by 
running the discharge for around 1 hour before admitting the discharged 
gas into a previously evacuated sampling volume), Adding 2 torr of
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Fig. 8.8, Measured small-signal gain and derived asymmetric 
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(dashed curves) and with 2 torr added Xe (solid 
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TABLE 8.1 Effect of gas additives on small-signal 
gain and vibrational temperature.

Gas mixture Measured CO2 00°1 00°2 Vibrational
dissociation gain gain temperature

D Ct2 062 T3
(Torr) (%) (%cm’’̂ ) (% cm””M  (K)

1 CO2 : 3 N2 : 12 He 50 0.43 0.18 2150

1 CO2 : 3 N2 : 12He + 1 CO 0 0.50 0.17 1900

1 CO2 : 3 N2 : 12 He + 2 Xe 20 0.68 0.28 2150

ICO 2 : 3Na : 12He + 0 .8 H 2 17 0.57 0.15 1667

Note: All measurements at 10mA discharge current in sealed tube.
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Xe increased the measured Q0°1 and 00^2 gains by approximately equal 
proportions (*̂  50%). Thus the derived CO^ asymmetric mode temperature, 
T^, was unaltered by Xe addition. CO^ dissociation in the Xe admix
ture was measured as 20 _+ 5%, Therefore the beneficial effect of Xe 
on small-signal gain is explained by a reduction in CO^ dissociation 
(>diich increases the CO^ content by 50%) producing a corresponding 
gain increase. Under most circumstances an increase in CO^ content 
would be accompanied by a decrease in vibrational temperature T^ due 
to faster CO^ V-V-T relaxation (Chapter 6). No such decrease is 
observed here, presumably due to the higher specific electron densities 
which occur in Xe admixtures (see Figure 4.9)j these tend to produce 
higher vibrational temperatures, counter-acting the effect of V-V-T 
collisions. In Figure 8.8 these conflicting tendencies have resulted 
in a T^ which is unchanged within experimental uncertain!ty.

The addition of 5% to the basic mixture reduced COg 
dissociation (to 17%) and T^ (to 1667K) at 10mA. However, 00°1 band 
small-signal gain was increased, especially at high current (Figure 
8.9). The measured decrease in CO2 dissociation is too small to 
account for the increase in gain in the presence of such a marked 
fall in T^: some other beneficial effect of Hg addition must be
invoked. The rate constant for "-(̂2 ̂ ground state de-activation

/ ^ •*jL “*1 3 — 2 1by collision with H2 is 7 x 10“ torr s compared to 4 x 10 torr s
for COgtVj) (\̂ ) de-activation (reference 5.1), Since the
addition causes a large reduction in T^ it is reasonable to suppose
that a similarly large reduction in the C02(v̂ / V2) mode temperature
(Tg) is very probable. Therefore we may postulate that the main

effects of H2 addition are (i) a reduction in CO2 dissociation level
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due to hydroxl-enhanced CO^ re-formation Cequation 3,5), (ii) a 
reduction in due to increased niode V-V-T relaxation, Ciii) a 
reduction in due to much. increased"v^, V2 niode V-T relaxation. 
Further work is required to establish the quantitative relationship 
of these effects.

Figure 8,10 shows the effect of CO addition on gains and 
vibrational temperature, A slight increase in 00°1 band gain is 
accompanied by a slight fall in 00°2 gain, corresponding to a 
decrease in T^? this decrease is explained by mass spectrometry 
measurements shich showed that CO^ dissociation in the CO admixture 
was negligible compared to experimental error (jH 5%), For the 00 °1 
band, the increased CO^ content is sufficient to produce an increase 
in gain, despite the reduced vibrational temperature. The fall in 
T^ is more serious for the 00°2 band (see Figure 2.4) and results in 
reduced sequence band gain. It is not necessary to postulate any 
effect of CO addition on T^. The detrimental influence of CO on 
sequence band performance was confirmed by measurements of sequence 
band laser output power with small amounts of added CO (Figure 8,11), 

In conclusion, of the additives tested only Xe is useful in 
producing an improvement in sequence band gain and output power,
8.3.3 Output power and gain measurements

It is interesting to compare the behaviour of a sequence 
band laser oscillator to the small-signal gain of its active medium. 
This was achieved using the gain measurement system by running the 
oscillator and amplifier discharges under identical conditions of 
pressure, gas mixture and coolant temperature. Small-signal gain 

measurements for a 1 torr CO^: 2Xe: 12He mixture are plotted in
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Fig. 8.12 (solid curves). The coolant temperature was 0 °C. Also
shown (dashed) are laser output powers on the 00°1 and 00°2 bands for
identical conditions using two different output couplers of nominal 
reflectances 95% (closed symbols) and 98% (open symbols), The 
nominal reflectivities were checked at 10.6 pm using an infra-red 
spectrophotometer and were found to be 94.0 _+ 0.5% and 97.5 +_ 0.5%
respectively. Figure 8.12 shows that, as before, moving to high
output coupler reflectivity reduces the output power and shifts the 
peak power to higher current.
8.3.4 Analysis and discussion

The data of Figure 8.12 can be combined with optical cavity 
parameters to infer the effective cavity round-trip gain. This is 
related to the small-signal gain via the saturation intensity, which 
is crucial in determining the length/power scaling of the laser. No 
measurements of sequence band saturation intensity have been yet 
reported in the literature, so even indirect measurements are of 
interest.

For any cw laser oscillator

cfXl-L)%(l-T) = 1 'CB.D

where
G = exp ( «Jt) (8.2)

is the cavity single-pass gain, with the effective gain per unit 
length and £ the active length of the laser medium. T represents 
the useful output mirror transmission ( = 1-R^) and L is the non
distributed single-pass cavity loss (e.g. absorption and scattering 
from mirrors and windows). Combining (8.1) and (8.2) yields
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ex: = ^  £n [l/(l-L)2(l-T)] (8.3)

The laser output intensity is simply related to the output
power

lo = (G'4)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the output beam, and the 
intracavity intensity (summing the average forward and backward 
travelling wave intensities) is

I = 2Iq/T (8.5)

If we make the assumption of pure homogeneous broadening then the
ratio of large to small-signal gain coefficients is

^  = ï-r47î7

where 1̂  is the saturation intensity. Equations 8.4 to 8.6 imply that

= Â î f ^ )  (8.7)

where ^(£,L,T) is given by (8,3), Equation 8.7 relates the saturation
intensity of the active medium to the power output of the cw laser,
given knowledge of the relevant optical cavity losses and the small-signal 
gain.

It should now be noticed that the effective gain coefficient 
defined in equation 8.3, is independent of the laser discharge current 
and depends only on the optical cavity losses and output coupling. 
Furthermore, when the laser is just at the threshold of oscillation, 
then the small-signal gain coefficient of the active medium must be 
equal to the effective gain given by (8.3), that is

=o(i) = =(&,L,T) (8.8)

where i represents the laser discharge current. We can therefore 
apply the output power and small-signal gain data of figure 8,12 to

J
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estimate (for a given output coupling T) without explicit
consideration of the unwanted optical cavity losses. For example,
with T = 0.025 (97,5% reflecting output coupler) we see that 00°2
band oscillation is just brought to threshold by a discharge
current of 26±lmA, corresponding to an effective gain «= - 0.22± 0.02% cm~^
(determined from the 00°2 band small-signal gain curve). Crucially,
this value of the effective gain will apply whether or not the laser
is running close to threshold. Thus for the discharge current of 16mA,
which produces 0.68 ± 0.02 W of sequence band power (figure 8,12),
we can use equation 8.7 to estimate the 00°2 band saturation intensity
with

Fo = 0.68 ± 0.02W
oc = 0.22 ± 0.02 % cm-i

0 0.29 ± 0.02 % cm-i
T = 0.025

and A = 0.283 cm^

corresponding to a 6 mm output beam diameter
(ûCo - cc) dominates the other uncertainties which may be neglected; 
equation 8.7 then indicates a sequence band saturation intentsity 
Xg2 600 Wcm”"̂ , with upper and lower bounds of 1500 and 350 Wcm” ,̂ 
respectively. For the 00°1 band at 16mA we have

Pq = 1.98 ± 0.02 W
cc = 0.22 ± 0.02 % cm"^

cCq = 0.76 ± 0.02 % cm"^

so the 00°1 band saturation intensity is 1̂  ̂ ~ 230 ± 40 Wcm~^.
This is larger than the values ('̂ 100 W cm"^) which are typical of

13low-pressure cw 00°1 band lasers , but the saturation intensities 
derived here must not be regarded as absolute because of the
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assumption of pure pressure broadening (a poor one at 18 torr) and because 
of the approximate nature of the analysis (8.1) to(8.7). Nevertheless, 
the analysis clearly suggests that > I i by a factor of ~ 2.5 
(although this could be as small as 1.3 or as large as 8), Repeating 
the procedure for the 94% reflecting coupler and the corresponding 
oscillation threshold at around 20mA, then the effective gain is 
^ - 0.26 ± 0.02% cm  ̂ (see figure 8.12). Once more applying this to 
the situation at 16mA, where for the sequence band = 0.55W and for 
the fundamental band P^ = 2.0W, it can be again shown that evaluation 
of equation 8.7 implies that ^ i «

The suggestion of a relatively large 00°2 band saturation intensity, 
although tentative, is surprising: a prima facie guess might be that
1^2 should be smaller than 1^^, because the sequence band cross-section 
for stimulated emission is roughly twice the fundamental band value, 
resulting in a stronger coupling between the laser radiation field and 
the 00°2 band population inversion. The apparent anomaly of large 
values is resolved in the next section, which considers the theory of 
gain saturation on the 00°1 and 00°2 bands.

Finally, it is worth noting the implications of the data of figure
8,12 for the single pass non-distributed cavity loss L, Putting
oc = 0.̂ 22% cm~^ »'■ T = 0,025 and £ = 80 cm in equation 8.3 and solving
for L gives L ~ 0.15, This seems slightly high, even for a cavity
with 3 internal Brewster windows; however the cavity has a total length
of 1,5 m and 2 cm diameter optics. We can therefore expect that

12diffraction losses will be important , and these probably make a 
major contribution.
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8.4 Modelling gain saturation on the 00^1 and 00°2 bands
The piBcesses of fundamental and sequence band gain saturation 

(i.e. the reduction of 00^1 and 00°2 band population inverstion and 
effective gain with increasing stimulated emission) can be modelled by 
the vibrational exchange rate equations of Chapter 5 assuming:

(i) rapid intra-mode V-V transfer, so that vibrational 
tempeatures remain good numbers even in the presence of saturating 
laser fields (shown to be an excellent approximation by the measure
ments of reference 6.13),
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Cii) the main saturation; mechanism is the reduction of. the CO^ 

OO^n) mode temperature CT̂ ) by stimulated emission, and this depends 
only on the excitation conditions and the rate of vibrational energy 
loss to the radiation field, irrespective of whether lasing is on the 
00^1 or 00°2 band,

~2The application of a laser field of intensity I CWcm ) to a 
CO^ laser medium of effective gain «(cm will decrease by an 
amount determined by the gas mixture, discharge conditions and the 
power lost from the mode (W cm :

?3 =«I (.8,13).

This is equivalent to a stimulated emission rate
P = - g .  (3.14)

where hv is the energy of a 10 pm photon. The dependence of the 
steady-state CO^ vibrational temperatures CT̂ , T^) and laser power loss 
(Pg) on applied 00 band laser field intensity was calculated using 
VIBEX, Results for a 600^: 12^^: 82He gas mixture at 20 torr are shown 
in Figure 8,13 where a discharge electron density of 3 x 10^^ cm  ̂

has been assumed. As expected, T^ falls quickly with increasing laser 
intensity and the power in stimulated emission rises steadily. The 
symmetric-stretch and bending mode temperature T^ is little affected 
by the laser action. Knowledge of T^ and T^ allows the calculation 
of population inversions and effective gains Cusing equations 2,21 to 
2.26) and the results are plotted in the form of effective gain versus 
00°n mode power loss (Figure 8,141. For a given electron density it is 
clear that the Q0°2 band gain is reduced to half its small-signal 

value by smaller power losses than those required to half the 00°1 
gain (e.g. for n^ = 3 x 10^^ cm"^, the 00°2 gain is halved at
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= 0,32 Wcm  ̂while the 00°1 "half-gain" power loss is P^ = Q,58Wcm )̂ , 
This is due to the higher sensitivity at the 00°2 population to changes
in T^,

The half-gain power losses can be converted to laser field
intensities using equation 8,13, so that the fundamental band satur
ation intensity for n = 3,0 x 10^^ cm  ̂is

o "M" 2.where is the small-signal 00 1 gain (= 2,10% cm from Fig. 8,14).
Therefore

-3_ 2 X 0.58W cm . si 2,10 X 10-2 cm”^

=5 55,2 W cm

Similarly ~ ^^3^02 putting = 0,79% cm  ̂gives 
-2= 81.OW cm « Thus the sequence band saturation intensity is larger 

than the corresponding fundamental band value because the relatively 
anall 00°2 band gain requires the application of stronger laser fields 
to extract similar power from the (u 3) mode.

Fundamental and sequence band saturation intensities were 
calculated for a series of electron densities and are shown in Figure 
8.15 for the 6:12;82 mixture and a SUôCOg: 10.9N2: 79,5He mixture. In 
each case the saturation intensities generally increase with increasing 
electron density (as expected) and by a factor between 1,2
and 8 which decreases with increasing electron density in agree
ment with the measurements of the previous section. The upturn in 
1^2 low electron density is caused by a vanishingly-small 00°2 
gain at low vibrational temperatures, which in turn requires increas
ingly large 00°2 laser fields to saturate the gain. For the 9.6: 10,9:
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79.5 mixture the increased CO^ content has reduced at constant 

electron density. This increases the ratio Ig2'̂ ŝl to the
other gas mixture.

The saturation intensity is important in determining the 
maximum power extractahle from the laser system. Combining (8,6) and 
(8,13) shows that the power extracted from a medium of gain oĈ by a 
laser field intensity I is

in the pressure broadened approximation. In the limit I »  then 
P -V oc I which is the maximum extractable power. The calculated

X  o s  ^
saturation intensities of Fig. 8,15 were multiplied by the appropriate 
small-signal gains (e,g, from Figure 8,14) to predict the laser power 
available on the 00°1 and 00°2 bands in idealised zero-loss conditions. 
The results (Fig, 8.16) show that for both gas mixtures and for the 
whole range of electron density the extractable 00°2 power is 50-60% 
of that available on the 00°1 band,
8.5 Summary and conclusions

The characteristics of cw 00^2 sequence band lasing have 
been examined experimentally and theoretically. Laboratory measure
ments show that the behaviour of the sequence band output is determined 
by the requirement of a high vibrational temperature for the CO^ 
asymmetric stretch mode and (inlthe case of the present 80 cm active 
length device) the near-threshold nature of the 00*̂ 2 band oscillation,
A comparison of laser power output and small-signal gain shows that 
optical cavity losses are approximately 30% per round-trip, and that 
the saturation intensity of the 00°2 transition (Î^̂,) is larger than 
the 00°1 band value (Î )̂.
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Computer model calculations also predict that amount
which decreases with increasing discharge current. However despite 
the superior 00^2 saturation intensities, the extractable 00°2 band 
power is typically 50 to 50% of the available 00^1 power.
This conclusion, applies to the ideal case of a zero-loss, infinitely 
long oscillator cavity or to high-power amplifiers subjected to 
saturating laser fields. In most practical situations the output 
power of a sequence band oscillator also depends on optical cavity 
losses (such as hot-cell absorption and scattering, and diffraction 
loss in long cavities) and efficient sequence band lasing requires 
careful optimisation of gas mixture, pressure and discharge current.
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CHAPTER 9 ; CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
9.1 Summary

Two important general conclusions may be drawn from the exper
imental measurements of vibrational temperature, 00^1 and 00^2 band 
gain, and their comparison to theory via the computer model. First, 
the observed behaviour of fundamental and sequence band small-signal 
gain is well described by the vibrational temperature approximation, 
which successfully accounts for the relative magnitudes of 00°1 and 
00°2 gains as well as their dependences on discharge current, gas 
mixture and gas pressure. Supportive evidence for the validity of 
vibrational temperature in the CO^ laser system is provided by the 
tunable diode laser spectroscopy of Reid et al. Second, the absolute 
magnitudes of measured vibrational temperatures, and their dependence 
on discharge current and gas pressure, are predicted with tolerable 
accuracy by the model rate equations using V-V and V-V-T rates avail
able in the open literature, and electron excitation and de-excitation 
rates related by the principle of detailed balance. In particular, 
the current-dependent saturation of vibrational temperature is adequat
ely explained by electron superelastic de-excitation, which plays a 
dominant role in the discharge laser kinetics.

The validity of vibrational temperatures, and their limitation by 
superelastic collisons, have important repercussions for CO^ laser 
performance. The optimal CO^ asymmetric stretch mode temperatures for 
population of the 00°1 or Q0°2 levels (.around 4500K and 9000K respect
ively) are not attained in conventional electric-discharge laser media. 
As shown in Appendix D this imposes small-signal gain restrictions, 
although in practice the gain of laser amplifiers is also greatly
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determined by the prevailing level of CO^ dissociation. When the 
amplifier operates in the presence of intense laser radiation fields 
(as in the cavity of a cw'laser oscillator) then the restrictive 
influence of electron de-excitation is reduced: the energy dynamics of 
the system become dominated by the balance of electron excitation and 
stimulated emission, and the saturation of vibrational temperature 
with increasing discharge excitation is much less pronounced. In 
this sense the operating characteristics of cw CO^ lasers are little 
affected by superelastic de-excitation. This is not true of pulsed 
TE lasers, in which laser oscillation is usually inhibited during the 
electrical current pulse. The vibrational energy available for laser 
output ^  therefore subject to limitation by electron superelastic 
collisions, and the predicted saturation of vibrational temperature 
and stored energy with increasing input energy is in excellent agree
ment with experiment. The saturation implies a deterioration of laser 
energy yield efficiency with Increasing input energy; it is calculated 
that TE laser operating efficiencies are degraded at even moderate 
input energy. Predicted 00°1 band laser efficiencies are in the range 
2% - 24%, in agreement with laboratory observations, but contrasting 
with the 20% - 33% expected on the basis of a simple analysis of 
excitation efficiency.

The distinctive features of laser operation on the 00°2 band 
are also explained by the proposed model. The relatively large 00°2 
band saturation intensities result from the fact that a Boltzmann 
distribution is maintained among the vibrational levels of the 
mode even in the presence of strong stimulated emission: the ratio of 

00°2/00°l population is thus always much less than unity, producing
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concomitantly small 00°2 band gains. The extraction of mode
energy by stimulated emission on the 00°2 band therefore requires the
application of relatively large 0G°2 laser radiation fields, and the
modelling studies predict that 00°2 band saturation intensities are
larger than the corresponding 00°1 values by a ratio which decreases
with increasing discharge excitation but which, is typically 1.5,
This result has interesting implications for the design of high-power
sequence band lasers; although sequence band small-signal gain is
usually around 40% of that obtainable on the 00°1 band, the power
extractable from an idealised (infinite length, zero-loss) 00°2
band laser oscillator is *v60% of that extractable on the 00°1 band.
9,2 Discussion

The above conclusions illustrate the importance of electron
de-excitation of excited species in CO^ laser media, an effect not
previously accepted as significant. It is interesting to note that in
many other gas laser systems the role of electron de-excitation is

1 3widely acknowledged. For example, the production of 2 S and 2 S He
metastable pump species in He-Ne and He-Cd positive column discharge
lasers shows strong saturation with discharge current, and in the
very high electron density discharge of the Ar laser, even the radiat-

1 2ing levels of neutral Argon have saturated populations. ' Even in
the CO2 system some earlier work has indicated that electron de-excit-
ation is important, Gibbs and Kellock  ̂ reported that the decay rate 
of the 00°1 level in pulsed discharges was found to increase
with current, giving rates more than twice that expected; they suggested 
as a possible explanation the-discharge formation of long-lived species 

which subsequently depopulate the upper laser level by collisions, but
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it is more likely that they directly observed the effect of electron
superelastic collisions, Christophe and Offenberger  ̂ applied Q-
switched 10,6 pm pulses to CO^ discharge cell and measured the decay
rate.of 00°1 level population as a function of pressure and current.
The results showed that the deactivation rate by electron collisions
was similar to that by molecular collisions and in pure CO^ the

-1 -1electron de-excitation rate was estimated as roughly 30-100 s mA
Further experimental determinations of electron de-excitation 

rates are required to allow detailed comparison to theoretically 
predicted rates. The recent work of Dang et al, (reference 6,19) 
currently provides the only measurements of excitation and de-excitat- 
ion rates in COg: He?, discharges; the indicated de-excitation/
excitation ratio of 3.7 (1:1:8 mix) compares well to the value of 4.5 
which was calculated in VIBEX by assuming the principle of detailed 
balance and averaging over the first 8 levels of the and COg(V̂ ) 
modes. A comparison of the absolute magnitudes of the measured and 
predicted rates is more difficult due to the factor of 2 uncertainty 
in the relationship of average discharge current to electron density 
as determined by microwave resonance and Boltzmann code calculation.
If we assume that the Dang et al. rate measurements refer to the 
centre-axis of their discharge tube (where the current density is 
around twice the radial average) then the maximum possible specific
electron density for a I3CO2: ; 78Ee mixture is given by Table 4.3
as around 2 x 10^ cm ^mA ^; combining this value with the BOLTZ
excitation rate constants (Table 3,1) gives a predicted N2 + C02(\^)

—1 -1mode excitation rate of 60s mA and an electron de-excitation rate 

of 270s ^mA ^, These figures are still lower than the respective
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measured values of 92s ^mA  ̂ and 340s ^mA. The saturation of 
vibrational temperature with increasing electron density means that 
the VIBEX calculations are fairly insensitive to the absolute mag
nitude of the electron excitation rate over a wide range. Therefore 
the agreement between measured and calculated vibrational temperatures 
does not necessarily imply the accuracy of the model's excitation 
rates, and we must accept the possibility that the BOLTZ excitation 
rate constants are under-estimates, A comparison of the BOLTZ 
calculations with the predictions of the other Boltzmann codes (those 
of Nighan  ̂ and Judd ^ ) reveals excellent agreement for the effect
ive N^/ CO and CQ̂ i-V̂ ) excitation rate constants; therefore any bias 
in the BOLTZ results is shared by other Boltzmann codes, possibly 
because all the codes depend on basically the same set of excitation 
cross-sections. However, too much emphasis should not be placed on a 
comparison of calculated and measured excitation rates until many more 
measurements are made under a variety of experimental conditions.
9.3 Recommendations

It is clear that more and better experimental measurements of 
electron excitation and de-excitation rates are required to subject 
Boltzmann codes to stringent test, and that tunable diode laser 
spectroscopy (as used by Dang et al.) provides a powerful laboratory 
tool for such investigations. It is also possible to identify areas 
where theoretical modelling procedures and approximations can be 
improved. The calculation of effective superelastic collision rates 
from the corresponding BOLTZ excitation rates was based on (2.18), 
the relationship between the rate constants:

H  ®2cp e
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where is the energy of vibrational level £; However this equation 
applies rigorously only when the electron energy distribution function 
is Maxwellian, and this is rarely true in molecular gas discharges.
For.the non-Maxwellian case the more general relationship between 
excitation and de-excitation cross sections should be used;

and - the superelastic rate constants obtained as integrals over the 
distribution function;

= <Q_%
= <np+ u Q^(u)»v> 

u

Such a calculation must be internal to a Boltzmann code since a numer
ical integration is necessary, A suitably modified code would 
predict effective electron de-excitation rate constants as well as the 
normal excitation rate constants, eliminating the need for the 
approximation of equation 2,18 and the subsequent averaging oyer high- 
lying energy levels in each vibrational mode.

The need for an improved treatment of line broadening in VIBEX 
is also apparent. Pure pressure broadening is not a good approximat
ion at total pressures of less than 50 torr. Accurate calculation of 
laser gain and stimulated emission rates in this pressure regime 
requires the evaluation of Voigt-profiled lineshapes which include 
the effects of both, pressure and Doppler broadening. Again a numerical 
method is required since the Voigt convolution integral is not analy
tically soluble, A convenient FORTRAN program for the calculation of

7Voigt lineshapes has been developed by Armstrong,
The rate-equation modelling has been restricted to the calcul-
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ation of vibrational temperatures and small-signal gain (both steady- 
state and time-dependent). It is relatively simple to add to the 
system an equation which describes the photon cavity lifetime, relat
ing the instantaneous laser field intensity and stimulated emission 
rate to the optical parameters of a laser cavity. Solution of the 
extended rate equation system would allow prediction of laser output 
powers and pulse shapes. Such a predictive model, well-tested at 
the fundamental level of vibrational temperature, may prove useful 
in further studies of CO^ laser dynamics.
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Appendix A. Voltage - current characteristics of typical 
GO2 laser discharges.

As described in section 3,2.3, knowledge of discharge 
voltage - current characteristics is essential for the estimation 
of operating E/N values, electron densities and vibrational 
excitation rates. Figures A,1 - A.4 show measured V - i 
characteristics for CO2 : N2 : He mixtures in the pressure range 
10 - 30 torr. Discharge voltage was measured across electrodes 
of spacing 3.35cm (inserted in the positive column) to an 
estimated precision of ± 1%. The measured voltages were used 
to calculate corresponding E/N values assuming the gas heating 
power law (equation 3.10) as displayed in figs. A5 - A7. In 
general an increase in gas pressure at constant current (or at 
constant P/L) produced a decrease in E/N.
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Appendix B. The observation of an anomalous dependence of 
electron density on pressure.

In the microwave cavity resonance measurements (chapter 4) 
it was noted that the electron density at constant current exhibited 
a slight inverse dependence on pressure. Typical results are 
plotted in figure B.l which, shows that, for 7mA discharge current, 
a pressure increase from 10 to 40 torr produces a 30% decrease in 
average electron density. The relative decrease is greater for 
higher currents. A similar negative pressure dependence of electron 
density has been reported by Novgorodov et al, (ref, 4.8), but was 
not considered significant. However, such a dependence is clearly 
anomalous, since an increase in pressure at constant current 
produces a decrease in the discharge E/P, and therefore a decrease 
in the electron drift velocity. By the current transport equation 
(4,1), this should result in an increased averaged electron density, 
as is the case for Helium (see figure 4,2),

To investigate the anomaly measurements were made on various 
other pure, flowing gases. The results showed that for C0%, CO 
and N2 the electron density decreases with increasing pressure above 
10 torr, despite a decreasing discharge E/P (figure B.2). The 
possibility of systematic error was considered. Molecular gases at 
moderate pressures exhibit relatively large electron collision 
frequencies (v^) and resultant y -factors (y - can be as large
as 0,8-1.0, It has been shown by Persson (ref,4.3) that the 
derivation of equation 4,10, which relates the average electron 
density to Af and y, depends on the assumption y^ «  1, If this 
assumption is discarded then a more complicated relationship is 
obtained:
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2 M  . an , , a Y n K.1 + -rV-ÿr- ^ 0 (B.l)

where as before n îs the ratio of electron density to the critical 
electron density. K is an overlapping mode factor defined

K ” S a  + 12-)
i

~2
c f -1)
o

-1
(B.2)

where the summation is over the i modes of the microwave cavity 
with resonance frequencies f^, K represents the perturbative 
influence of neighbouring modes on the resonant frequency of the 
observed mode. The perturbation will be greater as resonance 
broadening increases.

An experimental search for additional cavity resonances 
in the range 8,2 - 12,5 GHz revealed a single extra resonance at 
9,071 GHz (attributed to the TE Oil mode). Using this value for 
fj in equation (B.2), and putting f^ = 9.245 GHz for the TM 020 mode; 
we obtain KL « -13, Re-arranging (B.l) to reveal quadratic nature 
of the equation gives

KL  1 + + n a 2Af
f = 0 ÜL3)

which can he straight-forwardly solved for ri. Putting K = -13, 
a - 0.16, it is easy to show that for y = 1*0 and Af in the range 
-5 MHz, then the change in n by using (B,3) rather than equation 4.10 
is only about 3%. This is far smaller than the observed electron 
density decrease, and it can be concluded that large y - values and 
overlapping mode effects are not responsible for the anomalous 
pressure dependence.
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A more likely systematic effect concerns the radial 
averaging of electron density, as expressed by equations (4.5) - (4.9) 
For the TM020 mode the measured electron density will be a weighted 
radial average defined by

Bp
r n^Cr) I |  ) I' dr

o
ne (B.5)

where the exact form of the radial electron density profile is unknown. 
2Vlachos and Hsuan have measured radial electron density profiles in 

mercury discharge positive columns by comparing the resonances of two 
microwave cavities, using the TE Oil and TM020 modes. Similar

3measurements were made by Burkley and Sexton . In each case some 
general form of the radial profile was assumed. Nevertheless the 
results showed that;

Ci) At the lowest pressures the radial distribution is 
peaked on the axis with a shape somewhere between 
the Bessel and trapezoidal forms and remaining 
reasonably constant over the current range.

Cii) As the pressure is raised an increasingly flatter 
distribution emerges, and the trend is accentuated 
with increasing current,

Ciii) The difference in measured electron density values 
which is produced by evaluating the radial average 
instead of the axial density is 20 - 30%.
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These effects could explain the observations in the molecular 

gas discharges. Since the TM 020 mode is sensitive to the on-axis 

electron density with increasing pressure may be evidenced by a 

decrease in the weighted radial average value (B.5), Since the 

tendency towards a flatter radial profile is exaggerated at higher 

current, then the observed non-linearity of electron density with 

current at high pressure is also explained. The tendency towards 

flatter radial profiles at high pressures and currents has also been 

predicted by the theoretical analysis of Ecker and Zoller^ for 

thermally inhomogeneous helium positive columns. At still higher 

pressures and currents the phenomenon of discharge constriction 

occurs, greatly increasing the axial current density. However, no 

constriction was visible during the laboratory electron density 

measurements.

A conclusive demonstratrion of the importance the radial profile 

pressure dependence would require the evaluation of CB.5). for real 

electron density profiles at various pressures in CO2 laser mixtures.

No such density profile measurements are presently available. However, 

Rogoff has recently developed a model^ of electron production and loss 

in diffusion - controlled gas discharge columns and used it to calculate 

the effect of diffusion on CO2 laser discharges^. The analysis predicts 

radial profiles which are close to zero-order Bessel functions at low 

pressure but whose axial electron densities decrease with increasing 

pressure in a number of cases^. Thermal inhomogeneities are not 

included in the model, and this may limit its applicability. Nevertheless 

the insertion of the predicted electron density profiles- in equation B.5 

remains the most promising way to estimate the effect of pressure on the 

cavity - field - averaged electron density, and this possibility is 

currently being investigated.
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Appendix C: The calculation of Ti = T2 in VIBEX.

In the vibrational temperature approximation the total 
population density of the combined GO2 symmetric stretch and 
bending modes is

ni = Z n + Z n *-0°

= E ( x i ) ^ +  Z ^  (m +lXxa)™
& =1 ^  m=l V

where as usual n is the total number density of CO2 molecules, 
is the vibrational partition function:

- [jCl-xi) (1 - X2>̂  (I-X3)] ■ - (C.l)
o

- exp ( - ,  i = 1, 2, 3.

and n^ is the ground state population. Applying the infinite 
series summations of (5.10) and (5.11) we obtain:

From (c.l),

(1 -xz)2 CI-X3) (C.3)i-xi n

Substituting (Ç .3) in (G.2) gives

h  = i a - x 2 ) ^ a - x 3 )  + 2 - 2 (c-4)
O O Ji

which can be solved for X2 if xg is known.
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then

X = 1 - %2 

A = 1 - X2

1 =: A n 
n - 2

which, when multiplied by X is equivalent to

r A n x “ -
f • ' 
-1 + 2 X* + 1 =

“oJ 1^0 J (C.5)

This is the quartic equation which relates the combined mode 
population n̂  to the combined mode temperature T^ = T% .
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We have measured the carbon dioxide i>3 (0 0 ®n) mode vibrational temperature (T^) in sealed and flowing CO3  laser dis
charges. Results confirm Tg saturation at high current. The observed behaviour is compared to theory using a comprehensive 
numerical model of the C0% kinetic system, and explained in terms of microscopic processes. The analysis is extended to the 
calculation o f laser gain, and the relative importance o f thermal and dissociative effects is elucidated.

1. Introduction

With increasing discharge excitation saturation (and 
subsequent reduction) of the gain and oscillation out
put power in cw and TEA CO2 lasers has frequently 
been observed in the past, and Bailik et al. [1] have 
shown that this cannot be completely accounted for 
by discharge deterioration and gas heating effects. 
Davies et al. [2] have sought to show that such output 
reduction with increased input energy is explained by 
“overpumping" of the CO2 to very high values of the 
1/3(OO^n) mode vibrational temperature (T^) beyond 
the optimum for 00^1 level population ('̂ SOOO K, see 
fig. 2 below). They used a computer model which as
sumed that the CO2 populations in the symmetric 
stretch, bending and anti-symmetric stretch modes are 
described by temperatures Tj, T'2 and T^, and found 
that they needed Tg values o f 3000—7000 K to match 
experimental gain peaking results.

The advent of the CO2 sequence band laser [3] has 
made possible for the first time direct experimental 
measurements of Tg in laser discharges. The Reid and 
Siemsen measurement technique [4] compares the am
plification of a beam from a'fundamental 00^1 -»
[10®0 , 02^0] I j| oscillator with the amplification of a 
beam from a sequence 00^2 [10  ̂1, 02  ̂1] j jj oscil
lator in a gain cell, and the anti-symmetric stretch mode 
temperature of CO2 is obtained immediately as

-  hv^jk ln(2ci!j/a2)

where is the fundamental band gain and 0=2 that of 
a comparable first sequence band line. Siemsen et al.
[4] have measured vibrational temperatures in low pres
sure (5 to 15 Torr) flowing gas laser mixtures of 
1200—2500 K and Dang et al. [5] have obtained tem
peratures of 1000—2000 K in TE discharges at 92 torr. 
In all instances the temperatures saturated at high dis
charge currents (dc discharges) or input energies (pulsed 
discharges). Thus the results indicate that a chief limi
tation on CO2 laser gain in both cw and TEA systems 
is the saturation of the 3̂ mode vibrational temperature 
with high excitation rates and that this effect depends 
on some unidentified, but non-thermal mechanism.

2 . Gain and vibrational temperature measurements

We have used an oscillator-amplifier system similar 
to that of ref. [4] to measure 0 0 2 (^3) mode vibra
tional temperatures in flowing and sealed-off discharges. 
Our probe laser (sealed active length 80 cm, hot cell 
length 17 cm) is tunable over a number of lines on the 
00^ 1 and 00^2 bands using a PZT mounted output 
coupler, and the gain cell is a simulated laser tube of 
active length 52 cm and 1 cm internal diameter. The 
tubes and vacuum system are of clean quartz and stain- 

.less steel construction with gain cell pressures and flow 
rates fe^ a ted  by a MKS Baratron Type 254 multi- 
channeltlpïfc' controller monitoring thermal conduc
tance;0 ^ ;̂f%ieters, and capacitance manometers on the

0 030-4018/82/0000-0000/S  02.75 © 1982 North-Holland 121
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Table 1
Current dependent variables used in gain model o f 6 - 1 2 - 8 2 ,  
CO2 —N ^-H e mixture at 10 torr total pressure
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P(19)
3020100 CU«*ENT (mA)

Fig, 1 . Variation with current of measured gain on 00°1 fun
damental and 0 0 ° 2  sequence transitions and derived 1/3 tem
perature Tg for sealed and flowing (50 seem) 6 - 1 2 - 8 2 ,  
C O ^ -N j-H e  gas mixture with 1 0  torr total pressure,

tube inlet and outlet. Research grade was flowed 
through the gain cell or the tube was sealed. CO2 dis
sociation levels at the amplifier tube outlet were mea
sured with a Kratos-AEI MS 105 magnetic sector mass 
spectrometer. Measurements were taken alternatively on 
00® 1 fundamental and equivalent 00®2 sequence lines 
[4] using a chopped two beam ratiometric system to 
minimise noise and system intensity fluctuations.

Results obtained with this system are shown in fig.
1 for a 6 --12-82  CO^—N^-He laser mix under sealed 
and flowing conditions. Sequence band gain is lower 
than the fundamental band gain in each case (f%l : 2), 
and it is noticeable that fundamental gain peaks at 
lower discharge current. Sealed gains are much reduced, 
and peak at lower current than the corresponding flow
ing gain. Additionally, fig. 1 plots the vibrational tem
peratures (Tg) derived using eq. ( 1) from the smooth 
curves through the experimental gain points. The ten
dency for Tg saturation at high current is confirmed;

Discharge
current
(mA)

Measured CO2 
dissociation 
(%)

Gas
temperature
r [ i 3 j
(K)

Temperature 
Ti = T: 14] 
(K)

2 32 291 317
5 46 306 340

1 0 57 328 379
2 0 69 359 456
30 80 384 533

however, the sealed-off saturated temperature (3200 
K) is significantly higher than that of the flowing gas 
discharge (2500 K), Gain cell outlet CO2 dissociation 
levels were measured for the flowing gas mixture and 
the results are tabulated in table 1.

Fig. 2 shows the fractions of the CO2 population 
which should be in the 00® 1 and 00®2 levels for dif
ferent vibrational temperatures, using the standard 
expression for the population of a level {l ,m,n)  in CO2 
(see for instance Mellis and Smith [6] ). Two points 
are immediately apparent, first the values of Tg actually 
measured (fig, 1) are considerably less than those which 
would maximise the 00® 1 and 00®2 populations (and 
hence laser gains). Second, the ratio of the sizes of the 
00® 1 and 00®2 gains for a set of conditions (fig. 1) can 
be immediately matched by taking the ratio of the 00® 1 
and 00®2 fractional populations for the determined value 
of (together with the known ratio of the transition 
matrix element, ~  1,9 [4] ) without allowing for any

MOOK

00®1II
i

10 0002000 4000 eooo iVIBRATIOHAt TEMPERATURE Tj (k)
Fig. 2. Calculated vibrational temperature dependence o f CO2 
V3 0 0 ° 1 and 0 0 ° 2  level populations.
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lower laser state populations. This suggests the relative 
uninportance of lower laser level populations in control
ling the small-signal gains.

3. Vibrational mode model

In order to understand more fully the current-depen
dent behaviour of the gain and assymetric mode vibra
tional temperature, we have constructed a detailed ki
netics model of the CO2— —CO—0 ^ —He system.
The basis of the model, o f which details will be given 
in a subsequent paper, is the conventional vibrational 
mode scheme whose use is justified by the very fast 
resonant exchange rates which occur within molecular 
vibrational modes. The comparatively slow exchange 
processes between modes are included using the tem
perature dependent rate constants available in the li
terature [7]. Relaxation processes from the excited 
states include (i) (V—V—T) and (V—T) molecular col
lisions and (ii) superelastic electron collisions (collision 
of the second kind). The rate constants for the super
elastic processes are calculated using the principle of 
detailed balance from the corresponding excitation 
rate constants. These in turn are calculated by a numer
ical solution of the electron Boltzmann equation,
BOLTZ [8] which has been extended to include the 
inelastic collision processes of the CO and O2 as well 
as the usual CO2 and N2 . The system of vibrational 
rate equations is solved on a computer, using a predic- 
tor-corrector iterative scheme, for the excited mode 
populations and vibrational temperatures T2 , and
ĈO*

Fig. 3 shows results for the CO2—N2—He mixture 
assuming constant 50% CO2 dissociation. Apart from 
superelastic processes the major deactivation of the ex
cited CO, N2 and 0 0 2 (^3) is by V -V -T  collisions 
(C0 2 (*'3) C0 2 (i î ,̂ 2̂) ) ’ V -T  deactivation of CO2,
CO or N2> wall collisions and spontaneous decay are all 
much slower. The “drain" of energy from the C0 2 (̂ '3) 
mode is transmitted to the excited N2 mode, and to a 
lesser extent to the excited CO mode, by the V—V 
coupling between them. Thus it is the relative inefficiency 
of the 0 0 - 0 0 2 (1̂3) coupling which allows the CO to 
maintain a high vibrational temperature despite the en
ergy loss channel through the CO2. This explanation is 
supported by the dashed curves in fig. 3 , which were cal
culated assuming inter-mode V—V rate constants ap-

i
s
2000

0 6 a2 4 10
EUCTRON DENSITY (10̂® cm'®)

Fig. 3. Computer mode) prediction o f variation o f  0 0 5 (1/3 ),
N5  and CO vibrational temperatures with discharge electron 
density in a 6 - 1 2 - 8 2 ,  C O ^ -N ^ -H e gas mixture (50% CO5 
dissociation, E/N 3.0 X lO'^^V cm^). Solid lines with 400 K 
as the gas temperature for the V -V  inter-mode rate constants, 
dashed lines for 600 K.

propriate to a higher value of the ambient gas tempera
ture. This increases the C0 - C 0 2 (f3) coupling, decreas
ing T ço, but reduces the coupling between N2 and 
0 0 2 (1̂2) which increases .

As was shown in fig. 1, the - ̂ turation tem
perature increased from ~2500 K in the flowing dis
charge to ~3200 K in the sealed discharge where higher 
CO2 dissociation levels prevail. The general form of tliis 
behaviour can be understood by considering the two 
competing processes: (i) € 0 2 (^3) C0 2 (hi , 1̂2) Reac
tivation and (ii) CO and N2 V—V exchange pumping 
to the 0 0 2 (1̂3). In a considerably dissociated mixture 
the excitation of the remaining CO2 molecules is. fa
voured both by the increased CO content and by the 
decrease in CO2—CO2 deactivation. The dominant ef
fect is the deactivation decrease and this leads to rela
tively high Tg values in mixtures with low CO2 partial 
pressures.

4. Model explanations of gain and temperature effects

A detailed comparison of the calculated and mea
sured 0 0 2 (^3) temperatures and the calculated and 
measured fundamental band gains for the sealed CO2— 
N2—He mixture is shown in fig. 4. It should be noted 
that the computer model predicts vibrational tempera-

123
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Fig. 4. Comparison o f experimental (plotted points) and model 
(smooth curves) vibrational temperature Tj and gains for dis
charges in a sealed 6 - 1 2 - 8 2 ,  C O ^-N ^ -H e gas mixture.

ture variation with electron density rather than with 
discharge current, so the electron density values have 
been converted to current values using experimental 
microwave resonant cavity electron density measure
ments [9]. Curve (b) shows the predicted vibrational 
temperature and its saturation with increased current, 
and exhibits excellent agreement with the experimen
tally determined points (from fig. 1). The effect of 
neglecting superelastic collisions in het kinetic model 
is to remove the saturation effect, producing predicted 
vibrational temperatures far exceeding the observed 
values (curve (a)). Clearly superelastic processes are 
both necessary and sufficient to explain the T3 satura
tion and must be included in any detailed model of the 
CO2 laser system.

The analysis is extended in the lower half of fig. 4 
to illustrate the relationship ofTg to (00  ̂1) small-sig
nal gain (P(18)line). Here we have used the standard 
expression for the gain at line centre [ 10] :

21
87r“(Ap)  ̂̂ 2

N.

h-)■ (3)

where X is the transition wavelength, A 21 is the spon
taneous transition probability, and # 2  and are the 
population densities of the upper and lower laser levels 
with statistical weights g2 and . We have taken /121 
= 0.21 s~l from the measurements of Gerry and 
Leonard [11], and used Abrams’ [12] expression for 
the pressure broadened linewidth of CO2—N2 —He mix
tures. The total population of a particular vibrational 
level (A^v) is obtained from the vibrational temperatures 
(see section 2 above and fig. 2) and the number density 
(Nf) of a rotational sub-level (/,•) is given by the usual 
expression [10] :

N.  = N y  (IhcB-IkT) exp [-5 /,-(J . + l )hc /kT] ,•

' (4)
where Bi ~ 0.3897 cm“i- and B2 ~ 0.3866 cm”i .

Curve (c) in fig. 4 is the gain calculated from the mea
sured T3 (using eqs, (3) and (4)), but assuming Ti  = 
T2 ~ T -  300 K with zero CO2 dissociation. The flat 
shape of this curve reflects the T3 current dependence. 
Next we have introduced realistic variations in the am
bient gas temperature T and lower laser level tempera
tures Ti  and T^as listed in table 1. The values of T are 
calculated using an empirical fit to the gas heating versus 
electrical power input data of Shields and Smith [13].
Ti  and T2 were calculated using the straight-line cur
rent dependence measured by Siemsen in fig. 9 of [4 ]. 
Although the effect of introducing these realistic tem
perature variations is considerable (fig, 4(d)), the pre
dicted gain curve still differs both in shape and magni
tude to that observed. If, however, current-dependent 
dissociation is introduced on the basis of the measure
ments in table 1, the predicted gain (fig. 4(e)) agrees 
very well with the experimental values and the peak oc
curs at the observed lower discharge current.

Therefore, we draw several conclusions on the mod
elling of CO2 vibrational temperatures and small signal 
gains. The dominant control on vibrational temperature 
saturation, and hence on the maximum attainable T^, 
is imposed by electron superelastic processes which 
limit T3 to values far below those predicted by previous 
work, and must be included in any accurate description 
of the CO2 kinetic system. Such a description can suc
cessfully predict observed vibrational temperatures 
(although the precision of agreement of fig. 4 does not 
occur under all conditions). Both in theory and experi
ment, the highest values of T3 are obtained in gas mix-
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tures which are low in CO2 content. Finally, agreement 
between the observed and calculated small-signal gains 
is obtained only when due account is taken-of the cur
rent dependent CO2 dissociation which has the main in
fluence on the gain-current characteristic of sealed and 
slow-flow discharges, rather than the gas heating effects 
which are usually invoked.
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Appendix E
Operating efficiencies in pulsed carbon dioxide lasers
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Computer models of the CO^-N^-He laser system usually predict that 20%~33% of the discharge 
energy should be available as radiation output. Using a comprehensive kinetics model to study 
vibrational temperatures and stored energies, we find a deterioration in laser efficiency with 
increasing input energy, due to electron superelastic losses during the excitation pulse. 
Experimental observations support the calculated vibrational temperatures and likewise our 
predicted 8% -12% yield efficiency at optimum excitation is in good agreement with the values 
realized in working lasers.

PACS numbers: 42.55.Dk

232,

The high excitation efficiency for the CO; laser, due 
mainly to the large N; and CO; (vj) cross sections for vibra
tional excitation by electron impact, was first enumerated in 
the work of Nighan,' Nighan and Bennett,^ and Lowke et 

who calculated the fractional power lost from the dis
charge electrons by inelastic processes in the CO;-N;-He 
system. At typical values of the operating E" /N ,  their calcula
tions predict that 50%-8Q% of the electrical input power is 
used usefully in N ; and CO;(V]) vibration excitation [rf̂  ̂
as 50%-80%). After allowing for the quantum efficiency o f 
the CO; transition '-41% ) and assuming optical cavity 
and other losses are small, predicted radiation yield efficien
cies {jiy ~  T/e* ’?,) are in the range 20% -33% . Although such 
values have been approached in practice, many observers 
have reported a deterioration in laser performance with in
creasing discharge excitation in both cw and TE devices. 
Bailik et alA considered the reduction in pumping efficiency 
experienced in a low pressure TE resistor-pin amplifier, and 
conclude that the mechanism responsible was not connected 
with the well-known effects of gas heating or discharge insta
bility. Another explanation^ suggested the “overpumping” 
of the N; and CO;(V]) modes to vibrational temperatures 
above 4000 K, the optimum for (00*1) level population den
sity. This has been precluded, however, by experimental ob
servations of C0 ;(v3) mode temperature (T̂ ) saturation at 
low values (—2500 K) under various conditions. Such ex
periments' '̂  ̂ use a probe oscillator-gain cell technique to 
measure fundamental (00*1) band and sequence (00*2) band 
small-signal gains in CO; discharges; the (00*/i) mode tem
perature T) is then derived from the (00*2)/(00“1) gain ratio. 

Recently, we have used a computer model of the CO; 
kinetic system to study the behavior o f vibrational tempera
tures in low pressure cw discharges.’’̂  The calculations 
agree well with the available experimental data, and the pro
cess responsible for vibrational temperature saturation has 
been identified as the deactivation of vibrationally excited 
N; and CO; molecules by electron superelastic collisions. In 
the cw laser oscillator electron superelastic, stimulated, and 
molecular collisionai de-excitation are all important and oc
cur simultaneously, whereas in a TE oscillator the situation 
is different: it is usual for laser action to be inhibited during 
the current pulse by the large population excited to the 
CO;(v,,V;) mode which contains the lower laser level. This

population relaxes on a time scale approximately 1 ^s after 
the end of the excitation pulse, and only then does oscillation 
occur. Under these circumstances, superelastic losses during 
the current pulse should limit the vibrational energy avail
able for subsequent conversion to laser radiation. To our 
knowledge, the only measurements of vibrational tempera
tures in atmospheric pressure TE discharges are those of 
Lavigne etal.!^ which are restricted to low input energies and 
show little evidence o f 7  ̂saturation. However, experiments 
by Dang et al. on a 92 Torr TE amplifier revealed a strong 
saturation of (and hence stored vibrational energy) as 
measured at the time of peak gain.

We have adapted our vibrational kinetics model to pro
duce the time evolution of vibrational temperatures, during 
and after the excitation pulse, in conditions appropriate to 
moderate and high pressure TE laser discharges. The calcu
lations assume a current pulse of square profile, with con
stant electron density (« )̂ and effective electric field [E /N ) .  
Electron excitation rates are taken from a numerical solu
tion of the Boltzmann equation. ‘ ' These are relatively weak 
functions of gas mixture in the optimum E  / N  range, but our 
results assume a 13 CO;, 9 N;, and 78 He mixture with E  /  
N  =  3.O x  10“ V cm^. Superelastic de-excitation rate con
stants are calculated from the appropriate excitation rate 
constants by applying the principle of detailed balance.'^ 
The excitation rates (quanta cm^ s ~ ‘) are scaled to discharge 
energy inputs, (J 1 ~ ' atm “ '), with knowledge of the op
erating pressure and excitation pulse length, and assuming 
the N; -f CO;(v3) pumping efficiency is 60%, in keeping 
with the results of Refs. 1-3 for our assumed optimum E /  
# ( 3 . 0 x l O “ "^Vcm^).

Computed results for an atmospheric pressure, 100 ns 
excitation pulse, CO;-N;-He laser are shown in Fig. 1. Due 
to the large N , electron excitation rate the nitrogen vibra
tional temperature 71̂  is greater than throughout the exci
tation period, although superelastic collisions moderate the 
rate of increase of as the excited population rises. In the 
time period following current switch off, Nn^CO;(vi) V~V  
exchange tends to equilibriate T’j and T̂ , The initial fall in T, 
is caused by the draining of population from the (v ,,V ;) mode 
to the ground state, reducing the effective temperature of the 
Vj mode. The clearing of the population of the mode contain
ing the lower laser level is completed approximately 1 /xs
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EN O  OF  E X C IT A T IO N

5 MM

T IM E  I ( • )

FIG. I. Calculated time evolution of vibrational temperatures in 13 €0%: 9 
Njj 78 He, 760 Torr, 100-ns excitation pulse. Energy input is =  400 
J r ‘ atm"'.

after the excitation ends, and this is the time of maximum 
population inversion and peak gain. Both Tj and T4 continue 
to decrease slowly under the influence of V-V-T and V-T 
molecular collisionai relaxation, to which the CO2 is much 
more susceptible. Thus, 7  ̂remains depressed relative to T4 
during this relaxation period.

Figure 2 shows comparable results for the same gas 
mixture at 92 Torr total pressure with a 200-ns excitation 
pulse, chosen to stimulate the conditions of Dang et 
Here, the reduced pressure increases the characteristic time 
for F-F energy exchange and the peak gain is delayed until 
10-15 jUS after the current pulse, in good agreement with the 
experimental observations. A  series of such calculations was 
performed for different input energies (see Fig, 2 for 25 and 
250 J I a t m " ' )  and there was little variation in the peak

'  END O F EX C IT A T IO N

1.-*
t i m e

FIG. 2. Calculated vibrational temperature time evolutions for 200-ns exci
tation pulse in 92 Torr 13 CO;: 9 N%: 78 He. Upper curves = 2 5 0  
J I" ‘ atm"', lower curves E-̂  =  25 J atm"'.

gain time. Figure 3 shows the peak gain vibration tempera
tures for the conditions of Figs. 1 and 2, and also for the 
conditions of the laser of Lavigne et a/., which used a La- 
flamme-type double discharge geometry with long excita
tion p u l s e s o f  duration 2-5 /is. We have found that the 
best agreement between our calculations and the results of 
Lavigne etal.  is obtained for a 3-/zs pulse length, resulting in 
a peak gain time of f — 5/iS [curve (a). Fig, 3]. Strong satura
tion of vibrational temperature is predicted for ^ 200 
J 1~ ' atm" '. Also plotted in Fig. 3 are results calculated for 
the conditions of Dang et aL [curve (b)]. In this case agree
ment with experiment is excellent throughout the range of 
input energy. Finally, curve (c) shows the predicted satu
ration for the short-pulse atmospheric pressure conditions 
typical of modem photopreionized TEA lasers. It is interest
ing to note the similarity between (a), (b), and (c), suggesting 
that ' atm ~ ' ) remains a reasonable scaling parameter
despite the differences in operating pressure and excitation 
pulse length.

2500

& 2000

1500

1000
2000 400 800 800

FIG. 3. Calculated COjIvj) vibra
tional temperatures (Tj) at time of 
peak gain vs input energy for CO,: 
N;; He mixture 13:9:78; (a) 760 Torr, 
3-/ES excitation pulse, and corre
sponding experimental results of La
vigne et aL (20:10:70 mix, shaded 
area); (b) 92 Torr, 200-ns pulse and 
corresponding results of Dang et al. 
(13:10:77, •); (c) 760 Torr, lOO-ns 
pulse.

INPUT ENERGY Ej„ ( J atm'l }
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Appendix F, Listing of VIBEX 235,

OC VIBEX SIMULATES THE VIBRATIONAL ENERGY EXG-iANGE PROCESSES IN THE ::2 
OC LASER SYSTEM-""HE NON-LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS DESCRIEINO "-E 
500 RATES OF POPULATION CHANGES BETWEEN THE VIBRATIONAL ."-'ODES APE SSL/ED 
AOC USING THE IMPROVED EULER METHOD FOLLOWED BY FRED IOTCP-CORRECTOR - 
IOC TERATIONS. it IS ASSUMED THAT A BOLTZMANN DISTRIBUTION DESCRIBES THE
ifOC DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION WITHIN ANY VIBRATIONAL MODE, THUS THE
TOC VIBRATIONAL TEMPERATURE OF A MODE 15 A FUNCTION OF THE GRGUMD 
:0C STATE AND TOTAL EXCITED STATE POPULATIONS.AND IN TURN THE PCPULATIOI! 
} 0 C  OF ANY INDIVIDUAL VIBRATIONAL LEVEL MAY BE CALCULATED 
'(OGC 
i JGC 
;20C
::30 FUNCTION aUART(X,CF4.CF2)'
40 QUART=CF4*X**4-CF2)^X**2-rl .0

1,50 RETURN 
ISO END
FO SUBROUTINE L A 3 E (D T 3 .DT2.DTEMP.EST IM.DELEN) 
m o  COMMON PTOT,FC02,FCC.FN2.F02,FHE.TEMP.RADI 
ii90C CALCULATES STIMULATED EMISSION RATE 
300 ZL=1G.d TE-4 
31OC LASER WAVE LENGTH IN CM 
320 A=0.21 
:,130 ZJ2=:7.o
3 ^ 0  zj i = i e , 0
350 P I =3. 14IS 
360 ZK=1.32E-23 
3/0 CVRT=1 .985E-23 
IjloC CONVERTS FROM CM-i TO J 
390 THETA=6,6252-34^2,997E3/ZK 
iOCC THETA IS HC OVER K
'10 HW=7.58tPTOT*(3CO/TEMP; , CEB/2, 0* ( FC02 + 0 . F3* ( FN2+FC0 ) vO.S4*FKE.'
H20C HW IS HALFWTDTH OF PRESSURE BROADENED LINE ACCORDING TO ABRAMElSEC-l:' 
2300 WITH CO TREATED AS EQUIVALENT TO M2 
.WO G0=.^, 0/(PItHW)
É50C LINE SHAPE FUNCTION 
-'SO W=ZL**2/ (S,C*PI }*A* (2.0*202+1, 01*0G 
:7CC NOW CALCULATE POP. INVERSION 
:SC CN=FCC2*PT0T*3,3353E16 
90C TOTAL C02 NO, DENSITY 
•00 

|-:o 
kao
m o  X1=£XP ( - 133/*CVRT/ (ZK*DT2) )
,40 X2=EXP( -b67*CVRT/(Z K * D T 2 i )
•'50 X3=EXP I - 2349 *CVRT / ( ZX *DT3 i :
460 Z a = ((1-XII*(1-X2)**2*(1- X 2 ) )**(-!)
'ZOO VI5, PARTITION FUNCTION 
180 DNU=CN*X3/ZG 
,90 DNL=CN*X1/ZQ 
■Ijooc 001, IOC LEVEL P O P S ,
5:0 31=0,3397E2 
U20 22=0,33S6E2 
::3CC ROTATIONAL CONSTANTS
>-0 DN2-0NU*2*52* { T H ETA/TEMP ; *EXP( -B2*ZJ2* 'ZJ2+1  ̂* : ThETA/TEMP )
•550 D N 1 =DNL*2*51 * ( THETA /TEMP } *EXP ( - B 1 *Z J 1 * ( Z J 1 + 1 ; * ( THETA/ TEMP ) ;
550C UPPER,LOWER POTL. SUB POPS WITH DEGENERACIES CANCELLED
570 DELEN=DN2-DN1
#30 DSTIM=DELEN*W*RAD:/1,373E-20
590C DSTIM IN /SEC/CM3Î1,573E-20 13 ENERGY OF 10.5 MICRON PHOTON 
TOO RETURN 
<>10 END



236.
} S U B R O U T I N E  S T E P S  O U M 1 ,  O C  3 ,  2 ,  X  : , : < 2 }

3 0  H = 0 . 0 2  
4 0  X = 0 . 7 5
5 0  Y 1 = D U M K X , D C 3 , D C 2 )
S O  1 X = X - H
7 0  Y 2 = D U M 1 ( X , D G 2 , D C 2 )
S O  1 F ( Y 2 * Y 1 ) 3 , 2 ,  2  
9 0  2  Y 1 = Y 2  
0 0  G O  T O  1 
1 0  3  X 1 = X - H  
2 0  X 2 = X  
3 0  R E T U R N  
4 0  E N D
5 0  S U B R O U T I N E  Z E H 0 2 ( D U M 2 , D C 3 , D C 2 , A , B , V A , V B , X )
6 0  X =  ( A * V B . - B - K V A )  /  ( V B - V A )
7 0  9  X I = X
8 0  V = D U M 2 ( X , D C 3 , D C 2 )
9 0  ! F \ V ) 11 , : s ,10 
0 0  1 0  B = X  
1 0  V B = V  
2 0  G O  T C  1 2  
3 0  1 1  A = X  
4 0  V A = V
5 0  1 2  X ^ ( A + B ) / 2 . 0  
S O  V = D U M 2 ( X , D C 3 , D C 2 )
7 0  I F i V ) 1 4 , 1 6 , 1 3  
3 0  1 3  B = X  
S O  V B = B  
0 0  G O  T O  1 5  
1 0  1 4  A=X 
2 0  VA=V
3 0  1 5  X = ( A * V B - B * V A ) / ( V 3 - V A )
4 0  D l = 0 . 0 0 1
5 0  I F ( A B S ( X 1 - X ) / X - D l ) 1 6 , i e , 9
6 . 0  I S  R E T U R N  
7 0  E N Dsee
9 0  S U B R O U T I N E  C T E M P ( P N l , P N 2 , D 7 3 , D T 2 )
. 0 0 0  E X T E R N A L  Q U A R T
O i O C  C A L C U L A T E S  0 0 2  V I B  T E M P S  G I V E N  ( L M O ; A N D  ( 0  O N  : G R O U P  P O P U L A T I O N S  
0 2 0  C O M M O N / A R E A 2 / T O 0 2
0 3 0  G 0 L = 1 - ( 1 + F M 2 / ( T C Q 2 - P N 2 - P N 1 ) ) * * { - 1 )
0 4 0
0 5 0

! 0 S 0  H O L = A L G G ( G O L )
, 0 7 0  C 0 N T = 1 . 502E-19/1i380E-23
. 0 3 0 0  C O N V E R T S  E V  T O  J  A N D  D I V I D E S  B Y  B O L T Z M A N N ' S  C O N S T A N T
.090 DT3^-0.2S 13*C0NT/HOL
. 100
. 110
, 1 2 0  1 2  C O N T I N U E
. 1 3 0  C C F 4 = ( i - G 0 L ) * T C 0 2 / ( T C 0 2 - P N 2 - F N l )
! l 4 0  C 0 F 2 = P N 1 / ( T C 0 2 - P N 2 - P N 1 ) + 2 , 0  
. 1 5 0  C A L L  S T E P S i G U A R T , C 0 F 4 , C 0 F 2 , B L , B U )
. I S O  V W Q U A R T O L ,  C G F 4 ,  C 0 F 2 )
. 1 7 0  V 2 = 3 U A R T ( 3 U , C 0 F 4 , C 0 F 2 )
, 1 8 0  C A L L  Z E R C 2 ( Q U A R T ,  C 0 F 4 ,  C 0 F 2 ,  B : L ,  3 U ,  V I , V 2 ,  R O O T :
.190
, 2 0 0  R 0 L = 1 . O - R O O T
. 2 1 OC R O L  IS EXP(-HV/KT2).220
. 2 3 0
:24C DT2=-0 . 08274CONT/ALGG-:ROL)
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Î50 G: TO 3C
ISO
17 0
iSO 30 CONTINUE 
190 RETURN 
iOO END
>10 SUBROUTINE SUPER( DELE,DELTEMP,OSUN 
520 DSUM=0,0 
>30 DO 10 : = 1,S
>40 TERM = EXP( I*DELE*1 . 24E-4/DELTE"-^P )
ISO 10 DSUM=DSUM+TERM 
>SOC 1 .2 4 E -4  CONVERTS CM-1 TO EV 
>70 RETURN 
>80 END
390C   > . » ......................................................................         * W .     , I ,
(•OOC.............. t . ♦ .................... .................................... .. .....................................................................................
11 OC    . ,   M A IN * ............................     .
120C*   , * *    - ..................................    * .
130 RI ( :(2, X I ,  STIM)=TK21*X2-T I(10+X1+TK01*(TC02-X1 - X2) -H0MCA*(TC02-X1 -X2)
14 0& +STIM
150 R2(X1 , X2, X3, X4, ST IM ) =ALPh* ( TC 02-X1 -X2 ) - ZETA*X2-rVK3 2 *  ( TC0 2 - X1 -X2) *
16ON X 3 + ( -S T IM )+
170&( VK42*(TC02-X1 "X 2 )*X 4 -V % 23 *X 2 * ' :TN 2 -X 3 )  -VK24*X2*(TC C-X4  ) -TX21*X2 
480 R 3 (X 3 ,X I ,X 2 ,X 4 )= C A M M * ( T N 2 -X 3 ) -EPS I * X 3 - V K 3 2 * X 3 * ( T C 0 2 -X 1- X 2 ) +VK43*X4*
13 ü& ( TN2 - X3 ) - VI:: 3 4 * { T C 0 - X 4 } *  X3+VK23 * X2 * ( TN2 - X3 )
500 R 4(X4 ,X3 f  X : , X 2 )= 3 E T A * (T C O -X - ) -D E L T * X 4 -V K 4 3 * ( T N 2 -X 3 ) * X - + V K 3 - * X 3 * ( TDO-X^ 
:10e< -VK42*(TCC2-X1 -X2)  *X 4 + ' ,K 2 4*X 2 * (TC 0 -X 4 )
520 EXTERNAL QUART
530 COMMON P T O T ,rC 0 2 ,F C O ,F N 2 ,F 0 2 ,F H E ,TEMP,RADI
540 COMMON/AREA2/TC02
550
560 WRITE(S, 111)
570 MAX=99 
580 CHANGE=1* CE-4  
590 TOLERAI*CE-4 
5 0 0 C L 0 E -  3 * S E : 5 
510 VKZ3-9* CE3/CL0S 
620 VK4 2 = 3 , 5E3/CLOS 
530 Vk34=7.OE2/CLOS 
64G READ( 5 , 1 1 6 ) ELN
630 WRITE:5, : 12) . '
feeO READ( 5 , 1 1 7 ) RAD:
670
680 TEMP=35 0 ,0
690 ALPH=ELN*3,57E-9
700 BETA=ELN*3,27E-8
710 CAMM=ELN*2-S0E-8 
720 GMCA=ELN*4,57E-8
7 3 OC E / N = 3 i O E - l S , D I S 3 = 0 , C , 1 3 - 9 - 7 S  MIX 
740 DIMENSION D < 7 ) , E ( 7 ) , Z ( 7 ) r A ( 7 } , 3 ( 7 )
750 100 PTOT=20,0  
750 F :0 2 = 9 ,S  
770 FCC=0,001 
730 FN2=1 0 , S 
790 FHE= 7 9 .5  
800 F02=C,00 
610 
820
330 111 FORMATf"ENTER ELECTRON DENSITY ( PER CO; " )
340 112 FORMAT( “ ENTER RADIATION INTENSITY ( W cm- 2 ) " :
850 l i s  FORMAT( El  0 , 4 ;
850 117 FORMATŒS,2)
370 A ( 1 ) = 4 0 0 . 0 0 /CLOS

J
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70 
SO 
SO 
00 
10 
20 
30 
40 
30 
60 
70 
80 
90 
00 
10 
20 
30 
40 
30 
60 
70 
80 
90 
00 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
6 0 
70 
■30 
90 
!00 
Î10 
Î2CC

A(1)=40 0.00/CL3S
A (2 
A(3 
At 4 
A(5 
B( 1 
3(2 
3(2 
3(4 
B(5 
Z( 1 
Z(2 
Z<3 
Z<4 
Z(5 
D( t 
3(2 
3(3 
3(4 
3(3 
£( 1 
E(2 
E(3 
E(4 
E(5

= 130 
= 300 
= 170 
= 100 
=6
=5 ♦ 
= 2 , 
= 0 , 
= 0 
= 0 
= 0 
= 0 
= 0 
= 0 
= 0 
= 3* 
=  1 ♦

0/CLCS
O/CLOS 
O/CLOS 
0/CLCS 

OE-15 
OE-15 
9E-13 
OE-15 
15E-12

TXT _19 
CE-IS 

=3,7E-17 
= 0
=1,CE-18
= 0
l,Oc-lS 
5,3E-1B

WRITE(S,151)rC02,FN2,FCO,F02,FHE 
151 FORMAT(2X,“GAS MIX IS ",5(F4, 1, IX), "C02/N2/C0/02/HE'' )

WRITERS, 155)PTOT, TEMP 
155 FORMAT(2X,"TOTAL PRESSURE: 

CL03=G,33353E 17 
WRITERS,166)CLOS 
165 m o RMA T (2 X -“CLCS=

CLOS IS LCSCHMIDTS

", F5, TORR CAS TEMP= ",FS,2," K")

" , E 1 0 , 4 )
NUMBER< MOLECULES'PER CCPLFER TORR )

RAT 10=CLOS * PT 0 T /100- 
WRI TE : 6, 1 S3)P AT I 0 
183 FORMATdX, ’'RATIQ= “ , ElO, 4)
TC02=RATI0*FC02 
TCO=RATIO*FCC 
TN2=RATIC*FN2 
T02=RATI0*FC2 
THE=RATIO*FHE
WRITE(S,233)TCG2,TN2,TOO,T02,THE 
233 F0RMAT(5(2X,ElO,41,IX,“TOT DENS")
WRIT E (6,250)ELN
250 FORMAT(2X,"ELECTRON 3ENSITY= ",E:0,4," CM-3")
WRITE(6,251)RADI
251 FORMAT(2X, "RADIATION INTENSITY^ ",F7.2," .W cm-2“ )
WAVE = 1,986E-23/1,3SE-23

BSOC WAVE IS A CONVERTER FROM CM**-1 TO JOULES, UPON BOLTZMANNS 
=90 VK32=VK23*EXP(-IS,0*WAVE/TEMP)

VK24=VK42*EXP(206,0*WAVE/TEMP)
VK43=VK34*EXP(-183,0*WAVE/TEM?)

220'

l^Q 
55 0  
260  
270  
3 3 0  
29 C 
3 0 0  
3 1 0  
3 2 0  
3 5 0  
5 4 0  
3 5 0  
5 6 0  
5 7 0

:0N3T
400
4 1 0
420
430 
440 
450 
46 0 
470
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480 3^C CONTINUE 
490 
300 
310 
520
330 ELTEMP=:»20
540 ZETA = Z( 1 ) *TG02 + Z(2)*TN24Z:3) ̂ f~CQ + Z ( 4 ;-vTGErZ ( 3 ̂ ̂ ThE 
350
560 5ELT=D(1)*TC02+D(2)tTNZ^DfSjsTCO^Of4)*702^2(5)4742.
370 EPSI=2(1)*TCC2+E(2)*TN2+E(S)*TC0+Eia)*TC2-E(5»*THE 
580 CALL SUPE5(2349,0,ELTEMP,SUMZl 
3S0 2ETA = 2£TA t •( ALFH/S . 0 > #5UMZ 
500 CALL SUPEF(2330,C,ELT2MP,SU4E)
510 EPSI=EPSI+(GAMM/8.0;*5UrE 
520 CALL SUFER(215O»0yELTEMP,SUMD)
530 DELT=3ELT+(BETA/B»0)*SUM3
S 4 C C  2 3 4 9 , 2 3 3 0 , 2 1 5 0  A R E  E N E R G I E S  I N  C M - 1  O F  C 0 2 ( 0 0 1 ) , N 2 ;V = i K C O (V = l ; R E S P Y  
5 5 0  T K 2 1 = A ( 1 ) * T C 0 2 + A < 2 > * T N 2 + A ( 3 ) * T C 0 * A ( 4 ) * T 0 2 + A ( 5 ) * T H E  
5 6 0  T K 1 0  = 3( i ) * T C 0 2 r E ( 2 )  * T N 2 - r B ( 3 )  * T C 0 * B ( 4 )  * T 0 2  + 2 ( 5 ) * T H E  
5 7 0  T X 1 = E X P ( - 1 3 3 7 » 0 * W A V E / T E M P )
580 TX2=EXP(-SG7,0*WAVE/TEMP)
590 RLM0=1,0/(l,0-TXl)-l,0*7X2/('1,0-7X2)**2,0 + 1 , 0/(1,0-7X2)-1,0 
70QC RLMC IS RATIO OF LMO TO GROUND STATE POPULATION AT EQUILIBRIUM TEMP 
10 TK01=TK1C*RLMC 

F20C THIS COMPUTES TKOl BY DETAILED BALANCING 
30 TK1G=TK10+EXP(667,0*1,24E--/ELTEMP)*OMGA 

740C THIS ADDS SUPERELASTIC CONTRIBUTION TO TKIO 
75CC INITIAL CONDITIONS NOW STATED 
760 X10=0,1*TC02 
^0 X20=0,00i*TCO2 

730 X30=0,01*TN2 
730 X40=0,1*TCC
300 CALL CTEMP(X1Q,X2C,T30.T20)
8 1 0  
320
830 CALL LASE(T30,T20,TEMPrSTIMO,ZINV)
840 T0=&^
350 H--0,5E-5
3S0C THIS SPECIFIES THE TIME STEP IN THE PREDICTOR EQUATIONS 
870 WRITE(S,5 5 6 )H
880 556 FORMATIEZ,"TIME STEP= " , "  SECONDS")
390 R1C=R1<X20,X10,ST:MG)
900 R20=R2{X10,X2C;X30,X40,STIMO)
310 R30=R3(X30,X10,X20,X40)
920 R40=R4(X40,X30,X10,X20'
930 WRITE'6,592)
940 592 F0SMAT(2X, " INITIAL EXCITED POPULATIONS A3 FOLLOWS")
950 WRITE;6,594)
960 334 FCRMAT(6X,"LM0",10X,"C0N".10X,"N2"rlOX,"CO",10X,"T")
970 WRITE(S,596)XI0,X20,X30,X40,TO |
93 0 596 FORMAT-4{2X,HIO,^ ,6X,ElO,4) i
990 R10H=R1(X20+h*R2C,X10-H*Ri0,3T:MC; I
boo R20H=R2(Xl3+H#ci0,X20+H*R20,X30tH*R30,X4C+H*R40,STIMC, ^
010 R30H=R3(X30+H*R30,XI0+H*RlG,X20+H*R20,X40+H*R40)
020 R40H = R4(X40+H*R40, X3G + r*R30, XI C+h *R1 0, X20-^H*R20 ï 
030 
040
030C NOW THE IMPROVED EULER METHOD IS USED TO PREDICT Xll,X21,X3i.X41 
06 0 CONTINUE 
070 T1=T0+H .
bSO WRITERS,103)71
090 103 FORMATIEZ,"TIME T =",E10,4)
‘l 30
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1) X11=X:C^H/2*(R10+R10H)
20 X21=X20+H/2*fP20*R20H;
30 X3l=X30+H/2*(R30+R30H)
40 X41=X40tH/2 * (R4Û-R40H)
50
■SO CALL CTHMF(Xli,X2l,T31,T21)
;70 CALL LASE'TS:,T21,TEMP,STIM•,ZINV)
i'so
90 
20 0
210 710 CONTINUE
220 T1«T1+H
230 PI 1=R1(XZlfXl1,STIMl)
240 R21=R2{X11,X21,X31,X41,ST:M1)
250 R31=R3(X31,X11,X21,X41)
260 R41=R4(X41,X31,X11,X21)
270
280
290 X12=X10+2,0*H*R11 
500 X22=X20+2,0*H*R21 
510 X32=X30*2»0*H*R31 
520 X42=X40+2.0*H*R41 
530 STIM2=STIM1 
340
35.00 THESE PREDICTIONS FOP X1(2),X2(2) ETC, ARE MOW CORRECTED
360 X120LD=X12
370 X220LD=X22
58G X320LD=X32
390 X420LD=X42
400 ITN=1
410 370 CONTINUE
420 R12=R1(X22,X12,STIM2)
430 R22=R2(X12,X22,X32,X42,STIM2)
440 R32=R3(X32,X12,X22,X42)
450 R42=R4(X42,X32,X12,X22)
460 X12NEW=X11+H/2*(R11+R12)
470 X22NEW=X2l^H/2*(P21+R22)
430 X32NEW=X3:+H/2*(R31TP32;
490 X42NEW=X41+4/2*fP4%+R42)
00

pio
520C TEST FOR CONVERGENCE FOLLOWS
530 IF (ABS((X22NEW-X22)/X22NEW)-TOLER)980,1010,1010
340 9S0IF(A3S((X 12NEW-X12)/X12NEW)-TOLER)S90,1010,1010
$50. 990 IF(ABS((X32NEW-X32)/X32NEW)-TOLER)1000,1010,ICIO
560
570
530
590 1000 IF(AB3-(X42NEW-X42Î/X42NEW)-TOLEP)1005,1010,1010 
600 1003 IF(A3S(1X22NEW-X22)/X22NEW)-TOLER)1100, lOiO, 1010 
810 1010 ITN=ITN+:
620 .......................
630
640 IF (ITN-MAX) 1050, I 030, 1030 
650 1 03 0 WR ITEMS, 1 0 4 0 ) MAX
660 1040 FORMATOX, "FAILS TO CONVERGE IN",13, "ITERATIONS")
570 GO TO 1380
530 1050 X12=X12MEW
690 X22=X22NEW
700 X32=X32NEW
710 X42=X42N£W
720 CALL CTEMP(X12,X22,T32,T22)
730 CALL LA3E(T32,T22,TEMP,3TIM2,ZINV;
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1050 GO TO 370
1:00 EPPXI=0,2*'X12CL3-X12NEW) 

ERRX2-0-2 * (X220LD-X22M£W) 
ERRX3=C,2*(X32GLD-X32MEW;

SO ERRX4=0,2*(X42CLD-X42NEW)
'90 
0 0
10 X12=X12NEW+ERRX1 
120 X22=X22NEW+ERRX2 
130 X32=X32NEW+ERRX3 
U O  X42=X42NEW+ERRX4
550C THESE ARE THE CORRECTED VALUES OF X1,X2,X3,X4 AT T-T2
=.60
170
380 CALL CTEMP(X12,X22,T32,T22)
390 CALL LASE(T32,T22,TEMP,STIM2,ZINV)
300
510 IF(((X12-X11)/X11)*1C0,-CHANGE)1220, 1250, 1250 
520 1220 IF(( (X22-X2:)/X21)*100.-CHANGE)12SC, 1250, 1250 
330 1230 IF(((X32-X31)/X31)*100.-CHANGE)1240,1250,1250 
340 1240 IF(((X42-X41)/X4l)*100»-CHANCE)1340,1250,1250 
550 1230 X10=X11 
560 X20=X21 

0 X30=X31 
580 X40=X41 
590 X11=X12 
000 X21=X22 
010 X31=X32 
020 X4i=X42
030 GALL^CTEMP<Xll,X21,T31,T21f
040. CALL LASE(T31,T21,TEMP,STIM1,Z!NV)
042 IDBUG=0
p43 IF<I3BUC,EG,0)GOTO 1300
045 WRITE(S,1305)T31,T21,T1,ITN
046 1305 FORMAT(3(2X,E10.4),I4)
043 1300 CONTINUE
050 IF(T1,LE,1,OE-4)CO TO 710 
060 H=0,5E-5
070 IF(T1,LE,1,OE-3)GO TO 710 
030 H=0»5E-5
090 IF(T1,LE,1,0E-2)G0 TO 710
100 H=l»0E-5
110 IF(T1,LT,1,0E-1)C0 TO 710 
120 H=2»0E-5
•130 CO TO 710 
140 1340 WRITE(6,35)CHANGE
150 85 FORMAT ( 3X, "POPN. BALANCE ESTABLISHED WITHIN" , F S . 5, ’’ % PER TIMESTEP") 
U60 GOL=l-(1+X22/(TC02-X22-X12))**'-!)
170 HCL =ALOG<GOL)
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80
90 CONTAI.502E-19/1.9S0E-23 
200 T3=-0,29:3*CONT/HOL 
310 ?0L=1-(TN2-X32)/TN2 
220 TEMPN=-0.2829*CONT/AL0G(PCL)
230 QOL-1- (TC0-X42)/TCO
240 7EMPC=-0»2S66*CONT/ALOG(GOL),
250 CQF4-*; i-G0L}*TG02/ :TCC2-X:2-X22'
260 C0F2=X:2/(TC02-X22-X12)+2,C
270 CALL STEPS(2UAPT,C0F4,C0F2,3L,EU)
280 V1=QUART(3L,C0F4,CQF2;
290 V2=GUARTÎ3U,C0F4,C0F2)
300 CALL 2EP02(QÜAPT, C0F4, CCF2r BL, 3U, VI , V2, P.OCT)
310 ROL=1.0-ROOT
320C ROL IS £ X P (-HV2/K T 2 )
330 T2=-0.0827*CONT/ALOC(ROL)
340 WRITERS,1363)
350 1363 FORMAT;IX,"EQULIBRIUM VIBRATIONAL TEMPERATURES (KELVIN) ARE

360 WRITE(6,13S3)
370 1365 FORMAT(3X,"CC2:00N)%  lOX,"N2 ",lOX," 2 0 % lOX, 'C02:LMO)")
:S0 WRITE'S,13S7)T3,TEMPM,TEMPO,T2 
330 1357 f o r m a t ;4(4X,ElO.4))
400 WRITE(6,13G9)T1
410 1369 f o r m a t ;IX,"TIME AT STEADY STATE= ",E10,4," SECONDS")
420 WRîTEie, i375.)X22
430 1375 FORMAT (IX, '’OCN MODE POPULATION = ",E10,4," PER GO" )
440 WRITERS,1377)X12
450 1377 FORMAT(IX,"LMO MODE POPULATION = ",E:0,4," PER CC")
■4S0 WRITE(6,137S)STIM2
•47G 1378 FCRMATdX, "STIMULATED EMISSION RATE= ",E10,4, " cm-3,sec-l") 
■472 WRITE(S, 157S'ZINV
1474 137^ FORMAT;IX,"ROTATIONAL POPULATION INVERSIONS ',E10,4," PER CO')

1380 STOP 
■490 END


